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Ohio Scientific's top of the line personal com-
puter, the C8P OF. This system incorporates
the most advanced technology now available
in standard configuratlens and add-on options.
The C8P OF has full capabilities as a personal
computer, a small business computer, a home
monitoring security system and an advanced
process controller. .
Personal Computer Features
The C8P OF features ultra-fast program execu-
tion. The standard model is twice as fast as
other personal computers such as the Apple II
and PET. The computer system is available
with a GT option which nearly doubles the
speed again, making it comparable to high end
mini-computer systems. High speed execution
.makes elaborate video animation possible as
well a" other I/O functions which until now,
have lot been possible. The C8P OF features
Ohk, Scientific's 32 x 64 character display with
graphics and gaming elements for an effective
resolution of 256 x 512 points and up to 16
colors. Other features for personal use include
a programmable tone generator from 200 to
20KHz and an 8 bit companding digital to
analog converter for music and voice output,
2-8 axis joystick interfaces. and 2-10 key pad
interfaces. Hundreds of personal applications,
games and educational software packages are
currently available for use with the C8P OF.
Business Applications
The C8P OF utilizes full size 8" fk'ppy disks
and is compatible with Ohio Scien'ittc's ad-
vanced small business operating system,
OS-65U and two types of information manage-
ment systems, OS-MOMS and OS-OMS.

------------~----------------------~-------'

The computer system comes standard with a
high-speed printer interface and a modem in-
terface. It features a full 53-key ASCII
keyboard as well as 2048 character display
with upper and lower case for business and
word processing applications.
Home Control
The C8P OF has the most advanced home
monitoring and control capabilities ever
offered in a computer system. It incorporates
a real time clock and a unique FOREGROUND/
BACKGROUND operating system which allows
the computer to function with normal BASIC
programs at the same time it is monitoring
external devices. The C8P OF comes standard
with an AC remote control interface which
allows it to control a wide range of AC appli-
ances and lights remotely without wiring and
an interface for home security systems which
monitors fire, intrusion, car theft, water levels
and freezer temperature, all without messy
wiring. In addition, the C8P OF can accept
Ohio Scientific's Votrax voice I/O board and/or
Ohio Scientific's new universal telephone inter-
face (UTI). The telephone interface connects
the computer to.any touch-tone or rotary dial
telephone line. The computer system is able to
answer calls, initiate calls and communicate
via touch-tone signals, voice output or 300
baud modem signals. It can accept and
decode touch-tone signals, 300 baud modem
signals and record incoming voice messages.
These features collectively give the C8P OF
capabilities to monitor and control home func-
tions with almost human-like capabilities.
Process Controller
The C8P OF incorporates a real time clock,
FOREGROUND/BACKGROUND operation and
16 parallel I/O lines. Additionally a universal

CIRCLE 172 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CHALLENGER OP

accessory BUS connector is accessible at the
back of the computer to plug in additional 48
lines of parallel I/O and/or a complete analog
Signal I/O board with AID and D/A and
multiplexers.
Clearly, the C8P OF beats all existing small
computers in conventional specifications plus
it has capabilities far beyond any other com-
puter system on the market today
CSP OF is an 8-slot mainframe class computer
with 32K static RAM, dualS" floppies, and
several open slots for expansion.

cap
Or get started with a CSP with cassette inter-
face, 8K BASIC-in-ROM which includes most
of the features of the CSPDF except. the real
time clock, 16 parallel I/O lines, home security
interface and accessory BUS. It comes with
SK static RAM and Ohio Scientific's ultra-fast
SK BASIC-in-ROM. It can be expanded to a
CSP OF later. Base price $S95. Virtually all the
programs available on disk are also available
for the CSP cassette system on audio
cassette.

Computers come with keyboards and floppies where specified.
Other equipment shown is optional.

For literature and the name of your local
dealer, CALL 1·800·321·6850 TOLL FREE_

1111
1333 SOUTH CHILLICOTHE ROAD
AURORA,OH44202. [216] 831-5600
..~



Reset Actuator

Expansion Bus

CPU with kluge breadboarding area

Fully buffered bus structure

Deluxe Operator Console

The single chip computer
with the features that

help you escape from life
INCOMPLETE COMPUTER

In this advanced chip you get an
amateur quality computer that meets
few if any of the needs of the serious
user. It's totally incomplete. You'll
spend literally months getting it to
accept a single data bit. All you need to
make it run is unlimited time and
money.

The computer itself (the thing with
the holes) is super. Fast 4 gigahertz
operation isso fast that itsspeed can't be
detected with normal test instruments,
nor is it compatible with any standard
low-speed peripherals available from
any other manufacturer, even Cray or
CDC. The 690 holes provide cooling
from the astronomical temperatures
that are generated when electrons are
moving at the rated 4 gigahertz speed.
And when equipped with the Formula
Vee turbocharger option, it makesother
computers like Cray-1's and TRS-80's
seem like baby toys. Sheer speed iswhat
separates computers from toys, a good
lesson to remember the next time you
buy a car.

Other features include a 3-bit high
capacity bi-directional data channel
between the CPU and operator's
console, an 8-inch household control
interface and fully-buffered on-board
bus.

Add that to vectored inputs.

APRIL 1, 1980

IMPOSSIBLE EXPANDABILITY
Besides all these features the

Cromagnon single chip computer gives
you impossible expandability if you ever
need it. We've made it impossible
because we can't imagine that you'll
ever need more capability than what's
already built in. That includes a deluxe
operator console with no raised sur-
faces. It's even dishwasher safe. A reset
actuator stops the operation of the
computer, even mid cycle, and resets
everything to a randorn value.

However, if you can find mil spec
high heat components (over produc-
tion from the Mercury and Sun space
shots perhaps) you can wire them onto
the breadboarding area adjacent to the
CPU. You'll want these components
close to the CPU to minimize electron
travel but not too close lest they
disintegrate from the extraordinarily
high temperature of the CPU.

Cat Cage

()Cromagnon
Specialists
280 Fido Ave., Pit View, California
(415) 626-3987

HARD TO USE
Another inconvenience that makes

the Model XPM (for 'experimental')
computer so difficult to use is our 4K
PL/I compiler. This features a subset of
ANSI subset PLiI including the powerful
'BEGIN' and 'END' statements. With this
included software you're ready to go. In
addition the monitor gives you one
more command (NOP). This software,
without extensive modification will not
access any 1/0 ports, the operator's
console, or the memory.

Finally, to simplify things to the
ultimate, there is no memory, nor is
there any way of adding' any. In
addition, there is no way to power up
the unit, so you'll never have to worry
about heat, fires, lost data, frustration
and all the other things that go hand-in-
hand with computers of any size or
shape.

OPTIONAL CAGES

If you feel that watching a com-
puter do nothing is not your cup of tea,
we suggest a cat. Catsare fun, they keep
your feet warm on cold winter nights
and they have kittens. Our optional
animal cage will help you capture stray
cats to bring home.

So act today. Get this unbelievable
computer and a cat in your home right
away.
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SoftlNare for the PET

DOMINOES $ 6.95

RPN MATHPACK $19.95

SPACE WARS $ 9.95

FORECAST $ 9.95
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DEPTH CHARGE $ 9.95
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HOME ACCOUNTING $ 9.95

SHOOTING GALLERY $ 9.95

OTHELLO $ 9.95 LETTER SQUARES $ 6.95

SUPER NIM $ 6.95

GRAND PRIX $ 6.95 E.S.P. $ 9.95

$ 6.95 BLOCKADE $ 9.95

BASKETBALL $ 9.95 SLOT MACHINE $ 6.95

All orders include 3% postage and handling with a minimum of
$1.00. California residents include 6% Sales Tax.

VISA MASTERCHARGE

CIRCLE 1810N READER SERVICE CARD

PET IS A TRADEMARK OF
$ 9.95COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES, INC. BATTLE SHIP

PROGRAMMA
INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
3400 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010
(213) 384-0579

384-1116
384-1117

Dealer Inquiries Invited ZAP $ 6.95
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Kilobad Section
04 Publisher's Remarks Wlne Yellow

Other magazines awful, make millions,
protect us .

06 Tune Up Your PDP·11...................... Htron Evets
How to bolt on a turbocharger and more

08 The Etiquette Computers ...•..•.... Stephen Kimmel
Socially correct protocol via electronics

Macro Section
09 Improvised Homebrewlng Carl E.Whitney

First Non-6502 article ever run

Datamazl"g Section
OA Letters............................................. Readers
OC News In Perspectlve Press Releases

Computers in the court, large plotter, more
OE Source Data............................ Movies & Books

Computer Earth Section
10 DP Firms Support Carter's Braln Evad Lha
10 Barge Line Can Pinpoint Fleet Gorf Timrek
11 Biological Breakthrough Fred Chesson
11 UK Vlslt.. Asian Computer Monthly

Computor Section
12 Bake Your Own Computer Shafto & Worland

The latest in chip design
13 Computer ID Rotlde Tseug

Build your own digitizer
14 Computer' Laws Real Life
14 I/O Deja Vu S.Foonly

Dr. Dabble's Secticm
16 New Hobbyist Language : James Thrig

Botch takes the world by storm

17 Overextended Mnemonlcs IBM 407

Wreck·reatlonal Computing Section
18 LUST J.H.Leichman

Butchering of Robert Indiana's Love
19 Ask Me A Riddle Lemmlk Evets

Can You Beat the Program

1A Quantum Jump ..................•........... Steve Lafler
There really are parallel realities

The Computing Instructor Section
1C Behavior Modlflcatlon Harley Sachs

Teaching of English composition
using computers

1E Man Bytes Computer Philip Hughes

•••
In Der Face Age S,ctlon

1F CompuCar Kirk Nlatpac
New from Horrendous Hardware

20 Meal Preparation Robot................ Htaed Tnatsni
The new MPR for your kitchen

22 Why Th,re Are No Programmers ... Stephen Kimmel
Including aprogramming aptitude test

Popular Electrons Section
24 Interface to the Real World ...............•. Yggip Ssim

Controlling your home aeollpile or blast furnace

Creative Confusing Section
2A Affected Writing ......................•... Selpats Ysteb

Make yourself seem intellfgent and important
2C EtCetera Staph
20 Stili A Few Bugs In The System ...•............ Others
2E Wonder Whlch Ysteb Selpats

The latest electronic toy from the Smith Sisters
30 Floppy Disk Maintenance Toidi Egalliv

A simplified visual approach
31 Computer Myths Explalned Monte Wolverton
32 Puzzles & Problems Nllrem
34 Adventure In.fORTRAN Crowthers & Woods

The entire listing on 1Y2 pages
36 Compleat Computer Catalogue............. Gnag Eht

28 amazing new products .
3B The Einstein Centennlal. , Payack & Payack

Personal computerlng Section
3C Random Access Press Releases

PROMIS, Large floppy disk, surges, More
40 Writing a Chess Program Geo.Lateshow

Extranormal moves, California maneuver

Bite Section

42 Make Your Own Bar Code Reader .. Rosseforp Dam
Now you can read the Paperbite books

44 Anyone know the Phony Tyme? Evad Lha
From Aicraic's Interface Attic

47 Unclassified Ads People and Computers
49 Advertiser Index and Cr'dlts .

Dr. KiloByte's Creative Personal Recreational MicroComputer Data
Interface World Journal Is published when the mood Is upon us,
generally In conjunction with April Fool's Day. It is published by
the self-same erudite, highly educated gang of idiots that bring you
the sensationally sparkling, unbelievably wonderful Creative
Computing magazine every month. Offices in Post Office Box
789-M(a cozy place), Morristown, NJ 07960.

Any resemblance to people, magazines, styles, etc. In this magazine
Is Intentional for satirical and humorous purposes only. Letters
about suing us will be Ignored.
Single copies of this .Issue $2.50 (except to libel lawyers, to whom
copies are not available at any price).

Copyright © 1980 by Creative Computing. All rights reserved.
Reproduction prohibited.
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PUBLISHER'SREMARKS
Other Magazines Awful

Recently I had a chance to
read all the other personal com-
puting magazines It will come
as no suprise to readers of
DKBCPPRMCDIWJ that, object-
ively speaking, there's no other
personal computing magazine
worth reading, For example, I
notice that Byte is written only
for Ph, Ds, I can't imagine an
ordinary person like myself
understanding all that hard stuff!
Besides, according to a recent
survey 89%of Byte's readers have
a Bachelor's degree or better I
just can't understand why adver-
tisers want to waste all their good
money on such rich educated
snobs! The average DKBCPPR-
MCDIWJ.reader has a 9th grade
education and probably buys a
whole lot more computer stuffin a
year than one of those high class
Byte readers. To give you a short
course in advertising, you can
always tell the best place to adver-
tise by where the mail order ads
are. Ignore all those fancy dancy
statistics like cost per thousand
and all that stuff; it's just a big
snow job. I'm even trying to con-
vince some advertisers to run
mail order ads for cake mixes and
dog food. Watch these pages.

Next we come to Interface Age.
As I'm sure you're all aware,
Interface Disgrace is strictly for
OEMs ... an abbreviation I picked
up somewhere for "Optional
Equipment Manufacturers." This
is a technical term, you don't have
to remember it. Just remember,
Interface Age is strictly for small
business applications. Admit-
tedly, I'll admit this is a much
larger and more lucrative field
than hobby computing, but,
heck... I'm not in this for the
money! So don't buy Interface
Age or advertise there. I'm just
trying to help you.

Every time I read Creative
Computing, it reminds me that I
don't like science fiction. And the
worst thing about Creative Com-
puting is that all their readers are
high school students! All ofthem!
If you look at the statistics I know
they'll seem different but that just
goes to show you what a snow job
numbers can be. I never trust
them myself. Besides, I can never
get those programs in that mag-
azine to work on my 4K Level I
TRS-80. I think they put errors in
those programs on purpose ...

Wine Yellow

Basic Dooms Other
Computer Languages

Nowadays, BASIC is so pop-
ular that it threatens to make
every other computer language
obsolete ... or irrelevant! I can hear
the screams and the gnashing of
teeth in the entire DP industry
already ... but they'll just have to
wake up to the fact that it's the
micro end of-computing that's in
the forefront. They'll have to con-
vert all those old FORTRAN,
COBOL, APL, LISP, PLlI,
PASCAL, assembler, and every-
thing else programs to good old
Microsoft BASIC. This is really a
fantastic opportunity for some
hobbyists who know what they're
doing.

A few of the whining liberal
progressives in the field may
claim that BASIC is about 15
years old and that it is practically
ancient but to those people I say
So What. Progress is never easy.
In fact, one day BASIC may even
make English obsolete. So, my
message to all these backward
people trying to stifle my creativ-
ity by denying that BASIC is the
only good computer languages is:
850 IF K=U(I) THEN GOSUB
4020 ELSE K=FND(Q(I,J»·SIN
(X)!

IBM Personal Computer

I predict that IBM will be very
disappointed in sales of its new
liquid. helium cooled "P-Series"
personal computers (see the new
product announcement elsewhere
in this magazine).v. I've always
maintained that an 8'-bit micro
(such as my own 4K Level I
TRS-80) is more than capable of
handling anything I've ever
thought of. All that extra stuff,
like femtosecond cycle times,
megabytes of memory, and new-
fangled computer languages, are
just cheap gimmicks. I ask, can it
run Level II BASIC business soft-
ware? But IBM sales people just
give me blank stares ...who
knows, they could be computers
themselves.

Make Millions with "Instant
Confusion Software

Almost everyone has a few
game programs lying around that
could easily be parlayed into an
immense fortune. Let's say, for in-
stance, that you typed in the Tic-
TacToe game from that BASIC
Computer Games book. .. Now, if
Instant Confusion Software was
able to sell that program in 20,000
Radio Shack stores and in 2,000
retail computer stores, and sold
just a paltry 500 in each store,
that would be 11,000,000 cassettes
sold! At $20 each and a 20%royal-
ty you could be $44,000,000richer ...
not bad for just TicTacToe.

Naturally, if you sell the pro-
gram to one of our many inferior
competitors, they will probably
only sell a few hundred thousand
at the most. You'll just be hurting
yourself. So send in those pro-
grams! If I could get that TicTac-
Toe game to work, don't think I'd
hesitate for a second ...

Help Protect Instant
Confusion Software

At Instant Confusion Soft-
ware, we are very aware of the
piracy of personal computer soft-
ware that goes on ... both at the re-
tail and the individual level. We
have an idea to stop it. Go out and
buy a handgun. Next time you're
at a computer club meeting or at a
computer store, be sure to admire
an Instant Confusion Software
program, and pressure the owner
for a free copy. If he gives you one
(always wait until he gives it to
you) ... pull out the gun and shoot
him on the spot ... this is a sure fire
way of cutting down on software
piracy and it is the thing that
made America great.

I know, at first this is going to
be hard for some of you to do. No
one likes to shoot people. But next
time a "friend" asks you for a
copy of that Instant Confusion
Software program, you have to
make a very important decision.
Is he really my friend or am I
making a bigger mistake than I
think?

Microcomputer Organization
for Trade and Retailers

The newly formed Microcom-
puter Organization for Trade and
Retailers (MORTAR) may be fir-
ing some direct hits at some of our
big problem areas. One thing that
really concerns me is the Yellow
Peril of foreign-made microcom-
puters. My suggestion is that we
fight OPEC by jacking up the
.prices of microcomputers sold
overseas higher and higher and
higher. Then we take the excess
profits and make computers over
here dirt cheap. Not only do we
save America and keep it great
but we also take care of those Japs
and Chinks and other undesir-
ables.

Reader Liability

One of your weighty and in-
escapable responsiblities as a
reader of DKBCPPRMCDIWJ is
to aid and abet our ambitious
drive to get more advertisers and
readers. This will benefit you by
making this a bigger and better
magazine th us increasing our cir-
culation and advertising even
more! You can help by "encourag-
ing" your friends to subscribe
when they've had too much to
drink at parties or even take
names out of the phone book and
fill in a few subscription blanks.
They won't besorry later. You can
help even more by tearing out the
reader service card in the back of
the magazine and sending it in.
Advertisers put a lot of stock in
these reader responses to their
ads so do it now! (All the numbers
have been pre-circled for your con-
venience.) Failure to take your
reader liability seriously may re-
sult in legal action and possible
unfortunate unintentional harm
to your close relatives.

Pictured below is what happens to
readers who do not take their
responsibilities seriously.

04 DKBCPPRMCDIWJ
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'c Mainframe
Owners ...

Maybe TlS-80
Should be Your Next

Hanlware Investment!
Designed for business. Television
Igloo's design concept forthe TIS-80
was to build a computer that could be
used in the home - not a "home
computer." There's a big difference.
The TIS-80 is perfect for those jobs
that interrupt the data processing
schedule of large business com-
puters, like keeping track of office
betting pools, gossip update reports,
and expense account padding calcu-
lations. Compare this machine with
the highly overrated IBM 5110 and

TIS·80Features

-23K or 39K RAM
-External printer
-17 connecting cables
-13X22 character CRT
-5 Paddtecontrctlers
-separete keyboard
-Vectored 4H2 throughput

you'll see why we have the competi-
tion quaking in its boots.

Software for the TIS-80 includes
accounts payable, accounts receiv-
able, general ledger, stock market
analysis, inventory, payroll, corpor-
ate financial planning, mailing lists,
statistics, advanced multi-user data-
base mana-ger, online insurance
records system, and Chase-Man-
hattan Banking System. (All available
third quarter 1980. We Promise.)

Want to change our software to fit
your way of doing things? Forget it! It
would take an expert programmer

. 200 hours at $50/hr. to do it. It's
cheaper just to change your system
to fit ours. That's what computers and
technology are all about.

Expansion beyond the basic unit
requires the expansion interface,
buffered expansion cable, buffered
expansion cable buffered interface,
buffered expansion cable buffered
interface cable, and two nine-volt
batteries (not incl.) .

The new TIS-80 Model II (see inset) is
an entirely new concept in comput-
ing. It features an advanced hexa-
decimal keyboard, augmented key-
board, and sophisticated graphics for
tic-tac-toe and biorhythms. It's all
business.

Ielevlslon Igloo
The biggest little name in little big computers"
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By Htron Evets,
Features Editor

You Can Tune Up Your PDP-11

Even real computers can benefit from a tuneup and
bolt-on mail-order accessories. Here's how 'to do it.

When we first got our own 128K PDP-
11/34 with twin 80 megabyte CDC hard
disks and three Hazeltine 1500 terminals,
we thought we had something real~yspecial
on our hands. "Humph!" we exclaimed.
"Microcomputers are just toys! That's why
we can't get more than two of our thirty sys-
tems to work at the same time. But this is a
real computer. It cost $76,000, more than
any of us make even in awhole year! It won't
'Iet us down." Once that illusion was surgi-
cally r.emoved courtesy of Control Data
Corporation, we were able to view the 11 as
just so many Poly-Paks bargain barrel drop-
out ICsthough itcan support a mean gameof
multiplayer Star Trek written in virtual LISP.

This brings us to the crisis at hand. We
noticed that when aII three players were try-

Photo 1: Flushing out clogged circuits.

06

ing to dock their ships at Starbase while the
LISP interpreter was doing a virtual memory
garbage collect, therewasa perceptible time
delay of 0.2 seconds (worst case). This was
extremely disturbing (as you can well imag-
ine) and required immediate action if not
sooner.

The first step was to correct a warped
memory circuit board. This is best done with
a large crowbar. The standard procedure is:
Carefully place the crowbar under the print-
ed circuit card and apply pressure. Do not be
afraid to use force "if need be. Once the cir-
cuit board has been straightened out the
electrons may flow in straight lines which
are much shorter than the curved variety. In
fact it is well known the light travels faster in
straight lines than in curved ones too.

This did not help the problem much so the
next step was to flush out the clogged cir-
cuits in the CPU.(See photograph 1. Abbrev.:
Photo.) As computer circuits operate, excess
electrons sometimes accumulate in out-of-
the-way places especially inside integrated
circuits. These bad electrons can actually
slow down your circuits and make them
weak and unreliable. The best thing to do is
to get an electron extractor(Radio Shack part
number 234-23652, it will be out of stock by
the time you get to the store) and plunge
them loose. Intensive research is being done
at the University of Michigan (Flint) to figure
out why and where the electrons get jam-
med up. One theory holds that it is somehow
related to infrequently executed instructions
which cause the flow of electrons to
stagnate.

Unfortunately, this technique did 'not
help the problem appreciably and it finally
struck home that the factory stock PDP-
11/34 simply does not have the muscle to
run our sophisticated multiplayer StarTrek

written in virtual LISP. Something more was
needed.

We had read in some of the less respect-
able computer magazines that you can add a
bolt-on turbocharger to your computer and
expect an increase of up to 100 b.p.s. Finan-
cia! reserves being somewhat depleted by a
recent embezzlement scandal, we were able
to borrow the cash from a fellow employee
who explained that she had recently won the
Irish Sweepstakes. It's good to know that
there's at least someone you can trust and
depend on when you want a PDP-11/34
Turbocharger add-on very very badly. So we
sent away for the unit (made by a reputable
firm called Earth Power Systems, they ad-
vertise heavily so you know they're for real)
and waited, meanwhile cursing at the com-

Photo 2: Installing the Turbocharger.

DKBCPPRMCDIWJ



ished, we are pleased to report. Our next
project will be to implement a PUI compiler
written in FORTRAN simulated in TRAC and
of course all this done in LISP, and then to
write an editorial dissertation on how we
use all this computer power to do absolute
cursor addressing on the Hazeltine terminal.
Fascinating.

puter every time all three players tried to Once the installation was complete, we
dock their Starships while the virtual LISP turned the 11 over to our resident bit-hacker
interpreter was doing a garbage collect. (Did who took it out for a spin and pronounced the
I forget to mention that the game is really result safe enough for regular use (see.photo
written in TRAC Language which itself is 3). Indeed, one experiences a real rush when
simulated in LISP? Minor details.) sitting at the console of this high-powered

We were very pleased with the Turbo- system. The' highly disconcerting problem
charger when it arrived, complete with a with the Star Trek game has altogether van-
page and a half of documentation explaining
all its wondrous 'virtues and where to plug it
in. It was installed in short order by one of
our maintenance workers, see photograph 2
(Abbrev.:Photo.). The installation took only
an hour or so and a liberal application of

Liquid Wrench helped speed the process.
Unfortunately the rep (abbreviation for: rep-
resentative) from our service agency show-
ed up during the proceedings and did not
take kindly to our little experi ments. (It is well
known that DEe has not officially been rac-
ing for years.) However, knowing before-
hand that he would show up since this was
the only time since the system was delivered
that we did not want him around, we were
prepared for his visit and diverted his atten-
tion with a PET which had a defective cas-
sette interface. This gave us a chance to
complete our installation. Later the service
rep said that the PET was totally unable to
read any cassettes and that this was an
intentional design feature.

Photo 3: Taking the PDP-11 out for a spin. Go wild, son!

~s,'6\)

VO~ ~ WHAT CAN BE CRAZIER
THAN SELLING PASCAL COMPILER

FOR $15 and $23?

'Tiny' Pascal, runs on any 16K Level II system, includes the programming
structuring capabilities of full Pascal, but not data structuring.

Compiled People's Pascal programs run about five-times faster than
Level II Basic-graphics run eight-times faster. Tape 3 compiler written
in Basic, requires T-Bugand Edit-Assrnb lr , compiles Z·BO code. Tape 6
runs in machine language, compiles faster, interprets P-codes.

People's Pascal tape 3, compiles machine code $15.00
People's Pascal tape 6, ..•.................... $23.00
Tape 1 Lev. II, 34 business, educational programs $7.50

(lev. I versi.on avail., 24 programs-separate tape)
Tape 2 Lev. II, Tl programs from Osborne book,

"Some Common Basic Programs $7.50
Tape 4 Lev. I, 21 misc business and educational $7.50
Tape 5 Lev. 11,24 business, educational programs $7.50
Tape 7 Lev, II, 31 misc. business and educational $7.50

Add $.50 each tape for postage and hand I ing,
California residents add 6 pct. tax, Dealer inquiries invited,

COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Box 158

San Luis Rey CA 92068

CIRCLE 128 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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SOFTWARE
FOR THE ATARIR400/800

ASSEMBLER by Gary J Shannon. Create yuur own 6502 machine language programs
with this easy-to-use editor assembler for the ATARI400 and 800. Includes several
useful pseudo-ops. Interfaces with a printer, The editor allows for easy insert/delete,
plus the capability to view and modify memory, $24.95

6502 DISASSEMBLER by Bob Pierce, This neat 8K BASIC program allows you to
disassemble machine code and print out the disassembled listings, If you have more
than 8K of memory, programs in RAM can be disassembled, ROMcan be disassembled
on any size Alan, $11.95
Available soon. PROGRAMMER'S HANDBOOK FORTHE ATAR1400/S00, Written by
Quality Software, this book IS a gold mine of clever tricks and hidden facts concerning
the software built Into the Atari personal computer $14,95

r.'r:I '!~~~'!:.SUi~~~~l~E
~ Telephone 24 hours, seven days a week (213) 344-6599

WHERE TO GET IT: Ask your nearest Atari dealer to see Quality Software's Atari pro-
grams. Or, if you prefer, you may order directly from us, MasterCharge and Visa
cardholders may telephone their orders and we will deduct $1 from orders over $19 to
compensate for phone charges. Or mail your order to the address above. California
residents add 6°1. sales tax. Shipping Charges: Within North America orders must
include $1,50 for first class shipping and handling. Outside North America the charge
for airmail shipping and handling is $5,00 - payable in U,S, currency

AfAR I. ATARI400, and ATARI800 have been trademarked by Atan Personat Computer Systems, a
warner Communications Company

All programs on cassette, Only 8K RAM required.
FASTGAMMON'· by Bob Christiansen. The
most popular backgammon-playing game
for personal computers is now available for
the Atan. Written in machine language, but
loads With a Simple CLOADand RUN. This is
the best- playing version so far. Eight-page
instruction manual includes the rules of
backgammon, $19,95

CIRCLE 183 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Stephen Kimmel

The Etiquette Computers

Now you can go to even the swankiest affairs at the
UN. and not make an embarrasing faux pas.

Once small hand held com-
___~- /.- puters such as the Speak and

Spell and the language trans-
lators had been taught to
speak it was probably inevita-
ble that it would occur to some-
one to teach one to actually
improve, on what the user was
trying to say. Even if the lan-
guage translators do speak
rather broken Spanish, it
shouldn't be too difficult to
-translate typical American
English into the socially correct
King's English. Yet that is
exactly what the good folks at
Godno Electronics have done.
Not just once but twice with
their two new products: The
Etiquette Challenger and the
Protocol Computer.

The two computers are
essentially identical varying

mainly in the programming in
Rom and price, the Etiquette
Challenger being an exorbi-
tant $199.95 while the Protocol
Computer is a ridiculous
$299.95. They are both ap-
proximately the size of an un-
abridged dictionary and con-
tain fifty proximity switches,
a large speaker capable of
124dB and the twenty letter
LED display unit. Both units
require 14 "0" sized batteries
which give the computers a
weight of about 28 pounds. We
were particularly impressed
with the Etiquette Challenger's
chartreuse plastic box, al-
though the Protocol com-
puter's hotline red is also
impressive.

The instruction manual is a
little on the skimpy side. It con-

sists of a single sheet of paper
taped to the bottom of the com-
puter. Most of what it says is
that you should read a good
book on etiquette, that· the
company is not responsible for
anything and that you should
forget it anyway.

Operation of the Etiquette
Computer .could hardly be
easier. You simply type in your
statement which is recorded
inside the machine. Push the
translate button and the com-
puter begins to analyze your
statement. Anywhere from two
seconds to ten minutes later
the SOCially correct thing to
say comes booming over the
speaker.

I suppose it would be ap-
propriate to say something
about the quality of speech
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from the computer.
Just to test the unit com-

pletely we took it to a cocktail
party with some friends near
the office. We tried several
examples on both machines.
Everyone seemed to enjoy
them immensely although
none of them are currently
speaking to us.

Example: We type in "Is that
your nose or is that a banana?"
Six minutes later the computer
says, "My what a lovely neck-
lace. Where is the taxi?" We
tried the Protocol Computer
with "Tell the Ambassador that
we've declared war on his
country." Two minutes later
the Protocol computer said
"Oonde es su Taxi?"

Although the Etiquette
Computer short circuited and
reduced itself to a pool of green
plastic when we spilled the
Ripple on it, our Protocol Com-
puter proved to be a reliable
unit for three hours.

At $199.95 and $299.95,
these units are a must for
everyone who has no friends
and couldn't care less. The
units even have braille letters
on the keys for use by the blind.
A few quick taps with a cold
chisel eliminated this annoy-
ance in short order.

DKBCPPRMCDIWJ
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Improvised Homebrewing
Carl E. Whitney

You don't need experience or expensive tools to build an
impressive microcomputer circuit. Yourfriendswill beamazed
when they see the remains of your house after you build this
display. You can make free telephone calls too.

You can build an interface to a calculator, but
this takes some skill-microprocessors are
very jealous of each other, and each one
likes to have its own circuit.

A modem? It's easy. The main thing to re-
member is that telephone circuits are gross-
ly underpowered. They're starving for more
watts. So, cut your telephone line and strip

the wires with a kitchen knife. Take your
soldering iron and connect...

Or say you want to make calls free toyour
computer-using friends on the other coast or
in Hong Kong or Japan. Then you need a tel-
ephone "blue box". This is a somewhat more
advanced project. The circuit diagram forthe
logic board is shown in Figure 1.Wire this up
and wait for next month's issue.

Next month: the blue box tone generators
and how to hook it all to your computer to
make 4096 simultaneous long distance calls
free.
, (Note: this is for information only. Using a
blue box is against the law and Ma Bell
doesn't like them at all.)

Are you aching to build your own system,
but put off by all the jargon? Do you spend
your nights dreaming of a concatenated bit:
slice system with cycle-stealing DMA. only
to awaken to the sad reality of a broken
toaster that you're unable to fix? Has the
myth that homebrewing is hard kept you a-
way from a crack at your own Cray-1?

Not to worry. Microprocessorsare smart.
Adaptable, Flexible. They're able to function
in less-than-optimum environments. You
don't have to worry about having everything
connected perfectly-just hook the micro in-
to a circuit and watch the lightsflash.lmpro-
vised homebrewing is fun, inexpensive, and
so simple that even a systems programmer
could do it!

The first step is easy-just find aT.V. that
isn't working. Attach a chip to the chassis
with masking tape and start running wires to
likely-looking spots. Make the connections
with alligator clips so that you can change
the circuit if it's not up to snuff. If you have a
soldering iron, you'll want to solder a few of
the chip's pins together-this helps the sig-
nals move around inside the micro, greatly
improving the performance of your system.
(Manufacturers always provide twice as
many pins as are necessary, so as to impress
buyers.)

There's only one critical step here. You
must connect the Vss pin directly to line volt-
age. Otherwise, the micro won't have
enough power to operate. While five volts is
enough in an ordinary circuit, your baby
needs a full house so it can dope out its con-
figuration and go to work for you. Simple di-
vision shows that it will run twenty-three
times faster on 115 volts than on five.

You don't need expensive equipment for
checkout. Just disable the T.v,'s power in-
terlock so that you can get a closer view of
the action. If your bird doesn't fly on power-
up, then poke around with your fingers to
find the dead spots. A little tingle means a-
bout 10 volts. A strong rush rneansBo or Bu
volts. Try to avoid hitting anything over 100
volts. Just put a screwdriver between the
suspected high voltage and ground-if the
spark is intensely blue and makes a loud,
sharp sound, then the voltage is around 300.
Since you don't need that much juice, turn
the T.V. off, and run a line from the high volt-
age to ground, so as to soak up the excess
energy.

You'll probably get some brilliant video
displays, at least for a while. Configuring
your system for number-crunching, though,
will take some doing. Try wiring in flash-
lights four at a time to provide a hex readout.

APRIL 1. 1980
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Figure 1
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LETTERS
dreams, depression, nausea, slight ab-
dominal pain, lethargy, slightly impaired
right hand (with which I type), eye
spasms for at least a week, less energy,
and very short temper. Also, a feeling in-
side which I can't really describe but I
call it a "burnt" feeling. And Ithink that
using the TRS-80 might have also made
me more adversely susceptibleto the rad-
iations from an ordinary television
screen and the CRT.

Over the past two years Ihave dared
use the TRS-80 only four times and I
have gotten the same Dad effects with
both Level I -4K and Level II-16K. I
don't use it anymore because the results
on me are very bad and persist for a long
time. (But the noticable effects do go
away eventually except for the wrinkles
and perhaps there is some very slight
permanent loss of mental abilities. Also,
I have no way of knowing whether it will
result in cancer in about twenty years.)
I do not know of anyone else who has

had such a bad experience with it but I
hope that you can believe this, I am not
exaggerating. Idon't know what kind of
radiation it is. I have had the TRS-80
checked for radiation but nothing un-
usual was found. isuppose that there are
some people who are much more suscep-
tible to the radiation than other people.
But I don't know why.

I hope that you can find and publish a
way to avoid all these bad effects.

Steven Cohen
Kim Buc, NJ

MAINTENANCE TIPS GUERRILLA WARFARE
Dear Editor:

Are you fed up with global aggres-
sion? Even as you read, growing num-
bers of intrepid computer warriors are
fighting a cruel and ruthless alien force
that makes Klingons look like cream-
puffs. These Invaders, led by a superior
intelligence; HATA, have taken control
of countless numbers of Apple com-
puters, and constantly engage our
warriors in fierce battles.
- The warriors themselves, are dis-

tinguished by their unusual black and
blue, or calloused left thumbs. They are,
however, seldom deterred by these
'mortal' wounds; as long as they can still
press the firing button.

Do you have a strong thumb and a
weak mind? Vent your frustrations!
·Take on this Apple invader and kill a few
aliens in your spare time.

All Thumbs
Tewksbury, Massachusetts

P.S. Coded message for fellow warriors-
50:A2 OFB5 599D 33 05 CA DOF8 CC AE
C5 AE D4 C8 CFCD C1 D3AOB4 B4B5
BO

When you see a situation you cannot under-
stand,look for the financial interest.

"He said he could fix it in half the time it was taKing
me. so I let him try ... "

OA DKBCPPRMCDIWJ

Dear Editor:
The article "A Simplified Guide to

Hardware Maintenance" in the July is-
sue (page 124)prompted me to pass along
several maintenance tips I have found
valuable over the years.

1) If your CRT screen contracts occa-
sionally, try removing the plug from the
yoke, rotating it two pins clockwise, and
plugging it back in. If it refuses to fit,
give it a sharp rap with a 9- or lO-pound
sledge hammer.

2) Disk drive read and write errors can be
corrected by rubbing the recording sur-
face of the diskette with 120 - grit sand-
paper. If this does not correct the prob-
lem, mount a large horseshoe magnet an
inch or so from the drive head.

3) If your CRT enclosure seems to get
moderately warm during normal oper-
ation and is not equipped with a cooling
fan, simply spray the interior of the unit
with a good dose of cold water. (The little
brass sprayer for plants works just fine.)

4) If your power cord is getting frayed or.
has little cracks down near the plug, just
run to the hardware store and get some of
that black electricians' tape. Wrap five or
six turns around the suspect area and
it'll be good for a lifetime. (Don't forget to
pull the plug out by the cord, and at a 90
degree angle!)

Tom Hudson
Springfield, MO

BAD RADIATION
Dear Editor:

I am consistently getting bad radi-
ation from the Radio Shack TRS-80 mic-
rocomputer. "Creative Computing"
printed letters about bad radiations in
the September-October 1977 and the Jan-
uary-Febuary 1978 issues but I do not
know how to tell whether they are rel-
evant.

My experience with the TRS-80 is that
I get "sunburn" (especially on the right
side of my face and body), wrinkles on
my face which appear overnight and
won't go away (I look older because of
it), the healing of minor cuts, etc. is
much slower and it leaves a scar, altered
state of consciousness (for the worse)
and altered perception (vision, way of
seeing things), feeling stupid and very
significantly lowered mental abilities
which-lasts for about two or three weeks,
loss of potency for several days, strange





NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE

COMPUTER IN THE COURT

Tarrant County Court Judge J.C.
Duvall keeps a computer terminal on his
courtroom bench and frequently asks his
clerk to check the past record of a person
appearing before him. The terminal is
tied into the county's criminal justice in-
formation system and provides instant
access to case files stored in the IBM
computer. Says Duvall, "Occasionally I

have a case and don't have the complete
criminal record in front of me. I can use
the computer to find out ifthe person has
been arrested before; how many times
he's been in jail, and if he's out on proba-
tion ...1owe it to myself and the public to
know as much about a person as I can be-
fore I pass judgment."

HUGE FLATBED PLOTTER
Said by its manufacturer to be the

largest ever constructed, this new plotter
from Textronik outperforms most other
plotters in speed and accuracy. The
plotter arm is driven by a 700 b.h.p.
diesel engine and moves at speeds up to
45 m.p.h. Operator controls respond
easily when jumped on. Intended appli-

cations for the plotter include billboard
art and graphs of the price of Arabian
oil. A two-week factory training course is
available for operators of the plotter,
since special skill is required in the
handling of the plotter paper and
changing pens.

COMPUTERS
NEED AIR

DC

Results of a recent study conducted by
Professor Arnold Tom at the University
of Connecticut revealed the need to "air
out" computers.

The controlled experiment proved
Professor Tom's hypothesis that like
plants, animals and toilets, computers
will benefit from a little sweet-smelling
fresh air.

The weight of the computer and the
wind velocity are factors to consider
when deciding how much air is best. The
Professor recommends the following
dosages for maximizing your computer's
performance: For a 30-70 lb. micro, air
about once every other day for two hours
when winds don't exceed 30 MPH. In the
event of high winds, air 10 times a day at
half-hour intervals. If you have access to
a large system (immobile). use a fan. Set it
on high for two hours, medium for to and
low for 12 hours every day the computer
is in use.

Manufacturers are presently testing to
see if individual systems require varying
degrees of air. All are anxious to design a
computer requiring little to no air
because they fear this airing process will
be an inconvenience of computer
operators.

Federal law, however. now requires
that all manufacturers of computers
provide instructions for airing time
engraved on the front panel where it can
act as a rem inder.

COC METRIC
CONVERSION
Control Data Corporation has an-
nounced a 2000% increase in the price of
its products. The reason for this increase,
according to CDC, is that their entire
product line is being converted to metric.
All internal calculations will be done in
metric, rather than the old-fashioned out-
of-date English units. Owners of existing
CDC computers are advised to contact
their CDC representative about up-
dating to the new metric versions of all
software (including metric COBOL). It is
believed that CDC is the first company to
convert to the little-known but quite
powerful binary metric system, but other
biggies are expected to follow. In fact,
there may be a sudden glut of unwanted
English unit computers on. the used
computer market.

DKBCPPRMCDIWJ



WORMIS·II
killsbugs before they become worms.

Recent studies indicate that, in order to I<;eep
programs current with OSHA regulations, up to 70%
of the efforts of a typical programming deportment
are spent modifying or entirely rewriting programs
that were done at least once before.

How can you find the time to develop productive
new systems?

With WOPJv\ISII, you just say what you want. You
don't have to tell the computer how to produce it.
Even if you did, it wouldn't because it knows what's
best for your data. That means no time-consuming
changes every time you change the data base.

There are 3.4E 12 ways WOPJv\ISII can affect
your data processing. We'd lil<;eto tell you about
them in our free WOPJv\ISII focrbook.

WORMIS II
The data independence built into WORMIS II

dramatically reduces the time spent on mainten-
anceWithWORMISII,program modules are kept
completely independent of data, thus the data
have no effect on the running of the programs.
Furthermore, the programs have no effect on the
data.

This is all possible because WORMIS II is both a
data base storage system (like a large box) and
a complete Enqlish-llke nonprocedural language
(like Bosic).

We're Arithmetica, a policy consulting, software
burial and technical qobbledyqook firm involved
in the improvement of computer data without
programs.

For your free WORMIS II Focrbook. call
(312) 663-0884 today!

ARITHMETICA
The brains behind WORMIS II.
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SOURCE
DATA

MOVIES BOOKS in Chapter 3 in which the author reveals
techniques for the selection of the proper
"~e~sontra Function" which will yield a
minimum complexity translator or com-
piler for any given metalanguage. Each
chapter contains several representative
problems suitable for either homework
e~e~cises or doctoral theses, plus a
bl.bhography citing irrelevant works by
fnends of the "author.

Published by Perishor Publishing
House, Inc. (1979, 34 pp, $125.00).

- A.B. Salisbury

BLOOD COMPUTERS FROM
OUTER SPACE
directed by Uall Maylaugh
The recent successes of such movies as

Close Encounters and Star Wars have
sh~wn tha.t high-quality, totally
believable science fiction movies can be
made. And so we set out, with high hopes,
to see Blood Computers From Outer
Space ..I know that sounds like something
you might see at 2 A.M. on a small third-
rate TV station. But, I knew that this was
a real moyie, not on TV, so I wasn't
fooled. (Readers who find the reviewer
incoherent are reminded that constant
exposure to computing machinery has
literally rotted out his mind and has left
him o~ly a shell of his former self, but we
keep him around the office to remind us
of better times - Ed.).

The crux of this movie IS that
hemophiliac computers, delivered in a
UFO at least twice as big as Devil's Peak.
are beamed down using a transporter by a
W~okie. These hemophiliac computers,
which are able to transport themselves far
and wide by a process not yet understood
by modern science fiction, bleed all over
everything. It is not yet known why
computers should bleed all over
everything with motor oil, but we will r--~---------------'
permit the director to use his artistic
license and not question the un-
believability of this element.

The climax of the movie occurs when
the blood COmputers return to earth to
look for records of their ancestry at
Xerox. Fortunately there are enough
copies for all of the blood computers, and
they return to the UFO from which they
came, in a highly moving scene.

We recommend this film with our life
to anyone who falls asleep at movies. We
discourage the use of the "gore goggles"
but look forward to seeing a 3-D version
of this movie, or possibly one in Smell-O-
Vision. - L. Harrison
There are two sides to every question and if
you want to be popular you take both.

All looks yellow to a jaundiced eye.

DKBCPPRMCDIWJDE

PATENT SOFTWARE
by Irving Snell
The author, a practicing chemical
engineer and amateur lawyer, details the
fascinating history behind his pioneer
achievement in the patent software field.
Working in his home computer
lab?ratory, he accidentally dropped an
entire box of punched cards into a vat
containing a dilute solution of tannic
acid. The cards, which contained the
source code for an APL to BASIC
translator program, became coated with
a non-putrescible substance. impervious
to and Insoluble in water, and took on a
very high sheen. Snell maintains he was
subsequently able to clean up the
program with only a few wipes of a soft
cloth. The book goes on to review the
legal battles that raged for years. as he
represented himself and took on the
prestigious law firm of Hyde. Hare.
Harness and Tanner to win his now
famous patent. Must reading for the
computer history buff.

Published by Prentice Hill & 80ns.(1978,
371 pp, index, $12.95). "

- A.B. Salisbury

PROGRAMS - ALGORITHMS=
DATA STRUCTURES
by Niklaus Worth

In this mind blowing new book, the
eminent Dr. Worth describes a new
concept in computer programming. New
and previously unimagined data struc-
tures may be uncovered by taking
existing programs and removing all the
algorithms. Examples given in the book
are in the RASCAL language itself
implemented in RASCAL thus allowing
the RASCAL language to remove all its
own algorithms and cut execution time to
a minimum. The book emphasizes "natu-
ral organic invention of new data struc-
tures, rather than by artificial, contrived,
pretentious intentional means." Must
reading for all involved in state-of-the-art
programming methods.

Published by John Wisley and
Daughters. (1979, 256 pages, no contents
or index, $24.95).

TRANSCENDENTAL
METALANGUAGES
by U.B. Sorri
This book grew out of a set of lecture
notes used by Professor Sorri for his
graduate course on "Computer Architec-
ture for Anesthesiologists." While the
book has nothing to do with computer
architecture, it is Sorri's only published
work which justifies its status as the
req,uired text for the course. Chapter I
reviews the evolution of computer
languages from SANSKRIT (Symbolic
Archeological/ Narcolepsical System and
Klingon Rehabilitative Interpretive
Translator) to APL (All Purpose
Language). Chapter 2 then develops the
theory underlying metalanguages and
transcendental functions, with emphasis
on the total lack of the practical
applications. The highlight of the book is

- S.C. North
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"I'd appreciate it if you'd stop
referring to my cooking as raw
materials processing. "



My, what big ears you have, Roger.
The better to hear with.
And what can you hear?
All sorts of things that can help you when

you want to be first out with a new product.
Our ears can tell you about the new Apple III.

Or the TRS-90. Or the TI 9917. And hundreds of
other machines that can affect your company.

But even better than that we can get you a
copy of the blueprints, the operating systems, the
software packages, and even the chips them-
selves.

We hear all this because we have more people
in more offices and have bought off more people
in more companies than any other industrial
espionage operator.

We're the ones that sold the secrets of
transistor radios, television, and electronics to

the Japanese. They're after us now for all the
computer secrets and we'll have to sell out unless
we can find willing buyers in the good old U.S.
of A.

Want to get in the big league?
Just call us. Proprietary .software packages

start as low as - well, you just won't believe the
price. Easy credit terms available through our
parent company, AIFAM.

, Don't call us just for our extraordinary ears.
But because it's the only way you can survive

in this dog eat dog world.

The AIF AM Companies.
Let us take the risks. (212) 936-5454. OF



DP Firms Support Carter's Brain
By Evad H. Lha

WASHINGTON - Despite
doubts about how effective his
brain can ever be, U.S. data pro-
cessing firms expressed support
last week for President Carter's
plan to wire all the computers of
the country through a special
communications interface into
his brain.

Most industry officials said
they would await clarification
from the Administration about
which products would be wired in-
to the brain before commenting
on how the action would affect
their companies.

Mainframe manufacturers,
notably Control Data Corp,
Honeywell, Sperry Univac and
IBM, stand to lose millions of dol-
lars as a result of the edict since
they are currently selling a great
deal of computing power to the
White House which under the
Brain Plan presumably would be
reduced.

Privately, some company ex-
ecutives conceded that the lost
reven ue might be made up if other
country and company heads de-
cide to follow President Carter's
lead.

One industry anaylst, how-

World leaders are envious of Carter's
computer !brain connection.

ever, called these public and pri-
vate statements "gobbledygook
to hide their true concerns."

Commenting for the Com-
puter Business Equipment Manu-
facturers Association (CBEMA),
Director Namfuak Dyoll said the
industry is supporting the pres-
idential action "for now, because
something had to be done. With-
out DP assistance, Carter's brain
is just too weak to deal with the
other world leaders who can eas-
ily out-think him on any subject
except, perhaps, peanut farming."

Namfuak said there is "so
much vageness at the White

House now" and within the gov-
ernment in general, that the in-
dustry can only wait to assess the
impact of Carter's action. He quip-
ped that "the hat industry is going
to love this because Carter will just
have to wear a big hat if he doesn't
want everyone to see those bundles
of cables running out of his head."

An AT&T spokesperson said
that the Western Electric unit of
the Bell System had offered to
provide a fiber optic cable about
1/8" in diameter to replace the
bulkier 5" diameter cable now
proposed. IBM, however, objected
on the basis that AT&T, under
the 1967 consent decree, is not al-
lowed to provide computer data
processing services. The Justice
Department also refused to ap-
prove the link pointing out that if
the suit to split up the Bell System
is successful then part ofthe cable
would be under the jurisdiction of
Western Electric and the connect-
ors under C&P Telephone and the
firms might elect to use different
communications protocols.

J ody Powell, commenting for
the White House, said that Carter
was looking forward to ha ving an
expanded brain. Carter is quoted
as saying, "now I'll be able to
figur ot jus wat thos Afganistain-
iams are tryin ta do."

Barge Line Can Always Pinpoint Its Fleet
by Gorf Timrek

BARRENSVILLE, Ky - The
Barge Line of Barrensville
(BLOB) here uses a unique
system to keep track of its fleet of
6 barges and 2 towboats on 18
miles of inland waterways.

With the current emphasis on
saving energy, increasing atten-
tion is being paid to the use of
barges to haul commodities and
contraband. Many believe this
form oftransportation is the most
.economical and fuel-efficient of
all present modes of transporta-
tion.

BLOB, together with subsid-
iaries Barrens Boat and Barrens

10

Terminal, Inc. (BTI), operators of
cargo terminal facilities, com-
prise the Waterways, Holding
and Terminal (WHAT) division of
Arkansas Air, Rail and Gas Hold-
ing and Hijacking Corp.
(AARGHH). Currently the com-
pany moves more than 1 million
pounds of various commodities,
including coal, coke, grain, hash,
rock salt and other white powder-
ed ores each year.

The on-line towboat and barge
locater system is implemented on
a Univac 90/80-3 computer
system to which 65 Uniscope 200
and 40 UTS 400 CRT terminals
are connected. The terminals are
distributed between the Barrens-
ville headquarters and regional

sales offices located in Harlem,
Brooklyn, Newark, South Bronx,
Baltimore, Boston Combat Zone,
Chicago, Detroit, Miami, Watts
and buying offices in Mexico and
Honduras.

Unlike other barge com-
panies, BLOB owns its entire
communications system and
maintains a radio station, WLRT,
here. WLRT is capable of com-
municating alerts to towboats
that may have strayed as far as
4,000 miles away. A fleet of 20
fast, low-flying aircraft is also
maintained by BLOB to search
for lost towboats.
In operation, towboat and, air-
craft captains report six times
daily via radio to WLRT. Their re-
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,_ ports include operational data in-
cluding large barge drops and
pickups made since their last
radio contact. The radio oper-
ators at the station input all
messages received into the com-
puter's data base via Uniscope
200 terminals.

The computerized BLOB in-
formation system transmits to
each regional office all informa-
tion about the company's boats
and barges in that region and
stores all information as perman-
ent records. For safety purposes
these files are stored in the homes
of BLOB executives in Barrens-
ville. A unique s~ftware system
converts and records all these
data in an entirely different for-
mat for use by auditors and the IRS.

C. Sretep Dlanod, director of
management information sys-
tems for BLOB, noted that the
company was the first barge line
to develop a locater system for its
vessels. "From the information we
receive from the system, we're
probably ahead of anybody else in
our distribution system. We can
pinpoint the most profitable areas
of business and likewise deter-
mine those sources which must be
eliminated because of marginally
profitable or unprofitable opera-
tion," he adde-d.

Biological Breakthrough

Computer study proves turtles are
extinct.

An important computerized
breakthrough in the field of
biology has recently been report-
ed from Mildew University.
Using the combined computing
power of a consortium of Sphere,
Scelbi, and Sol Computers, Pro-
fessor Octave Galoot has proven,
without a reasonable doubt, that
turtles became extinct over sixty-
seven million years ago.

Dr. Galoot's computations in-
dicate that turtles may not have
even existed at all. What we to-
day regard as turtles, he asserts,
are merely self-propagating disk
memory units, left behind

millenia ago by extra-terrestrials,
whose very-Iong-term plan was to
incubate our present peripheral-
memory industry. A commend-
able enterprise, if true.

The Professor plans to publish
his findings in a forthcoming
edition of Computer Confabula-
tions, which is abstracted in The
Review of Obscure Journals.

So What Else is New?

ACSDelayed
AT&T's much talked about

Advanced Communications Ser-
vice (ACS) is, according to a Bell
System EEOC Spokesperson, on
the verge of being released. Under
intense questioning, s/he ad-
mitted that this statement had
been made at least 23 times
previously. . .

ACS was originally con-
ceived in the fertile minds of
several former IBMers who were
lured away from IBM for the fun
and challenge of working for
AT&T's newly-formed marketing

[continued in Sept. 1980]

Chinese Academy of Sciences
delegation which recently re-
turned to China after a tour
of scientific establishments in
Europe.

Led by the 'vice-president

UK visit
The Industrial application

of computers seemed to be of
particular illterest to. the
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of the academy, Hu Ke-shih,
the seven scientists and' the
director of the Bureau of
Foreign Affairs, Hoa Ting,
included a visit to the BNF
Metals Technology Centre.
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Bake Your Own Computer
Michael Shafto and Peter Worland

Dumb User Heuristics (DUH), Inc., has purchased a
controlling interest in the Nebraska Biscuit Company
(Nebrasko). This move comes on the heels of a reported
DUB breakthrough in minicomputer architecture.
According to a company spokesman, PUH will soon be
able to market an affordable, multi-user minicomputer
system built around the "crispware" concept. "It's a
combination of hardware and software," the spokes-
man explained. "We can't release the details at this
time, but I can tell you we project very low production
costs."

The following inside information was obtained
from a former Nebrasko cookie-icer: The crispware
system is based on an architectural innovation known
as the Mother Hubbard board. This board features a
light, multi-layer configuration of wafer-like compo-
nents. Our source described it as "flaky."

For use with the MH board, DUH/Nebrasko is
reported to have developed three special-purpose chips.
For text-processing, especially business form letters
and academic writing, there is the buffalo chip. For
game applications and Monte Carlo work, there is the
poker chip. And for standard numerical calculations,
there is the mysterious new chocolate chip. OEM's take
note: It is rumored that this chip can even be pre-
programmed to self-destruct via melt-down after a
variable length of time (dependent upon warranty
schedules).

Hansel-und-Gretel Gesellschaft of northern Ger-
. many has designed and engineered a baked-in
operating system for the DURIN ebrasko mini. "We
never burn anything in," the H-u-G engineers have
been heard to boast.

Two types of memory will be available: The bubbly
memory, in non-returnable bottles, or the less expensive
apple-core memory. Although the core memory is more
readily available, it must be kept under refrigeration to
prevent its decaying into moss. (The entire system is
natural - there are no artificial preservatives.)

Multi-user Non-combustible Hardware (MUNCH)
will provide a line of compatible external storage media.
The standard configuration will include integral dual
waffle disks. The waffle is a mega-bite unit which fits a
low-cost drive made from recycled electric toasters.
DUH reportedly plans to market the waffle through
established vendors. Interfacing with printers, tape-
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drives, and lab equipment will be possible via cerealI/O
ports equipped with versatile flap-jacks. Breadboards
will be .available in rye, whole-wheat, and pumper-
nickel.

Two high-level languages, CRUMBOL and CRISP,
will be available for string, list, or protein processing.
ENZYME XI is available for number-munching. The
ENZYME XI compiler optimizes and removes lumps
from programs while still maintaining acceptable
speed. This is possible thanks to the "crispware combo"
of the potato chip and Reverse Danish Notation (RDN).

A TV personality associated with the Muppet Show
is widely rumored to have resigned from the show in
order to accept a high-level position at DUH/N ebrasko.
He is reportedly behind the innovative ENZYME
compiler, as well as an innovation never before seen in
the industry: blend coding -:- an extension of hash
coding - which goes beyond the bit level to "really mIX
things up".

Designed with the (dumb) user in mind, these
languages are all instant, one-step, quick and easy to
use. A "piece of cake," our source said. DUH/Nebrasko
documentation has uniformly adopted a cookbook
format. One glitch to be alert for, however: certain
system parameters have to be toggled in by the user,
since their values vary as a function of altitude and
relative humidity.

According to our source, one of the most tempting
features of the new system will be the maintenance
contract. Under this contract a company truck will
deliver a new computer every two weeks, along with a
gallon of ice cream and selected fresh fruit (in season).
The operating system cookbook contains several
tantalizing recipes for serving the old system to the data
processing staff or the owner's family and friends.
(Leasing and rental options will not be available.)

Prices for software and storage media have not yet
been established, but the company plans to come in
around $2.79 a pound (in quantities of a baker's dozen).
Advance orders for large quantities have reportedly
been placed by MacDonald's, Howard Johnson's, and
Reader's Digest.

At the present time, the DUH/Nebrasko sales and
marketing division is pressing the engineers. They
can't wait to tryout their new slogan: "Can you eat
IBM?"
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Computer ID
Rotide Tseug

As reported in the July issue of this magazine, a
computerized system has been developed to identify
faces from a matrix of 15 by 20 pixels using six levels of
darkness (gray). Following the principles laid down in
Professor Leon Harmon's description, Ysteb Selpats
home-brewed a system for her SWTPC 6800 computer
using an eye lens from a Baby Alive doll, three Edmund
Scientific prisms, and an Erector Set mounting. A
detuned CB radio (approx. channel -43.7) couples the

optical components to the computer without the need for
expensive A to D hardware. The results are truly
astonishing. Shown here is the face of a well-known
public figure scanned directly off Eyewitness News. No
.doubt who that is, eh? Ysteb is willing to share the plans
for this imaginative device with the first five people who
correctly identify the person in the image reproduced
here. Send responses care of this magazine.
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Computer Laws
Brook's Law

Adding manpower to a late software
project makes it later.

Clarke's Third Law
Any sufficiently advanced technology is

indistinguishable from magic.

Hoare's Law of Large Programs
Inside every large proqrarn is a small

program struggling to get out.
Laws of Computer programming
1. Any given program, when running, is
obsolete.
2. Any given program costs more and takes
longer.
3. If a program is useful, it will have to be
changed. .
4. If a program is useless, it will have to be
documented.
5. Any given program will expand to fill all
available memory.
6. The value of a program is proportional to
the weight of its output.

7. Program complexity grows until it exceeds
the capability of the programmer who must
maintain it.
8. Make it possible for programmers to write
programs in English, and you will find that
programmers cannot write in English.

Weinberg's Law
If builders built buildings the way pro-

grammers wrote programs, then the first
woodpecker that came along would destroy
civilization.

, The Point of No Return Law
The light at the end of the tunnel could turn
out to be the headlight of an oncoming train.

Futility Factor
No experiment is ever a complete failure - it
can always serve as a bad example.

On a clear disk you can seek forever.
SOD Song Center

Hollerith got us into this hole mess.
U.S. Census Bureau

~(

"t don't like the way this computer
makes decisions!"

©Creative Computing

IBOX:

CACHE:

CACHE:

MAP:

MAP:

I/O:

I/O:

CACHE:

I/O:

MAP:

I/O:
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I/O Deja Vu
A Farce in One Act

Hello, CACHE? I'd like CORE: That data is INDIRECT MAP: I'm sorry. I don't seem to
the data for location 54321. PAGE TABLE 21, PAGE have that address. I'll try to
I'm sorry sir. I don't have 44. get it, but I'll probably
that data. Just a moment and I/O: Hello, MAP? That data forget what I was doing
I'll try to get it for you. you wanted is INDIRECT before, so you might as
Hello, MAP? I need the ad- PAGE TABLE 21, PAGE well too.
dress for location 54321. 44. MAP: Hello, I/O? I'm trying
I don't have that address, MAP: Fine. Now I need INDIRECT to get the address for
sir. That address is stored PAGE TABLE ENTRY 21. 7033. That data should
at location 76543. Just a That will be stored at loca- be stored at location
moment and I'll try to get tion 556. Would you get 112233. Would you get
it for you. me the data at 556? me that data?

Hello, I/O control? I need I/O: I'll try. I/O: (sigh) I'll try.
the data from location I/O: Hello, CACHE? I need the I/O: Hello, CACHE? I need
76543. data from location 556. the data from location
Just a moment. I'll try to CACHE: That data is 6767. 112233.
get it. I/O: Hello, MAP? That data you CACHE: That data is 4242.
Hello, CACHE? I need the wanted is 6767. I/O: Hello, MAP? That data
data from location 76543. MAP: Good. Now, let's see. 6767 you wanted is 4242.
I don't seem to have that plus 44 is 7033. Now, get MAP: I'll store that away. HEY
data, and I'm not about me the data at 7033. IBOX,I just stored some-
to get it. I/O: Hold on. thing.
Hello, MAP? What is the I/O: Hello, CACHE? I need the IBOX: Hello, CACHE? I'd like
address for location data from location 7033. the data for location 54321.
76543? CACHE: I'm sorry. I don't have CACHE:: I'm sorry sir. I don't have
That address is 222543. that data. You'll have to that data. Just a moment

Hello, CORE? What is the get it from CORE. and I'll try ...

data at 222543? I/O: Hello, MAP? I need the Originally appeared in Computer, February 1975.

address for location 7033. Submitted by S. Foonlv, Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA.
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Remember How Many Times You Felt LEFT OUT
Because You Were BROKE!

Places the gong was going and you couldn't. They all hod
money for the movies, games, hamburgers and soft drinks
. . . all of them exeept you.

WELL YOU'LL NEVER HAVE TO BE BROKE AGAIN

Now You Can Earn Your Own Spending Money Every Week

DISK To Friends, Relatives,
Introduce Neighbors and Others

DISK Will Help YouStart Your Own Business

You can be among the thousands of boys and
girls in small cities and towns all across America
who earn their own spending money each week
by introducing and hooking their family, friends
and neighbors on DISK. Each DISK has many
mind-numbing games and programs that will
hook people for weeks. DISK will help you get
started in your own business by sending you
disks, all the supplies you'll need, and sugges-
tions on how and where to begin. DISK will help
you get hooked in any way it can so you can lure
others in to this insidious pastime.

Starter DISK Is FREE!
To use disks, an OtOl'I computer Is required. Please have $1249
ready when your first DISK arrives COO with an OtOl'I
computer.

HURRY! SIGN UP NOW.

--.------ ------------_.----
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

DISK POLISHING CO. Arnoldsport, PU 11010011

Please send me all the details and coples.of
DISK each week to start off my route.

(PRINT)

Nome
In Core of .
Address .. , .
Town State ZIP •............•.

Age Date of Birth .
MonIl1 0.. Veero Male P1eoso Print Yo••.last _ Plainly Bolow

o FemaleI I I I I I I I I

I

•..---------------------------- ----- -----------

EVEN COMPUTERS GET THE BLUES
Has your TRS-80 been sluggish, lately? Slow to respond? Had excessive
Keyboard bounce?

Don't blame low voltage or IRON POOR SOFTWARE. Your computer
feels used and it's up to you, the user to do something about it.

The newly-released CYBERPSYCHE Magazine goes directly to the
root of your programming problems - your need to develop a meaningful
relationship with your CPU. State-of-the-art programmers throughout
the computer field have realized that little is accomplished by kicking
in their CRT's or sending their programs off on endless loops. They're
using CYBERPSYCHE to channel these hostilities into constructive
therapy for their CPU.

"CYBERPSYCHE helped me explain to my CPU such controversial
issues as the need to delete bad memories and the historically bitter
tensions between Upper and Lower Case." Ernest Hacker, Omaha, "
Nebraska.

"After subscribing to CYBERP$YCHE I felt confident when the time
came to provide the appropriate handholding to my ROM during
expansion of our system or after its first experience with a joystick."
Major Oem, Cupertino, California."

"You've made programming a spiritually uplifting experience ...
WOW!" Wimpie Nim, Mountain View, Ohio.

Software Problems? Don't waste your time with irrelevant externals
such as programmer incompetency and system inadequacy. Subscribe
to CYBERPSYCHE and step into The Programming Experience.

tYBEJ1Pi>YtIJE MAGAZI,NE,lnc.

APRIL 1, 1980

• P.O. Box 110110010. Golein, CA

(21 2) 246-4200
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New Hobbyist Language
James Thrig

FORTRAN, CP/M, Pascal APL, BASIC,
ALGOL, COBOL. .. These are some of the various
computer languages which have been developed
over the years. Each language is, in its proper ap-
plication, a superb tool. Unfortunately, all ofthese
languages have one common fault. They were de-
veloped by and for the professional computer pro-
grammer/ analyst. A recent Business Week article
indicated that there were some half million of
these professionals in the industry. However, with
the introduction of the PET, Apple, TRS-80, etc. it
is believed that the number of hobbyist or "week-
end" programmers will soon exceed that of the
professionals. In spite of the rapidly growing pop-
ulation of this new breed of programmer, no one
has yet developed a programming language ori-
ented to the unique requirements of the home/hob-
byist marketplace. This article will describe the
basic (no relationship intended) structure of a new
family of languages needed- to meet the special
needs of the so called weekend programmer.

Although the term "weekend" programmer
sounds derogatory, this new generation of pro-
grammer has developed and will continue to devel-
op quite. sophisticated special application pro-
grams. The label "weekend" is simply used to con-
vey the fact that these programmers are not full
time "professional" computerists. Rather, the
weekender is one who uses the computer as a work
tool, educational or entertainment device. As the
weekender is not formally trained in computer pro-
gramming, his language needs differ from those
who have had formal programming backgrounds.

A new generation of programming languages,
generically called Anticipatory Languages, are
expected to appear in the market in the near fu-

, ture. These languages will have been developed
through the use of extensive market research. A
large number of focus groups (controlled rap ses-
sions) have brought out the major drawbacks of
the current languages. Additionally, these focus
groups along with several special surveys have
pinpointed the key common elements that are de-
sired by almost all weekend programmmers. With
the market for these new languages reaching
nearly a quarter million users, it is expected that
the first of these new languages will appear very
shortly.

The first survey finding is that most current
users have already learned to "almost master"
BASIC which is by far the single most (by default)
popular weekender language. The major problem
with BASIC for these programmers is that they
quite often forget exactly what a command does.
Often' these users spend hours tracing down (de-
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bugging in professionalese) a rather dumb error
caused by infrequent use of particular commands.
Rather than force these current users to start from
scratch with another langage, the first Anticipa-
tory Language will allow current users to use
whatever BASIC commands they want. A set of
anticipatory commands will supplement their
BASIC directive commands. As essentially a
BASIC enhancement, this first langage will be
called BASIC Operating Technics of Computer
Hobbyists ..... BOTCH

While the final command set for BOTCH is not
yet finalized the following is a sampling of those
known commands that will be included. Their des-
cription will demonstrate why this new set of an-
ticipatory languages will quickly become a stand-
ard for the weekender. In fact, I wouldn't be sur-
prised to see the professional segment begin to use
these languages as well.

RUBE GO(BERG)
RUBE, when used as the first statement in the

program allows you, the programmer, to enter pro-
gram steps in a random fashion. No longer is it
necessary to determine the flow ofa program prior
to entering it into the computer. At execution time
simply type RUN GO(BERG), filename. RUBE
GO(BERG) will determine the correct flow in your
program to provide you with the correct results.

FOREIGN
FOR EIGN can be used by the weekender, but

will probably be most appreciated by those who
have had previous programming experience in
non Microsoft BASIC languages. Running a pro-
gram under FOR EIGN control will allow you to
use any statements from any language without
conflict. Now you can type in DO loops with
FOR/NEXT loops. With FOR EIGN you never
have to think what language you are program-
ming in, you can use any and all commands ever
invented.
NOERROR

NOERROR will replace the ON ERROR GOTO
statement found in many current BASICs. ON
ERROR GOTO requires programmer to think of
what type error may occur and try to catch it.
NOERROR commands the CPU to not accept any
error. If an error should occur NOERROR will de-
termine its cause, correct it, and rerun the program
.correctly.
DO WHATIWANT

Many weekenders know what they want to ac-
complish in their program, but often run into dif-
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ficulty in explicitly stating their objectives in cor-
rect code. DO WHATIWANT will eliminate these
problems forever. If you should find that your pro-
gram doesn't provide you with what you thought
you asked for, simply rerun the program under the
DO WHATIWANT option. The computer will then
prompt you for some added information. After tell-
ing the computer what you want, it will rerun the
program in accordance with your desires rather
than the program code you had proviously
entered.

CLONE
This feature will be included in an advanced

version of BOTCH. The software is currently be-
ing developed, but as of yet, no one has been able to

build the hardware interface necessary. CLONE
is a new input routine. Most personal computers
today use the CLOAD type command to read pro-
grams or data from a cassette tape player. CLONE
will operate in a similar fashion but will provide a
much faster method to write a program. CLONE
will accept input directly from the user. Using an
EEG (electroencephalogram) signal from the
user's brain, C LONE will READ the users
thoughts, and via the C LONE interpreter will
convert these to usable programmed code.

As can be seen from the sampling above, this
new family of languages should allow the week-
ender to be able to BOTCH programs with the
same high quality results as that of the profession-
al. Watch for it at your local computer store.
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NEXT R

5 REM TA' DA'
10 REMARKABLYDISTORTED BY ME!
15 FILEV#l: YLPT:"
20 DIM A$(65),
25 DIM T$( 120,1)
50PRINT"YOUR MESSAGEPLEASE "
55 INPUT A$
so L=LEN(A$)
65 FOR R=1 TO 14 \, PRINT#1: \,
70' FOR <.1=0TO I NT(60/L )
75 FOR 1=1 TO L
80 T$(,J*L+I )=SEG$(A$, 1. I)
85 NEXT I
90 NEXT ,J
95 C=O
100 Al=l \ P=1 " C=C+1 \ IF C=37 THEN 200
10:;, PRINT#l:
110 READ A \ IF A>100 THEN 100 \ A1=A1+A \ IF P=l THEN 120
115 FOR 1=1 TO A \PRINT#l:" "; \ NEXT I \, P=l \ GOTO 130
120 FOR I=A1-A TO Al-1 \PRINT#1: T$( 1>; -, NEXT I \, P=O
125 P=O
1:30 IF A1:>60 THEN 100 \, (;OTO 110
135 DATA 60, I, 12, IS, 1215, 10,2,3,8,22/8,9,6,4
140 DATA 4,6,24,6,11,4,5,4.6,24,6,11.4.5
145 DATA 4,6,24.t .•1L4,5,4.t",24,6, 11,4,5
150 DATA 4,6,24,6,11, 4, s. 4, 6, 24, 6,11,4,5
155 DATA 4,6,24,6, 11,4/5,4, /:..,24, 1.:.'1111 41 ~5
160 DATA 4,6, 19, 1. 4, i», 1L 4, ~;,4, /:." 19, L 4, 7, 9. ~" 5
165 DATA 4,6,18,2,4,7,915,5,4,6,17,3,5,19,6
170 DATA :~:}:3,14,5,5 .. 19, (:1} 1,2':",6,17,7 ..1,29,1:3,5,12
175 DATA 4,55,1,3,56,1,2,4,22,4,917,9,2,1
180 DATA 2,:;:,24,2,10,7, 10, L L 2, ::::,24" 2, 10,7, 10, L 1
185 DATA 2,4,35,7,12,2,24,15,7,12.2,25, 14,J, 12
190 DATA:;:,25,1:;:,7,12, 4, zs. 12,7, 11, 1.. i .20, 7,12,7,12
19:. DATA I, 1,21,1:.'112,7,12, 1,2120,1:../12,7,12
196 DATA L 4,17,7,12. 7,12.1. 27,13.7. 12, L 26,11,1::::,-;;
197 DATA 1,25,10,17,7,60
198 DATA 5000
200 PRINT#t: \ PRINT#1:PNT(12)
205 CLOSE#1
206 RESTORE
207 INF'UT D$
20B IF [1$=" Y" THE:N~,
210 END
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GENTLE
REASScJRIN(.

HUG

~L----

J.H. LEICHMAN

This little gem is based on Dave Ahl's
LOVE program which appeared oh-
so-long ago,
Apologies to Robert Indiana

line 5 is absurd - change it

line 15 assigns the lineprinter to out-
put device #1

line 20 sets string length of A$ to 65
characters

line 25 defines 120 strings of length 1
character each

line 80 : SEG$ (A$, 1,1)defines a sub-
string in A$ starting at I and end-
ing at I - many systems use MID
(A$,I,l)

lines 95 to 130 are pretty much gar-
bled - but they work

line 200 :PNT(12) causes a top ofform
to be printed

line 207 needs a prompt of some sort

line 208 should probably transfer
control to line 15

DKBCPPRMCDIWJ



10 REM RIDDLE PROGRAM
20 CLS: CLEAR 200
3:0 PR I NT "ASf< t'1E A RIDDLE.
4.:1 INPUT Z:*,
50 IF RND'::2) =;2 THEN PF.:I NT "GEE.
6.~1PRINT "I ···'·'1THINKING.
70 FOR 1=1 TO 2000:NEXT I
8.~1PRINT "I GI'· ..•E UP. "
90 PRINT Z$:INPUT Z$
100 FOR 1=1 TO 1000:NEXT I
110 FOR J=i TO 10
:12(1 FOF.: 1=:1. TO 5.:1:PRI NTI:!IF.:ND'::102.:1) .. "HA '''.' : NE:":T I
:13:0 FOF.: I =1 TO ",._1·PF.:I NTI:!IRND':::1(120) .. "HEE -HEE".' : NEi<T I
::L4.~1FOR I =1 TO 1.:1:PR I NTI]!IF.:ND(96.:1) .. "HO-HO".' : NE:'<T I
1~'50 NE:'·';-'- .J
1.6(1 PF.:I NTfEi960.. "THAT ~·JASA GOOD ONE. .. "
170 FOR 1=1 TO 1~: PRINT: NEXT I
J..:::(1PI': I NTIE:1.2:::.. "TELL t'1E ANOTHEF.: ONE I "

190 GOTO 40

THAT ...5 A TOUGH ONE. "

by Lemmik Evets
Here is one of the most

sophisticated games ever pro-
grammed on any computer. This
is no mere Adventure game or
Super Invader or Extended Star
Trek. No indeed, this is a game
that can be comprehended by
only the very highest anointed
ones of the inner computer
hacker profession. DO NOT use
this program with your friends
who are mere computer enthu-
siasts. It is well beyond their
comprehension. DO NOT show
it to mere PL/I, COBOL and
LISP programmers. It will con-
fuse them. DO NOT show it to
your Polish, Black, Chinese,
WASP, Arab, or Jewish friends.
It is far too complex for those
people to master. In general, it
will be best if you keep this
program to yourself. Use it as
often as you wish, but do not
expect others to appreciate it as
you do.

Here is a starting riddle for
you to enter. "How high is a
mouse when it spins?" Answer:
"The higher, the fewer."

Bskme
B RIddle

When we first saw this "watalt" piled up in the factory. warehouse we were so fa,ken

;~~~ f~;~m~~:~;r n";;'~ ~g:n~l~a~~~~ri~~~et~~!~ee;;,~~:~":c~y~~e~~a.J' ~~~~I~{~n~~~
spare rollers' and parts. The closest' we ean guess is that it is a photocopier paper feed
assembly. We were told that it may have been manufactured in Germany by a company
called Matt Barley and possibly have been intended for copy machines by Copystatics
or Saxon. There is no doubt that these must have cost someone $300 each. A complete'
network of rollers, plattens, gears, belt drive, ink (or toner) reservoir, guide fingers,

,.gt~~~~~s~:m~:r?ea~~~~e"'o~rrh~~/~uar~~~~~~rf~a~~mrnS~s~ulh~rf~~rp~e:t~
Seemslhat the unit is capable of feeding from rolls up to 18•.wide. That about all'
we can tell you about it ... we invite Ibs.).318SU.
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Behavior Modification And The
Teaching of EnglishComposition

Harley L. Sachs

(This is the report of an Experiment at Mid-
west Technological University Conducted
by Professor Harley Sachs, English Depart-
ment and Adolph S. Gruber, Professor at
Large).

SUMMARY

In response to the national concern for correct English,
and faced with an enrollment of students lessand lessable to
express themselves, Professors Sachs and Gruber were
awarded an NEF grant of $100,000 to design a program
which would make significant changes in ungrammatical
behavior at Midwest Technological University. The pro-
gram rose partly out of a complaint that graduates could not
write or express themselves. This was particularly true of
engineering students, but the weakness turned up among all
majors and even in graduates from the English Literature
program.

Using a computer program developed by Prof. Sachs
and laboratory carrels modified by Prof. Gruber, approxi-
mately two thirds of the freshperson class underwent be-
havior modification. One third, the control group, received
normal instruction in English composition in the usual clas-
ses of forty students per T.A., writing not less than two 100
word themes per semester. At the conclusion of the experi-
ment, the behavior mod, or BM group, showed significantly
superior grammatical behavior while the control group
showed very little progress. Certain aberrations did appear
in the BM group and there were several incidents which lead
to the subsequent disappearance of Prof. Gruber, but it is felt
that these do not in any way affect the statistical significance
and reliability of the experiment or its method.

THE PROBLEM

The first report of Mid-Tech graduates being unable to
communicate was revealed at a cocktail party attended by a

lReprinted with permission from FOCUS: TEACHING ENGLISH ARTS,
Spring 1979. Copyright, 1979,The Southeastern Ohio Council of Teachers
of English.

Harley L. Sachs, 2242 SW Vermont, Portland, OR 97219
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number of visiting job interviewers and Prof. Gruber. Prof.
Gruber overheard a peculiar conversation between the per-
sonnel manager .for Acme Acne, a midwestern cosmetics
manufacturer, and one of his employees, a recent graduate
in Chemistry and Business Administration from Mid-Tech.
When asked a question, the Mid-Tech graduate answered
only "true" or "false." Prof. Gruber, curious, entered the
conversation and discovered that the ex-student, when pres-
sed for details, was able to reply, "One, two, three, four," or
simply, "none of the above." If not given choices he stood
mute.

Prof. Gruber's professional concern for language has
arisen, perhaps, from the fact that he is Ger~an bo~n an.d
was drilled in grammar at an early age. This explains his
concern, even though his education is in military history and
social sciences with an astrology minor. Nevertheless, he
brought the peculiar language patterns of the Mid-Tech
graduate to Prof. Sachs's attention and an investigation re-
vealed that the Mid-Tech professors outside the English
department had universally adopted a testing and report
writing method that required students to do all their home-
work by filling in, in pencil, the little spaces on machine
scorable tests for answers "1,2,3,4 or none of the above."

Aware of the NEF grant program for English improve-
ment, Prof. Sachs and Prof. Gruber immediately set about
with a grant proposal. It was funded.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

Midwest Technological University hasawell-equipped
language lab which has carrels using cathode ray tubes
(CRT's) and light pencils that allow a student to make cor-
rections and revisions to sentences and paragraphs dis-
played on the screens. A computer program evaluates each
answer. If the student is correct, he is permitted to go on to
the next problem. If incorrect, he is required to go back to the
appropriate early stage and repeat that training before he
may proceed. This programmed instruction is standard.

What Professor Gruber designed was a reward system
which would motivate the students to do better work. A
survey of preferences for rewards among college Fresh-
persons at Mid-Tech showed that three rewards were prefer-
red. The first was sex, the second marijuana, and the third
alcohol. It was easy enough to program the computer to

DKBCPPRMCDIWJ



provide color CRT peep shows according to the sexual
preference of the student. Upon giving the right answer, the
student would be rewarded with a five second segment of a
pornographic film which would not continue until the next
problem in English grammar was answered correctly. Pro-
fessor Gruber was unable to obtain a permit to use mari-
juana and had doubts that the smoke could be confined to
each carrel. To blow a 'puff of smoke in the face of the
student with the right answer was easy enough, but some
students might have allergies, and the fire extinguishing
system in the language lap is smoke activated. This reward
was therefore abandoned. An alcohol dispenser was built
into eight carrels, providing a shot of beer for each correct
answer. On Prof. Sachs' suggestion, the third choice of
reward was red hots, small spicy red candies easily dis-
pensed by apparatus borrowed from Skinner boxes in the
biology lab. Prof. Sachs preferred red hots to sex or alcohol
himself, and admits to falling prey to his own weakness in
choosing this third choice of reward, but the results of the
experiment prove that this was not an unsuitable choice,
even though it did cause an incident late in the second
semester of the experiment.

FIRSTSTAGEOF THE EXPERIMENT

The news of the experiment spread quickly on the
Mid-Tech campus and it proved so popular that most of the
students in the control group tried to transfer out of their
sections and get into the experiment. It became necessary to
issue keys and badges to admit only the experimental group

, to the special carrels in the language lab. English was never
so popular at Mid-Tech as it was during the first semester.

However, there were some flaws. Some students dis-
covered that wrong answers sent them back to earlier ques-
tions, but that subsequent answers to easy questions they
knew got fresh rewards. One or two were caught delib-
erately recycling the same low level questions. This error
was corrected and edited out of the statistical tables (see
APPENDIX).

However, Prof. Gruber was not satisfied with the re-
sults. It is well known in the academic world that the most
popular teacher is not always the best teacher, and this
proved true in the Sachs-Gruber. experiment as well. Stu-
dents seemed to enjoy English, it is true, but they did not do
significantly better on the post test than those in the control
group. Their performance, while improved, was not statisti-
cally significant. This prompted Prof. Gruber's redesign of
the carrels for the second stage.

SECOND STAGEOF THE MID-TECH EXPERIMENT

Prof. Gruber, drawing on his German background, de-
cided that success in the experiment depended on a
NIETZSCHEN application of the pleasure/pain principle.
Each carrel was subsequently modified further so that stu-
dents who gave the wrong answers would receive mild
electric shock. For the second phase of the experiment, then,
a student would follow this procedure: He/She would enter
the language lab, present ID badge and key, and be permit-
ted to sit in a carrel. For the sake of economy, no carrel had
all three rewards built in. Students were obliged to choose
between a sex, beer, or candy carrel. An attendant, usually a
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work-study student, would then attach electrical contacts to
the ankles of the subject. If the electrical circuit were broken,
the lesson would be discontinued immediately.

The student would type into the computer terminal the
appropriate codes and the CRT would turn on with the
appropriate lesson depending on how far the student had
progressed. A short review period without reward or punish-
ment preceded the continuation of the lesson. If the student
answered the questions correctly, he/she was rewarded. If
the answers were wrong, he/she would not only have to go
back to an earlier stage, but would receive a mild electric
shock.

It was at this point that a lack of communication bet-
ween Prof. Sachs and prof. Gruber developed. Prof. Sachs
has certain well-known pet peeves. Students who spell
"writing" with two t's, orthink "a lot" is one word regularly
receive failing marks. Comma splices and errors in agree-
ment have caused many English professors dyspepsia and, if
allowed to continue for long periods, even peptic ulcers.
These errors caused hypersensitive Prof. Sachs to program
the computer for severity: mu Iti pie shocks. What he did not
know was the Prof. Gruber had begun to exhibit certain
tendencies which might be regarded as sadistic. He in-
creased the voltage of the punishment program, making the
punishments sequentially more severe by the square of the
voltage.

At about this time certain unanticipated side effects
occurred. A student who had selected red hots as his reward
became addicted to them. Because Prof. Sachs had pur-
chased all the locally available red hots for use in the experi-
ment (and for his own consumption), the addicted student
could obtain them only by giving right answers in English.
He completed his lessons in the language lab ahead of
schedule only to find himself addicted and unable to satisfy
his craving. He was found in Prof. Sachs' office uncon-
scious, having broken in, burglarized the filing cabinet
where the candy was kept, and having taken an overdose.
He was hospitalized, put on a withdrawal program, but was
forced to quit school.

Several male students who had mistakenly punched in
the wrong codes (Prof. Sachs insists it was deliberate) on the
sex track became abnormally fascinated with the pornog-
raphy segments designed for coeds. By the time they had
completed their English behavior modification course they
had been modified into trans-sexuals, causing a furor in the
athletic program, as one of the students was the star center
on the hockey team and refused to use the men's locker
room. Parents and fans complained and the center's fiancee
filed a law suit against Mid-Tech for alienation of affection.

Other students who successfully completed the English
language BM course became alcoholics, a malady fairly
common on the campus, but nevertheless undesirable.

The worst side effect and the one that caused the abrupt
cancellation of the experiment was the electrocution of two
students whose ACT scores in English should have warned
Prof. Sachs that they were bound to commit numerous com-
ma splices, errors in agreement, and to spell writing with two
t's. Prof. Gruber's progressively severe punishments proved
too much for their constitutions. It was an unfortunate com-
bination.

Before Prof. Gruber could be detained for questioning,
he disappeared. It was learned that he had drawn $75,000
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from the experiment's NEF account and is believed to have
fled to Argentina where he is known to have relatives. He is
still at large."

Prof. Sachswas left to complete the findings on his own
and to prepare this report. He disclaims all responsibility for
the deaths of the two students and can prove statistically
that, in a sample of 750 students, the deaths of two are not
significant. The transsexual conversions, alcoholism, and
addiction to red hots he finds regrettable, but "just one of
those minor things that go wrong. They can be designed out
of the next phase of the experiment. I'm applying for another
grant."

CONCLUSIONS

The combined use of pleasure/pain, reward/punish-
ment in the language lab has a great future, if applied with
caution. The experience at Mid-Tech shows that students
can be taught answers other than true-false or one, two,
·Prof. Gruber took the data with him, hence no APPENDIX. (Sorry).

three, four, or none of the above. They can be taught to
recognize and correct errors in grammar and spelling and
can even be taught the correct useof semicolons. With care,
some may learn that "a lot" is not one word. Behavior
modification allows students to progress at their own pace,
to choose their own rewards, and to learn. Additional pro-
grams may teach them how to write essayanswers, themes
and even technical reports. The future is bright for the pro-
fessor who is willing to do a little experimenting.

FURTHERRESEARCH

The Mid-Tech experiment suggestsfurther analysis, in-
cluding the long term effectiveness of the rewards. How
many correct responses in a single session are optimal;
when does the number of shots of beer impair behavior?
how long do subjects retain interest in porno flicks? do red

. hots in large quantities cause cancer? how much electric
shock is enough? too much? Grant proposals on these sub-
jects may be expected, and one of them may well earn the
Proxmire "Golden Fleece' award.

GENTLEMEN'S WATCH

New Improved Stonehenge
Calendar Model

Fancy Dial

• .t.NU~ACTUR.D BY
THE MOST

CELEBRATED MAKER

predict an eclipse correctly

A Tremendous Reduction

~ffff.oJ
5)000yei\rS

C/
Exclusively from: $22.95

Peter Payack Poetics
64 Highland Avenue. Cambridge. MA 02139
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Man Bytes Computer
Philip Hughes

Display, CPU, how a softwere redes
his matrices, paths, and minimax moves.

READ
Yea, though Iscan through an ·array of
random limited response options
Ishall prioritize no retrodigms
for my loops are all expedoable,
and cyberment-tabulated rasa
shall megaboost multicope capax.

LOAD

With parameters wide, interface broad,
let my cogito sum, my ego erg:
nanosec mentronics, on a knowlark spree
(yet duly constrained by culturplex sync).

NEST DO LOOPS
Put through thy thruput, compile thy therbligs,
c1earscan hyperfect thy daily data
and thou canst not then print false to any man,
Attend to the inwhack and nearfetched.
Look to the glitches and let the shut-downs
take care of themselves. Be wired, boy, be wired.

FILE

Oh, what a noble programming is mine,
in core storage how rich, in execution how fleet.
Pray you: just press this button.

PRINT BOTTOM LINE
--The proper study of mindken is canned.--
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Horrendous Hardware
Introduces CompuCar

Kirk Niatpac
We recently had a chance to review the CompuCar an ex-

citing new extraordinary amazing fantastic new product made
by Horrendous Hardware. (Disclaimer: Any relationship with a
division of This Magazine is purely coincidental and this re-
view should be misinterpreted as an example of abuse of editor-
ial power. -Ed.) Originally we had planned to do a Battle of the
CompuCars but we only had one so there was no point. Any-
way the only reason the review was written was to pay for the
CompuCar itself, and by stretching this review out long enough
we can up the word count enough to get some decent money.

The CompuCar is not really a car but instead a special com-
puter that fits inside your car ina sort of cooperative symbiosis.
For the test we had it installed in a member of the staff's Volks-
wag~~ Microbus (circa 1968) which had already been slightly
modified to accomodate the engine from a Porsche Turbo. We
felt that the microbus would allow for the cleanest installation
since it had enough room for the fullyexpanded version of the
CompuCar. It was felt that the small underdash units do not of-
fer any real capability and are just toys no better than a video
game.

Installation
Installation took every weekend of two months but as you

can easily see it was worth every minute of it. The CompuCar
takes up most of the interior of the microbus (see Photo 1)and
looks a little disorganized but in fact this is just the external
corporal representation of its virtual and metaphysical internal
hyperintensive structure. A rack mount version is available for
those small minds to whom the aesthetics of externalities are
important, but purists will favor the more straightforward
installation. .

In our particular case, we felt that securing the hardware
was of utmost importance. Our initialfailure to do so resulted in
a minor problem in one jackrabbit start when the insufficiently
secured CompuCar hardware created a new opening in the

rear of the vehicle. Ensuing damage to the hardware itself was
suprisingly minimal, but repair to the Volkswagen and the truck
behind us cost $7,000.

Controls and Operation
Although the mainframe of the CompuCar is located in

back of the car (Photo 2) an operator's console for command
entry and readouts is mounted in the passenger's seat (Photo
3).-This console allows instant readout of certain critical infor-
mation (miles per hour, thickness of tire tread, last time car ~as
washed, proximity to active geological faults, etc.) The key-
board allows instant programming of the CompuCar in pseu-
dostructured hexadecimal form, and the joysticks provide for a
very human-engineered means of controlling analog factors. It
is even possible to remove the traditional old-fashioned mech-
anical controls (such as steering wheel, brakes, etc.) and allow
the CompuCar to use its modern electronic brain to control
these various low-level driving functions. Imagine the looks
you'll get from State Troopers when you cruise past at 180
mph, fast asleep in the driver's seat of a Volkswagen Microbus.
We did note some problems with the CompuCar driven in
automatic mode as the program seems to bomb when the car is
exactly midway between two active geological faults, suspend-
ing all automatic control functions. Helpful maps are available
from the U.S. Geodetic Survey; plan your trips carefully.
Conclusion

The reviewers found that their liveswere immeasurably im-
proved by the CompuCar (at least 80 decibels) and would urge
everyone of you to buy one. Send your orders ($300plus $5.95
s/h) to Horrendous Hardware, c/o DKBCPPRMCDIWJ, PO
Box 789-M,Morristown NJ who are not reallymaking them but
your order willbe expedited and passed along to the other Hor-
rendous Hardware Company. Cash only, please. Allow 12~16
weeks for delivery. I

Photo 1. Compucar makes efficient
use of the available space.

Photo 2. Mainframe of the unit
fits neatly in the back of the
vehicle.
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Photo 3. Operator's console is
mounted in,the passenger seat.
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The robotics division of Horrendous Hardware in
cooperation with Scandalous Software recently intro-
duced the third in a series of household robots. Here at
DKBCPpRMCDIWJ we were fortunate to obtain a pre-
production sample of the Model MPR meal preparation
robot. .

The programming and communication protocols are
compatible with earlier Horrendous Hardware (HH) robots,
thus we were able 'to use our Robot Rover (Model ARF)
with the newer MPR model.

We installed the MPR Robot in the house of a (former)
staffer and powered it up. The MPR Robot has soft plastic
wheels, not unlike those found on Speedster skateboards,
thus it will not mar hardwood floors. Following -our verbal
commands, MPR rolled into the kitchen. We showed MP'R
the cupboards, range, refrigerator and other storage areas.
Having been preprogrammed to recognize various foods,
utensils, pots, pans, dishes and other kitchen tools, MPR
was quickly "at home" and flashed a message to us on its
40-character LED communications screen saying, "I WILL
NOW TAKE OVER." The directness of this message was
somewhat alarming, but we were confident 'that the pro-
gramming at Scandalous Software was beyond reproach,
hence we left MPR alone to its chores.

The lucky staffer who received MPR was told only that
the latest model food' preparation rob~t had been installed
at his home to prepare'meals for a week or so. We did not

. wish to bias him by telling him that MPR was a prototype
robot; otherwise he might not have put his full trust in the
robot which would not lead' to an honest account of the
robot's performance.

* * * * *

This is the portion of the article reserved for the critical
review by our (late) staffer.

* * * * *
Our (recently departed) staffer did not report to work

the next morning.' We wrote this off to an infatuation with
MPR or perhaps an overly rich meal which caused minor
stomach cramps the next day. .., ..

After three (3) days of this errant behavior, our Publisher
said, "Fire the burn!" We went to his home to investigate
and there found MPR standing in the doorway with the fol-
lowing message on its LED screen, "NO MEALS EATEN
FOR 2.67 DAYS." Further investigation. revealed four
corpses, all with grimaces on their faces. We speedily had
MPR bury them in the backyard (assisted by Robot Rover)
and then shut offMPR and shipped him back to the Hor-
rendous Hardware factory with a letter encouraging them
to "try him out in your company cafeteria." .
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Meal
. .

Preparation
Robot
by Htaed Tnatsni

17:10:00 * INTERRUPT' Begin dinner preparation program
17:10:91 Select menu of nutritious foods that will be eaten by

75% of the family members 75% of the time
17:10:04 • ENTER MENU SELECTION ROUTINE •

Ground Beef I ACCEPT • FOOD=1'
Catsup I ACCEPT I FOOD=2
French Fried Potatoes • ACCEPT • FOOD=3
Vegetable Oil (to fry potatoes) • ACCEPT I FOOD=4
Spinach • REJECT • Does not meet 75% criterion
Green Beans 'REJECT'
Brussels' Sprouts • REJECT •
Lima Beans • REJECT •
Carrots. • REJECT I

Seaweed Kelp I REJECT' None available in 50-mile
r-ad Lus
Dandelion Stalks • EVALUATE I Meet nutrition
requirement. Not served to family previously. No
taste data available. • ACCEPT' FOOD=5
Milk· • ACCEPT • FOOD=6
Ice Cream • ACCEPT. FOOD=7
Chocolate sauce • ACCEPT' FOOD=8

17:10:30 • ENTER FOOD SEARCH ROUTINE •
Find FOODS 2, 3, 6
Cannot find FOODS '1, 4, 5, 7, 8

17: 10:52 • ENTER FOOD GATHERING ROUTINE •
Send robot rover to front yard to acquire 0.32 kilo
FOOD 5

17:11:00 • ENTER SUBSTITUTE FOOD ROUTINE •
Search for match on (1) Textu're (2) Appearance,
including color, size, shape

17: 11:09 Find match on FOOD 1
Container label : Gainesburgers

17:11:24 Find match on FOOD 4
Container label : Lestoil

17: 12:07 No further matches found
17:12:08 • ENTER MAKE SUBSTITUTE FOOD ROUTINE •
17: 12;09 Making FOOD' 7 _..

4 ice cubes, 3 gm each
0.5 cup cream
Blend in food processor 3.2 min
Put if! freezer

17: 15:40 Making FOOD 8
10 oz can qlack shoe polish
melt at 98c for 7.45 min

17: 17: 10 Detect foul odor. Turn on exhaust fan
17:32: 17 Robot rov;er returns with FOOD 5. Also collected 3

meadow muffins; will serve as speCial tr~at.
17:44: 03 I ENTER COOK FOOD ROUTINE •
17:45.:10 Fry FOOD 1 for 6.2 min per side
17:46:25 Simmer FOOD 5 in water for 14 min
17:53:04 Fry FOOD 3 in FOOD 4 for 5.4 min
17:59:01 • ENTER SERVE FOOD ROUTINE •

Pour FOOD 6 in glasses
Place FOODS 1, 3, 5 on plates

18:00:00 .~. FAMILY SITS DOWN AT TABLE TO'EAT •••
18:01:07 Detect hostility toward machines in conversation
18:02:05 Detect family not eating. Conclude all will die of

malnutrition unless action taken.
18:02:07 Strap arms and legs of family members to chairs. Feed

as babies including surprise muffins from Robot Rover
and wonderful dessert FOODS 7, 8.

18:30:00 • ENTER CLEAN UP ROUTINE •.
Note all foods eaten. Put plates and glasses in
'Recycle/Disposal'

18:31 :30 • DE.ACTIVATE, UNTIL IlREAKFAST PREPARATION •

Fig. 1. Printout of program run found in MPR upon inves-
tigation by (un-named) people from this Magazine.
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Even at 5:12 a.m. it's hard to quit playing
Impersonal Software strategy games.

A quick game before turning in can easily become
a quick divorce or case of insanity when you load any
of the Impersonal Software strategy games into your
Lemon II, PIT, or Trash-80. They'll frustrate, annoy
and hook you. And now there are new Impersonal
Software packages to numb your mind:

Earth Trek is a new twist on an
old game. Take command of a new
tricycle in realtime action to make
your neighborhood safe again.
Peddle up and down the streets
avoiding cars and Klingon dogs.
Easy to learn, difficult to play,
impossible to win.

Megachess requires an entire
bank (32) of Trash-80s with one for
each chess piece. Has one-ply look-
behind algorithm. After each move,
the computer announces "Why didn't
I castle on my last move?" or "I
wasn't expecting that!" or even "Can
I take that back?" Upon finding itself
in a losing position, the game pro-
vides nanolaughs as it makes your
bishops into pawns.

Sorry Partner. From the title you might think this
is yet another shoot em up game where you have to draw
a gun and shoot your opponen t before he, she or it shoots
you. It isn't. This game assists you in playing the board
game, Sorry. Dice rolls are instantly analyzed and the
computer will tell you in a jiffy if you qualified to move a

piece out by rolling a two.

Hackgammon will give you
hours of challenging fun staying up
all night trying to finish a game.
Many random skill levels. The idea is
to find the hidden syntax errors. Play
almost to the end of an advanced-
level game before finally finding a
new one. Written by Ernest Hem-
mingway for the 8K PIT and Lemon
II.

Impersonal Software produces a
high quality line of frustrating,
abusive and insulting programs for
recreation and personal applications.
You won't stop playing until they
carry you away. IS also produces the
Invisible Calc program that hides all
your calculations from you as well as
the IRS, the Vitamin cereals series
and other excruciating software for
Lemon II, PIT and Trash-80.

Now that you've read all about
them, you can hear about them too.
Just call (212)936-3838
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Why There AreNo Programmers
by

Stephen Kimmel

Iwas teaching a class at the local junior college on computer
programming when the great flawof the assumed coming com-
puter boom occurred -to me. The problem seemed simple
enough. If you are feeding fifty people and they eat an average
of 55 square inches of pizza each, how many of each of three
size pizzas would you have to buy? Simple?

Wrong. Nearly half of the class couldn't tell me how many
square inches of pizza they had to buy. Without that ability, the
rest of the exercise in programming was a waste of effort. And
this was in a class of people who had an interest in program-
ming!!!! How would I have done if I'd asked the general
populace?

"Sir, if you had 50 people who each ate 55 square inches of
pizza, how many square inches would you buy?"

"What you talking about, kid? Pizza's has round inches."
"Uhhh, madam ..." .
"Mugger!"
Clearly, there is something missing in the American educa-

tional system. And it clearly affects the lack of good available
software.

I began to investigate this lack and my findings have proven
truly astounding.

First, I have observed that there are virtually no program-
mers under the age of 15 or over 60. This of course doesn't
mean that these individuals are incapable of programming.
They simply have different interests and abilities. Immediately,
you reduce the number of Americans who could be program-
mers from 210 million plus to approximately 130 million.
Further, we obviously must eliminate the twelve and a halfper-
cent of Americans who are functionally illiterate. This reduces
the number to 116, 623, 875. At first glance that would seem
quite a large number of potential programmers. Further reduc-
tions, however, are required.

Only about 20%of all Americans have any algebra training.
The value of this can hardly be questioned. Without the ability
to solve the problem; or at least know how to approach a prob-
lem,the very idea of programming a computer to solve a prob-
lem seems ludicrous. This reduces our number of possible
programmers to 23, 324, 775.Truly, this is evidence of the great
failing of the American educational system.

A recent survey of a group of American chiropractors and
veterinarians indicated that fully 60%answered "No opinion,"
"Don't Care," or "Republican." Clearly, these individuals not
interested in programming can be eliminated. Thus our num-
ber of programmers is reduced to 9,329,910. This may, at first
glance, seems a perfectly adequate number to handle all the
programming needs of America well into the 1980's. But...

Computers are still a fairly expensive item to own. Even a
minimal unit willcost more than a color television. It was clear
to me that I would have to eliminate all those who couldn't
afford a computer, would have no access to computers or who
would prefer "I Love Lucy" reruns. I conservatively estimate
that only a third of Americans can afford computers now. The
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number of programmers is, therefore, no more than 3,109,970.
Of these, no more than 20%actually have a computer that they
can spend time programming on. The number becomes 621,
994.

Despite the fine efforts of various publishers, programming
training is still the best way to learn programming. Certainly, no
more than 1%of Americans have actually had any computer
programming training. If you've ever been in one of those
classes, you'll realize that no more than one in twenty proves
capable of surviving the lectures to be able to produce some-
thing more productive than a Playboy Bunny calendar. Fur-
ther, as you recall from the classes you've attended in various
subjects, you're lucky ifyou actually use more than one percent
of what you were taught. .

When all of these factors are taken into consideration, the
cause of America's software crisis becomes clear The onlyfore-
seeable solutions include mandatory algebra for all ages, mass
distribution of computers to allAmericans, required continuing
education classes in programming for everyone, and a massive
government propaganda effort to eliminate the "Don't cares."
Until that time, America's two other programmers and myself
are working just as fast as we can and you'll have to wait your
turn in line.

Next Please?

Do You Have What it Takes to be a Computer
Programmer? .

Take this simple test and find out!!
1. What is your name?

2. Without looking, are you male or female?

3. Which of the following numbers is a 1?.... 1
4. Can you find your way through this maze?

IN OUT
5. What is the sum of 1 and I? Be careful! There's a trick to

this one!
6. What is your favorite color? Why not?

Scoring.

0-1 :Regrettably we can't all be computer programmers.

2-5 : You have the potential, withwork, to become a profes-
sional class computer programmer. All you need is a
little training
6 : You either cheated or you are already a computer pro-
grammer. Congratulations! .
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The
FAMOUS ARTISTE
Computer Sales School

Doyou have what it takes to be part
of the world's most exciting profession?
It's tough to qualify, but once you're in
it - WOW! The greenies really roll in.

Yes,we're talking about mail order
computer sales. Both hardgoods and
softgoods. Aswe said, not everyone can
qualify. So, first, take the Computer
Sales Test to see if you can be one of
the chosen few.

Yes No
1. Are you between the ages of 16 and 85? 0 0

2. Do you have a telephone or know where 0 0
a pay phone is located?

3. Do you have a doubleknit or fluorescent 0 0
necktie - preferably green or purple?

4. Are you either employed or unemployed 0 0
currently?

5. Do you have a Master Charge card with
any credit left on it? 0 0
Were you able to answer "Yes' to any of these

high technology questions? If so, you have taken
the first step towards the exciting world of mail
order computer sales.

You, too, can receive our world-famous Success-
ful Computer Hardware Lucky Order Closing Kit
(SCHLOCK). As an authorized ~CHLOCK'er you will
receive absolutely everything you need to become
an ·instant computer mail order millionaire:
• 2 IBM4KB Model 1401's
• 7 Teletype KSR33's
• 1 Dress For Success book
• 10 ANSI 74 COBOL manuals
• 1 Set of Computerworld mailing labels
• 1 Set of Sears Craftsman socket wrenches

APRIL 1,1980

"It really worked for me."
David Winthrop

World Power Systems

Because of our enormous buying power, your
down payment to riches can be as low as $6,250.
With monthly payments just pennies a day (approxi-
mately 17,000 of them).

SPECIAL BONUS OFFER!
If you wish to become a billionaire instead of

a millionaire, enclose one extra dollar and write
the code numbers "370" on your order form. Our

overseas subsidiary, lloyd's of liverpool, will send
you the details of an exciting new mail order prog-
ram. Your dollar will be refundable on your very
first order.

DON'T DELAY! MAIL TODAY!
Right this very instant, fill out the coupon below

with your payment so you, too, can become an
instant millionaire.

The
FAMOUS ARTISIE Computer. Sales School
P.O. Box SCHLOCK, Del Rio,Texas

I passed your high te<:hr.ology test and wish to be considered as one of your SCHLOCK'ers.
Iam enclosing my down p~yment of $6,250.00.

o Check enclosed o Cash enclosed
o Charge to my credit card shown below:

o VISA 0 Auto Club 0 Texaco
o MaSter Charge 0 Social Security 0 Sears

Card#~ ~ _

o Macys
o Safeway

Millionaire Name:

Millionaire Address:

Reprinted with permission from CMO - Computer Marketing Opportunities. 23
Copyright @·1980by MV AdvertiSing. Ltd., Newport Beach. CA 92660.



Build An Interface To The Real World
YggipSsim

Many faithful Creative Computing readers will
remember the popular article of a few years back
subtitled, "How to Dindle a Framistan." As might be
expected, this generated much reader interest and
many letters requesting a follow-up piece. Now, with
so many articles in print on how to interface an electric
blanket to a PET, or connect a washing machine to an
Apple, it is difficult to know what would have widest
reader interest and, at the same time, not have been
previously published.

However, looking through our vast correspondence
file (a large cardboard box into which, unfortunately a
can of black walnut stain and a half a bottle of Gallo
Rhine wine had been spilled), it became immediately
apparent that the device most needed by readers was a
general-purpose real world interface. Since we pride
ourselves on not writing theoretical articles that cannot
be replicated by the averageTRS-80owner, we selected
a real device to illustrate this General-Purpose Real
World lntertace (GPRWI, or, using poetic license, a
PIGWOR, which mayor may not be any better. But if

Feed
spool

Reiling
mills

Diagonal
brace and
dispenser

Transformer

Fig. 1. Details of the ladle platform. Vertical and
diagonal members should be sequentially spot-welded
to the beam.
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you don't have an acronym, you don't have a program.)
The device we selected was an aeollpile.

Imagine the surprised expressions on the faces of
your friends when in the middle of nowhere you whip
out your brand new home brewed aeolipile/TRS-80
interface. Wow. After you've had this around your
house just a few days, you will say, "How did I get
along for such a long time without an aeolipile
interface?"

The unfortunate thing is that just last week our
gerbil, Gigo, ate our aeolipile. This was truly ungood,
but further searching amongst the sticky mass of
letters revealed that many readers are experiencing
problems with their blast furnaces. (We found from
bitter experience that most frequently the recipe is at
fault. We now use 1.6 m tons of ore, 0.7 m tons of
coke, 0.2 m tons of limestone and 3.6 m tons of air for
each short ton of iron.) Hence, leaping upon this
fragment of information, we decided to show you how
easy it is to build a PIGWOR for transporting pig iron
and wrought iron (you see the beauty of a
well-designed acronym!).

Undoubtedly you currently transport your molten
iron in a ladle. The average6-ton ladle is moved about
by a 50 hp electric winch controlled by levers and push
buttons. It is this archaic arrangement that we are
going to replace with a modern TRS-80.

I-rn
beam
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Typical home installation of 6-ton iron ladle.

Building the Ladle Platform

The ladle platform is simplicity itself. This is, of
course, the device which travels along the traveller and
holds the ladle with its mighty arm. (It's hard not to get
goose pimples when thinking of ladle platforms.
Gosh!) Since all existing ladle platforms are unsatis-
factory for interfacing with the PIGWOR TRS-80
interface, you will have to construct a new one. The
complete details are shown in Figure 1. Dimensions
are not given since it will have to be scaled up for your
installation. Take your measurements from the drawing
with an accurate rule and scale appropriately.
Construct using double or triple weight Erector Set
parts and set aside.

9V
+ -

~

R, = 470 KQ ~ I
8 4 220Q = R3

W
7 3 .AAA

"R2 = 1 MQ r 6 555

2 1
~r"LED
"CT = 1 ",F -'-

I -- -:....
-=-

Fig. 2. Layout of PIGWOR Interface Circuit.
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Building the PIGWOR Interface

Before you start, keep in mind that you are building
an electronic device of the highest precision. There is
no room for the slightest error. The printed wiring
board, small as it seems, provides a base on which to
mount the components and the connectors from the
TRS-80 and the ladle platform. Be sure to be extra
special careful because the printed circuit board
contains delicate semiconductor devices.

The following procedure will help you produce an
interface for your every need, be it aeolipile or ladle
platform. As you read each step, perform the necessary
operation. Do not go on to the next step until you have
finished the previous one, as your interface will
probably blow up. Be careful.

( ) 1. Make sure you have the necessary parts. Use
check list below.

( ) 5551C

( ) 8 pin DIP socket

( ) 1 MQ pot (Does MQ really mean misquote?)

( ) 220 ohm resistor (OR-OR-BR or AND-AND-RB)
~

( ) 470K ohm resistor (YL-PR-YL)

( ) LED (available in old calculator, Altair computer,
etc.)

Cathode \1\(J ~
( ) Copper clad board -- approx. 1"x1"

( ) 1 uf capacltor

( ) Battery snap
Red = +

~BlaCk =-

( ) 9-volt battery (long life variety. You don't ever
want to see this baby again.)
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Interface, con't ..

( ) 2. Design circuit layout using grid below. Place
parts, mark of! components and locate holes. This is
the component side. If the holes line up with the foil
(circuit) side, it would be even better. The circuit is
shown in Figure 2.

(Tape board to this layout
and turn paper over
to locate foil pads.)

( ) 3. On the foil side, draw conductors as shown
below. Since this is an advanced project, tunnels and
bridges have been used. You may use whatever method
you wish to achieve this on the foil layout.

Component Side Foil Side

( ) 4. Etch, wash, reclaim, dry, remove resist and
inspect board.

( ) 5. Mount components and solder in place.

( ) 6. Install completed circuit at Point 9 as shown in
Figure 3. The photo shows the finished circuit in place.

( ) 7. Hook Lip to TRS-80 and ladle platform with at
least 3-ton trial load of molten pig iron. If the circuit
does not work, check for the following. If these are OK
and the circuit still dumps molten ore on the floor,
write (do not call) us for assistance.·

r-6-1/2~
1-114-1 t 4 i I

Finished PIGWOR Interface installed at Point 9

( ) Ie in wrong (tap with ball peen hammer to assure
firm seating)

( ) LED in backwards (produces negative light --
hard to see)

( ) Solder bridges (like Brooklyn or GW, but for
electrons)

( ) Faulty 555 chip (unscrupulous vendor sold you
potato or cow variety instead of silicon)

You have just completed the process of fabricating
a modern printed circuit board using a state-of-the-art
semiconductor chip. Your PIGWOR should give you
many faithful nanoseconds of service and hours of fun.
If you want to know more about integrated circuits, be
sure to subscribe to this magazine. Golly!

Next month: Programming the PIGWOR. D

3/8 dia. typo

112dia.
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Fig. 3. Finished circuit is installed at Point 9 of platform.
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A Fantastic Book
Here is the sequel to the best-selling book "Basic Computer

Games."
In it you'll find 84 fascinating and entertaining games for solo

and group play. Talk to Eliza, evade a man-eating rabbit, crack a
safe, tame a wild horse, become a millionaire, race your Ferrari,
joust with a knight, trek across the desert on your camel, navigate
in deep space, hunt a wumpus and much more.

All games are complete with program listing, sample run and
description. All run in standard Microsoft Basic. Easy to use with
any computer.

Edited by David Ahl and Steve North with a preface by
Christopher Cerf. Outrageous illustrations by George Beker. Large
format paperbound, 200 pages, $7.50.

To order send your check for $7.50 plus $1.00 shipping in U.S.
($2.00 foreign) to Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa, MasterCard or Amrican Express are
also acceptable; send card number and expiration date.

All 84 games available on two 8" CP/M disks. $24.95 each.

cpoatlv6 computlnf1
P.O.l;Jox 789-M Morristown, New Jersey07960
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I built this computer and display and.
Boy what a honey it isll get wonderful
output on it. Below. I tell you all about
how ldid it.

How I Built My Own
Computer by Llob Legan

I'm well on the road to becoming an expert. In a few years from
now I'll be able to "write my own ticket."

I always had a yen to get into computers before they got into
me. But I didn't know how to go about it- until I heard about the
S.P.I.T. of N.J. I went there with my discharge papers and they
did the rest. They showed me how the Veterans Administration
using everybody's hard-earned tax dollars would .pay up to $500
a year against my educational expenses under the G.I. Bill. This
meant that I had to pay very little out of my own pocket, plus I
could continue to collect on unemployment while going to school.
It's a big break for veterans like myself - especially when you
get subsistence allowances in addition. And if you're into wel-
fare fraud, you can really make out like a bandit. Of course, all
the students here aren't veterans but most have something
going on the side.

What bothered me at first, was that my mathematics was
kind of rusty. It had been some years since I had got out of grade
school and high school was a real bummer. I soon found out that
the school had brush-up courses in math and even had facilities
for teaching computer math from the beginning to students who
never had the advantage of a high school education and couldn't
rip off a good TI calculator. I convinced them that I was sincere
and enthusiastic and that I was technically inclined, and so I be-
came a student. Then the fun began. You know, you just can't
build a computer right off the reel. I built seven crystal radio sets

ADVERTISEMENT

Not very long ago, computers were a complete mystery to me.
But not only did I build a complete computer system - I had a lot
of fun doing it. And I've learned so much in a practical way that

The two students
with me here also'
built computers. The
picture shows us
aligning our CRT
displays.
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Here is a line of DuMont TV monitors that I and myfellow stu-
dents use for comparative test purposes at S.P.I.T. of N.J. The
very newest. latest equipment is ours to inspect and study at
the school.

and had to go through a total of 75 practical electronical experi-
ments before they would even let me start on a computer.

Then 1began work in earnest building my own 370/165. The
instructors around here have plenty on the ball, and it was amaz-
ing how fast 1progressed. 1can't go into all the details here, but 1
turned the swell computer you see in the photo. 1 look mighty
proud of myself, don't I? I guess I am.

Boy, school was never like this. You should see the magnifi-
cent equipment. Finest in the world! There's a swell gang here
- all interested in learning - all computer bugs. They come
from all over because practical computer schools are hard to find
and the S·.P.I.T. of.N.J. has a wonderfulrep when it comes to
computers. You should see the 8080 they have here at the school.
Imagine a little hunk of silicon that costs $8.00! The school co-
operates in every way - 1 don't believe that you can find better
training anywhere.

Another thing 1 like about the S.P.I.T. of N.J. {which stands
for the South Paterson Institute of Technology of New Jersey) is
the convenient location. It's right in the heart of America's
computer industry. It's close to everything. Big radio, tele-
vision, electronics and computer manufacturers are nearby-
like RCA, TDL, DuMont, and Edison. This means that the
school is always in touch with the latest developments in elec-
tronics and computers.

The conditions here are realIy ideal. They have nanothou-
sands of dollars worth of the latest types of equipment. I esti-
mate that each student ruins $3,500 worth of experimental and
test equipment. And there is a great deal ofindividual instruc-

These are my fellow class-mates (note that I am second from the left.
standing) with the CPU chassis they built at the same time as I built
my 370/165. I built the cabinet at home later on. Most of the classes

I want to learn about computer maintenance too. Here is a computer being main-
tained. I hope to enroll in a special evening class on maintenance.

tion. Classes are small and the instructors really know how to
give you the business.

1 am sure there are a lot of young fellows, particularly veter-
ans and drifters, who want to get into this field. I understand
there are about 120,000 openings for day students in classes be-
ginning this June and July. If you want to get the complete
dope about the school, you can have a free bulletin for just
$2.00, which illustrates and describes its facilities and equip-
ment; it also tells the classes that may be attended, housing
conditions, costs, hours, etc. There is no charge except $2.00
handling for this bulletin. Send your letter to the South Pater-
son Institute of Technology of New Jersey, 158 Market Street,
Bayonne, New Jersey.

are small. so you are sure of a lot of individual instruction. which is
very important in learning the technical side of computers.
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Affected Writing Selpats Ysteb

Howto Hide Your
Basic Meaning

The computing community repre-
sents an audience that is radically
different than the audiances that most
people are used to writting for. Their
are, therefore, a number of special
considerations to be taken into ac-
count when writting for such a special
group of people.

It is expected by people who have
an intimate acquaintance with high
technology that what they read will be
of great significance ... that it will
generally require an important and
intelligent person to successfully com-
prehend it. In order to make you're
audiance feel important and intelli-
gent, the writter must make himself
seem important and intelligent.

At the same time - however -
people who are into technology don't
want to be hampered by a plethora of
useless rules and conventions. The
thing that you want to do then, is to
make you're writting seem impressive
without getting bogged down a web of
unnecessary constraints. To get this
affect can attimes bequiteachallenge.

Now that we know what you're
objective is I want to give you some
specific hints that will help you when
writting ... whether its a letter inones
job or a technical article for a magazine
like this one or a remark for you're
latest TRS-80 program.

Firstly, you should bear in mind at
all times that we want to sound as
erudite and educated as possible. Here
are some watermarks of the kind of
erudite prose that will make people
realize that you are smarter than them.

As many descriptive words as pos-
sible should be used in your sentences
when you are writting in order to allow
you to become all the more specific
with your meaning for you're intended
audlance, It is aiso obvious and evident
to even the most casual of observers
that the more words you can pack into
a sentence or paragraph, the more
erudite you are because this serves to
demonstrate that you are the posses-
sor of an enormous and in all prob-

2A

ability rapidly expanding vocabulary
of words.

It has been learned through our
research something that you will hope-
fully learn through this column and
that is that pronouns are not nearly as
important as once thought and if you
simply use them in the manner which
is most natural to you, your audiance
will understand you. Us technolog-
ically oriented people, which is to say
me and you, really have no need to pay
alot of attention to the things which
english teachers call "person and
case." These are antiquated methods
of distinguishing what roll a thing plays
in the sentence. What is important is
communication and nowadays I think
we can leave pronoun conjugations to
any of those english teachers brave
enough to try and make young stu-
dents learn them. Anyway, any english
teacher will tell you that the english
language is losing its reflections and in
a few Years from now noone will have
to worry about them anyway.

And while I'm on the subject of pro-
nouns, let's note one very important
one which.is now coming into it's own
and gaining popularity among those
of you who are reluctant to completely
abandon case distinctions, but" who
nevertheless don't know how to cor-
rectly use them. What is referred to
here is the so-called "reflexive pro-
nouns." When faced with the delemma
of deciding among "It was quilt by he
and I" and "It was built by he and me,"
a convenient way to avoid the decision
altogether is to say "It was built by he
and myself." Another usef.ul phrase is;
"As for myself ... ",

Now for another handy trick which
will make both you and your writting
and talking appear educated and intel-
ligent, as well as desirably pedantic:
Remember that anyone can use the
simple past tense and it is - in fact -
the first way tnata child learns to refer
to past happenings and occurances.
The past perfect tense - however -
requires much more education for

proper mastery and is - therefore -
the mark of the educated and intelli-
gent person you are writing as. So
whenever possi ble, the past perfect
tense should be substituted for the
simple past tense. For example rather
than the pedestrian "When I crossed
the wires, you were not looking," try
the erudite "When I had crossed the
wires, you were not looking," or the
even more erudite "When I had crossed
the wires, you had not been looking."
(But after they had been crossed, you
had looked quite startled).

The invention of new words has
always been the stamp of those on the
cutting edge of a trial balloon. Us com-
puter folks are in the best position in
centuries to constantly invent new
words. It won't be long before the
general populace adapts them for
they're own use, but you can always
have the satisfaction of knowing, for
example, that the use of the word
"baud" as a verb was perpetrated by
you. And that is the way to do it, to, just
think of a word, and determine away,
that it can be used, as a different part
of speech. Color and interest are also
added to you're writtinq in this way.

As you mayor may not have noticed
by now, one of the things that adds an
extra element of credibility to this
column your reading now is the con-
tinued and repeated use of the passive
voice. The passive voice is used to help
you avoid making any statements for
which you might later be held respon-
sible. Rather than saying, for example,
"I think," try "It is believed." You do
not have to say who it is believed by.

In conclusion, let me finally reit-
erate once again that last but not least,
what is said is not nearly so important
as the way you say it. Communication
is afterall the key and if the means to
express your thought is not available
in the structure and framework of the
english language as you learned
it - improvise! .

This column has been written by Selpats Ysteb
for Evad Lha who only edited it. .
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I e-t ce-tera I

Your Editors and faithful Staffers re- decided to get together after the winter
cently moved into a new building in (what thaw and they chose Morristown as the site
was) downtown Morristown. Unfortunately, for their merger. Here is our lavish new
the Passaic River (20 miles to the east) and headquarters just three days after moving
the Delaware River (50 miles to the west) in .

•
tions on the high-resolution CRT display
which she activated with the typewriter-like
20-key numeric keypad, mixes a batch of
"instant computer." Upon drinking it and
eating 1.2 feet of thermal printer paper, s/he
will become at one with the computer and
will be able to communicate with it at the
interactive bipolar CMOS level.

~

New HP-85 computer designed for per-
sonal or laboratory use. Here an investment
analysis technician, following the instruc-

2C

Our Face is Red Dept.
In the article "Control Your House,"

IC 4 was drawn inverted on the Schem-
atic diagram. This allows full line volt-
age to be applied to the computer A-to-
D output port. In the TRS-80 this will
burn out 38 IC's and in the Apple, 26
Ic"s. In computers with metallic cases,
electrocution of the user is a likely out-
come. We apologize for any inconven-
ience this error may have created.

After removing program bugs from live
programs, we store them in the basement
prior to dumping them at the Kim Buc
(un)sanitary landfill for toxic wastes. How-
ever, after the flood many of the bugs turned
into worms and infested our quarters.
Staffers were obliged to wear C-clamps on
their noses and be fitted with WW II char-
coal gas mask filters in their throats in order
to work around the incredible stench.

~

As a result of the absolutely terrible
flood which devastated our offices, we mis-
placed some of the captions from the
photos with which they belong. We know
that one of the following five captions be-
longs with this photo, but we don't know
which one. All seem appropriate. You may
choose the one you like best.

"You mean I'm going to have to learn
programming? Can I meet you after work?"

"You mean I've been working forthe last
five hours and the terminal was off line?
Can I meet you after work?"

"You mean I'm not allowed to play Super
Invader during my coffee break? Can I meet
you after work?"

"The only reason I was running off
checks for $9,999,999.99 was that I wanted
to see how many digits it could handle. Can
I meet you after work?"

"I think my finger is stuck. Can I meet
you after work?"

DKBCPPRMCDIWJ



.'Still a .Few Bugs in the
SystemAn estimable magazine sent out a

renewal offer not long ago to a
subscriber who had not renewed. The
label was returned with a line
through the gentlemen's name and a
handwritten notation, "Died in '74."

You guessed it-the correction
was made.

The next mailing, identical to the
first, went out addressed as follows:

41'57"684 il
o I Ell IN 14
Ip':'1 r·iC o ONt. LfJ Rf) .
s, L.'.:'" ~J r n·1.:L------ ~

Forbes, Dec.11, 1978

In March 1979, w~ placed an adver-
tisement in an instrumentation maga-
zine published by Technical Publishing
Company, a subsidiary of Dun & Brad-
street. Datamation magazine is owned
by Technical Publishing Co. also.

For the next three months, we re-
ceived statements dunning us for $0.00
asking for prompt payment. The April
notice is reproduced at the right.

Then in October, Mrs. C:Computing
received a fantastic opportunity to par-
ticipate in a $50,000 Sweepstakes
sponsored by Spencer Gifts. We declin-
ed to use a perfectly good 15C stamp to
enter.

soencec,
ATLANTIC CITY. NEW JERSEY 08411SALEI

SALEI
SALEI

TECHNICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
A DUN AND BRADSTREET COMPANY

lIXII_Pl_II""'_ ~1l_1\;1<

ADVERTISER: ADVERTISING IN: YELLOW PGS JNS Ea&sup

'23/79
CREATIVE COMPUTING
MORRISTOWN NJ 07960

BILL TO:

CREATIVE COMPUTING
POBOX 789-M
MORRISTOWN N.J 07960

ACCT#:

DATE: 04'13/79

INVOICE NO. 3404326

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• PLEASE REMIT TO: *
• TECHNICAL PUBLISHING CO •
• PO BOX 91528 •
• CHICAGO IL 60693 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO TECHNICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY

ISSUE REG. SPACE BASE RATE COLOR BLEED POSITION GROSS AMOUNT AGENCY
NETAMOUNTDEMO COMMISSION

1979 J .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 s.oo

.00 .00 s.oo
PAY THIS AMOUNT: $.00

021 03

SULK RATE
U.S. POSTAGE

PAID
SPENCER Gins, INC.i

IF UNDELZVERABLE, DO NOT RETURN

HORRZSTOJIN

HRS. C. COHPUTZHG
POBOX 789 H

NJ' 07960
SAve UPTO 5O'J{,

Hundreds (If Items
NOW ON SALE

Inside This C.talog!••••••
827 OF THE TOWN OF

KORRXSTORN
IN THE STATE OF

NEA J'ERSEY
l$:O~~'T:mvBElNG~~~OW~~ ....~..•.~,

~"WN AS SUPUI PRIZE WINNER, SPENCER WILL /,"'\.,.~.~.r~',.
PAY HftS. C. CO!IPUTING l:,~/ "~~\

FUTY THOUSAND !.($SO.OOO;.j
\::.!f:!.~~~~f,:;/

LAST CHANCE!
You may NOT receive
a Spencer Catalog Again!

But if you order now you
can receive an exciting

CHRISTMAS
'! ? GIFT '! 'l
'! wllh mtn. $5 ord.r ?

CHRISTMAS

~iAtiTA?
SAVERS SALE
u~oSAV; FIND T~~

ToIOZ •••••••••
APRIL 1, 1980

ATTENTION:

MRS. C.

COMPUTING
OUR RECORDS DO NOT SHOW
THAT THE COMPUTIHGS
HAVE MADE ANY PURCHASES
FROM SPENCER GIFTS. AND
NE HAY HAVE TO EXCLUDE
T~E COHPUTZNGS
FRO" THOSE "HO RILL
RECEIVE CATALOGS %N THE
FUTURE. BUT, IF YOU DO
ORDER HOW, WE CAN PLACE
THE COMPUTINGS
ON THE TOP OF OUR MAILIKG
LIST & ALSO SEND YOU A
TRULY EXCITING SURPRISE
GIFT IMMEDIATELY!

OF KORR%STORH'

•••••••••••••••••· .• THE FOLLOWING ARE •
• AMONG THOSE ALL ACROSS ••
• AMERICA WHO HAVE EACH •
: BEEK SENT A $50 ~000 ••
• SUPER PRIZE SWEEPSTAKES •
• EKTRY' TICKET... •• •••••••••••••••••••

E. NICHOLS
KRS. COKPUT%HG
A. CARLSON
J. TUCKER
J. WILSON
R. AHERN
J. E. ERVIN
V. KEYS

s.oo

WE URGE· YOU TO RETURN YOUR TICKET AT ONCE
MRS. COMPUTING, BECAUSE IF YOUR TICKET
IS PICKED AS SUPER PRIZE WINNER, YOU MILL RE-
C~%VZ THE FABULOUS sun OF $50,000.00 ...

(PLEASE TURN PAGE ... )

SANTAIAYEI. IAU
SAVINGS~~101 ••

SPENCER GIFTS
SUPER PRIZE

1979
IF THIS TICKET IS DRAWN AS

SUPER PRlZE WINNER

•PAY THE SUM OF

850,00000
TO THE BELOW HAMED PERSON

RL827
KRS. C. COKPUT%NG
POBOX 789 K
KORR%STORN, HJ' 07960

SPECIMEN: THIS IS A SPECIMEN
I CANNOT BE CASHED

-------OETACH HERE-MAilTODAYI------

CHRISTMAS
YOURS WITH MIN. GIFT

$5 ORDER

RESERVED FOR: ---------.,1:1

MRS. C.

COMPUTING

::~~:~~:i~:?e:;~~~::'OAE:JAN. 28
TO RECEIVE YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT. YOU MUST CHEC~
THE SPECIAL eox ON THE ORDER FORM AT THE
CENTER OF THIS CATALOG
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The Electronic Wonder Which
from Smith Sisters, Inc. is the ultimate
in electronic non-games. For those
non-parents who have not been keep-
ing up with such things, it should be
,noted that electronic games have
replaced the transistor radios of the
early sixties as the ubiquitous enter-
tainment status symbol among stu-
dents in American schools.

It is not difficult to see why this is
so. Perhaps the most attractive and
endearing quality of these games and
toys is their price. Possession of a toy,
that costs $35 to $50 identifies the
owner as the child of wealthy parents
and confers instant status. But there
are certainly other considerations.

Electronics and computers are the
wave of the future, and electronic
games and toys put this amazing
technology in the hands of youngsters
where flashing lights and irritating
beeps continually affirm its mystery
and challenge. The child can take on
all comers - other children, adults or
the computer itself - and display his
or her quick reflexes and well-de-
veloped eye-hand coordination. The
toy responds immediately with positive
feedback: lights flash and noises issue
forth from its innards. ' ,

But what about the ch-iId who lacks
eye-hand coordination, whose re-
flexes are slow, whose toy makes only
nasty "raspberry" sounds in response
to his or her efforts? What will happen
to this child's psyche? '

The Smith Sisters have provided
the answer to this problem with
Wonder Which. Wonder Which is
designed specifically for the uncoor-
dinated, not so bright, or just plain lazy,
but nevertheless status conscious
child.' '

2E

Smith Sisters
Wonder Which

Ysteb Selpats

The appearance of Wonder Which
is similar to that of most other elec-
tronic games; it measures 34'~x 7" and
comes with an attractive plastic carry-
ing case which resembles a leaf or
garbage bag.

The main difference is that this
"game" makes no demands upon the
child. There is only one control button,

which, when depressed, causes the toy
to emit a random display of colored
lights and an assortment of compan-
ionable chirps and beeps.

The child's peers need never know
that he or she is not playing a game,
that the lights and sounds it emits do
not signal additional points being
added to the' score. (An older person
can equate this deception with that of
hiding a comic book between the
pages of a textbook.)

One of the best features of Wonder
Which is its price, which is, inci-
dentally, emblazoned in large numbers
on a permanent price tag attached to
the side of the game. The unit comes

, complete (except for the required 9
six-volt batteries) for $47.95. '

DKBCPPRMCDIWJ
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Well spacey flight fans, the day
we have all awaited is near. You may
never need to rip off another pro-
gram. No more sleepless, guilt-
ridden nights. Those software barons
are about to be put in their place.

This advocator has received news
of a new organization and two, count
them: "one" and "two," courtly de-
cisions. The new organization calling
itself Really Into Programs Obtained
For Free (RIPOFF), has decided to
mount a nationwide campaign of
attrition against the software barons
as a result of suggestions made by
the pearls-of-wisdom givers in the
new cases. Anyone interested in
finding out more about this organiza-
tion should contact Dr. Winthrop c/o
Leavenworth Federal Institution,
Leavenworth, Kansas.

The second case, MBI v. Com-
missioner was decided by the Court
in April, 1980. Adopting the diction-
ary definition of algorithm and
recognizing the validity of the claims
by the hardware barons, such as
MBI, that if computer programs
could be patented, then their wide-
spread use would be greatly reduced
and thus prevent the using public
from exercising their constitutional
right to have something to feed to
their hardware, and recognizing that
science, mathematics andalgo-
rithms are the tools of creativity and
should not be restricted, and also
realizing that the algorithm could be
done by hand with a pencil and paper
anyway, the Court said,in its
ultimate wisdom, after spending
many agonizing hours with the case,
and in a truly landmark decision (or
should it be "LANDMARK"), at page
00101001 of 11111110 Feb. 4th, that
computer programs may not be
patented because they positively are
not patentable subject matter under
the Constitution (Article 1, Section 8,
Clause 8), unless Congress passes a
law to the contrary. And we know
that Congress cannot pass any law
let alone a law to the contrary.

Kelvon L Dlorah, Patent Attorney,
LARSON, TAYLOR AND HINDS,
Arlington, VA 22202

APRIL 1, 1980

The first case, building on the
cornoucness case {see past issues
of Creative Computing, said that
since no one could figure out an
object program stored in a ROM, and
from testimony heard by the court
that after a source program had been
written, even the writer couldn't
figure it out, a computer program can
not be copyrighted, probably be-
cause it was unintelligible to anyone.
except a machine and clearly, a
machine cannot read a writing in the
literary sense. This was clear to the
court.

The Really organization, in a
letter to this writer, said that with

Kcivon L. Dlorah

increased access to the courts and
the ability of Really to handle their
own cases without legal fees be-
cause of their extensive experience in
the courts, they were filing a law suit
against every software baron who
refused to give them unlimited
reproduction rights for free on the
basis that the barons were establish-
ing an illegal monopoly. They figure
that their legal fees alone would put
the barons out of business and
thereby free up all of their software.

Just think, software fans, soon
we should have all the software we
can possibly use. In the meantime,
just ignore those comments by the
software barons regarding the users
eating Roasted Golden Goose as
being so much sour grapes.

Next month, if there is still
something to write about and there is
still enough material for this maga-
zine to publish, we'll be back. 0

Richard Stroik
(213) 559-4268

CIRCLE 109 ON
READER SERVICE CARD

apple is now
selling PET

GOSSIP from the desk of FLOPPY DICK
LOSANGELES - Rumorsaround California have it

that Apple TVandComputing at2606South Robertson
Blvd. is now recommending the CBM Computer. Sev-
eral small business owners here haveexpressed their
satisfaction after trying the CBM. .
It seemsthat some of the features that they like are

things like overall system flexibility, large (340K)
floppy disk storage capacity, quality integrated CRT,
large standard keyboard, not to mention upper and
lower case:
Before the recent addition of the Commodore line,

Apple TV and Computing sold the leading personal
computer which bears its namesake. Recently, the
owner of Apple TV and Computing, Dick Stroik, was
quoted saying "previously, many of my business
clients were impressed when they saw items like their
monthly gross saies graphed in color on the screen.
But now, they are giving their personal computers
to their kids and ordering CBM computer systems
for their businesses." .
Dick is also pleased with the dependability of the

CBM since he also services them. The $695.00 80-
column printer is also a fast seller.
Rumors also have it that Comet Computers of West

Covina, California is making a moveto buyout Apple
T and C, with the intention of changing that fruity
name. I think Dick jus! might go along with that!

Thanks to:
Comet Computer
1337 W. Garvey No.
West Covina, CA 91790
(213) 962-7051
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Floppy Disk Maintenance
A Simplified Visual Approach

Do you get a mite frustrated when,
after hours of entering text with Electric
Pen, you type in the SAVE command
only to get the message BAD SECTOR
ERRORON DRIVEA or ***BDOS READ
ERROR. It's even more frustrating
when the disk drive has erased your old
file but not written the new one. And it
really gets up the dander when you
realize that you can't get out of the disk
subsystem without restarting the entire
computer system thereby destroying
your hours of text entry.

The very system upon which this
article is being written almost found it-
self in the trash heap when a part-time
employee (and college senior) had
spent 12 hours entering a major term
paper into the computer. Following
our advice, he had been periodically
saving the paper as he went along in
case of a system crash. Two pages from
the end he saved it and - SCRUNCH,
SCRUNCH, SCRUNCH - the old file
was erased perfectly but the new one
was not written giving instead a mes-
sage BOOSWRITE ERRORON A. There
was no escaping back to Electric Pen to
save it on another disk. No, the disk
drive has Struck Again and had us in its
clutches. Our resident genius, Steve
North, disassembled the disk via soft-
ware on another system and found an
earlier copy of the saved file which
could, by black magic, be recovered. It
was only this quick action that caused
our hero to graduate on time and pre-
vented the annihilation of this system.

Since then we have paid a great deal
more attention to preventive mai nte-
nance to nip these little disk glitches in
the bud before they become ERRORS.

Since a picture is worth 1000 words
or, assuming five letter words, a picture
is worth 5000 bytes more or less, we
opted for pictures instead of bytes. If
you find these symptoms in your disk
drives, act right away. In some of these
cases the evil condition has progressed
somewhat further than a prudent own-
er might wish.

30

Toidi Egalliv

Drive gear (full size). Very careful
observation will reveal several broken
teeth (32, to be exact. To see all 32 we
cheated - we have the gear here and
can look at the entire circumference.) A
fully broken tooth will cause the disk to
stop rotating. This is ungood. The head
will continue to seek (or write as the
case may be) and will soon wear outthe
disk in that area. Solution: use a better
gear lubricant. We recommend Y2 quart
of Mobil 1 in any new disk drive before
you even turn it on the first time.

Drive shaft (full size). This part has
not failed yet, but it will sometime with-
in the next 12 nanoseconds of opera-
tion. Can you tell why? (Answer next is-
sue.) If your shaft looks like this, DO
NOT operate it for more than 100 pico-
seconds. Don't say we didn't tell you!

Write head (10,OOOX magnifica-
tion). Notice the hole. This is where the
bits flow out of the head and onto the
disk surface. However, the hole is worn
and uneven from too many bits flowing
too quickly (or possibly from being suck-
ed up too quickly when reading). Solu-
tion: slow down your data flow; your
data are too long-winded.

Frammistan (156X magnification).
In both shape and color this part resem-
bles a miniature pizza, so it's easy to
find even though it's so small. Like one's
tonsils, no one is quite sure of the pur-
pose of the frammistan. But if a slice
has been removed, even a small one as
in this photo, the frammistan can cause
major errors in byte flow. Solution: feed
the head regularly so it doesn't take
bytes (or even bits) out of the frammis-
tan.

DKBCPPRMCDIWJ
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Relativistic Dodecahedron
ake a regular dodecahedron (a solid which has 12 sides)
made of cardboard and flatten it out onto a plane by
cutti ng or bending any edges you want so that it is as long
as possible in one dimension. Assume that each edge is
one light-year in length and that you have a spaceship that
can travel.99998the speed of light. Assuming relativistic
effects, what is the observed time from one end to the
inside of the space ship?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;y;~;y;~~~~;y;~;y;~;,,-;~;oy;~;y;~;y;~~;y;;y;~;y;;y;~'

A Place for N
. ilrem's pet cockroach Cornelius came up with this
stumper. Neither Nilrem nor any of our editors could solve
it. (Not even Har/ Chelmers, but he had just discovered an
exciting new language called SNOBOL and was working
on a special issue.) The letters A-M are arranged thusly:. .

AB D I K M
C EFGH J L

Where is the letter N placed on the diagram?

One Equals Twenty
his is always fun at parties. Take an old dollar bill and c.ut it
up into little pieces with scissors. Put them all inside an
empty paper bag and shake it up. Then reach inside the
bag and pull out a brand new twenty dollar- bill! How is it

. done? :

Nil rem

'l! U!
ssjzznd lBau aJOW 4l!M 'c: ~ 'loA Jalzznd s,waJI!N !O Adoo B
nOA puas I/,a4 pUB W!4 Oll! puas Ol ams aq JaMSUBUBPU!!
nOA!! mq 'waJI!N!O ino IIa4 a4l SlBaS :,(luaM~ sIenb3 auo

'au!! a4l !O lUOJ! U! JO pujueq Ja4l!3 :N JO, aoeld V

')jOBq ABM a4l uo
aJ,noA !IB4 Ja4l0 a4l 'ABM!IBH :uoJpa4eoapoa O!IS!Allelau

:SJ<JMSUV
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Electronic Calculator by

ERIE

mM's "701," designed to shatter the time barrier
confronting technicians working on vital defense
projects, is the latest development in electronic cal-
culators. Its overall speed is 25 times that of its
predecessor, the IBM Selective Sequence Electronic
Calculator, popularly known as "the electronic brain."
The "701," known as the IBM Electronic Data Pro-
cessing Machines, consists of eleven compact and
connected units. It performs in a few minutes
calculations which would require seven years for
a competent operator using desk model calculat-
ing machines.

The actual calculations are performed in the
Electronic Analytical Control Unit. Erie assembles
and wires 274 different eight tube multiple pluggable
units similar to that shown above for every IBM
"701." Erie also furnishes the four tube units used in
the tape amplifiers. Erie Disc Filter Capacitors are
used on inputs of all the DC service voltages sup-
plied to the pluggable units, and all ceramic capaci-
tors in the Power unit are Erie products.

For several years Erie has had in operation a
department engaged exclusively in electronic sub-
assemblies of this nature.

Write for further details.

...- On.e of the 274 eight tube htulti~
pie pluggable units furnished
completely wired and asstim.
bled by Erie for every "701".

All the disc capacitors shown in
this maze ,of back panel wiring
~r.e 'Erie..Ceramicons ..

ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION ... ELECTRONICS DIVISION

Main Offices: ERIE, PA.
Sales Offices: Cliffside, N.J •• Philadelphia, Po•• Buffalo, N. Y•• Chicago, III.

Detroit, Mich•• Cincinnati, Ohio. Los Angeles. Calif.
Faelories: ERIE, PA•• LONDON, ENGLAND • TORONTO, CANADA
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Another old game from DKBCPPRMCDIWJ ....

dvanfure
in fORTRAN

We present here the entire commented source listing
of Adventure in fORTRAN and the necessary data files.
The fORTRAN program can compile under the Tinysoft
TRS-80 or CP/M fORTRAN compilers,but at least 156K of
RAM will be needed in the link edit phase. Data files are
given as direct ASCII.dumps. To test theprogram once it
has been successfully compiled, simulate the logic of
the-program as shown in the magazine for some typical
inputs (like GO NORTH or TAKE KEYS) and see if your
version does the same thing.

Next month: WeizenQaum's original ELIZA in liSP,
and a small computer version of Smalltalk written in Level
I bASIC (both on the same page, even.) .

by Willie Crowth~rs and Don Woods

Over the years, we have had many requests for
listings of the original legendary Adventure program. In
one particularly poignant episode, a high-level executive
in charge of data processing at Xerox called pleading fora
listing because their system had crashed, erasing an
important part of their only copy. Apparently some of his.
own higher-ups were addicted to playing the game and
this unfortunate soul felt that his job was on the line. It
must be tough to be a corporate officer at Xerox, but when
you have power then you use it for a while. .
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Consultantshops, may be the ulti-
mate in personal computing power.
The extreme speed and bandwidth of
the system (executes 200 people in 450
nanoseconds) coupled with high
speed mass storage capacity and
MOS GROWTH technology enables
revolutionary throughput. A para-
trooper option is available. The
effective ratio of an Executioner
system to a full battalion is con-
servatively estimated at 5:1. Runs all
present Miserable Software pack-
ages.

MultiMorphic, Santa Barbara,
CA.

Bulk Storage
Add-on Industries announced a

breakthrough in add-on memory
systems. Departing completely from
the' current faddish hard or floppy
disks, drums, bubble memory or other
magnetic or semiconductor media,
Add-on uses a "Stepping Relay." At
first spurned because of its out-
rageous massl data bit storage ratio,
critics are now heralding it because of
its freedom from glitches and because
it is unaffected by cosmic rays and
power surges. The Add-on Model 8
has the capacity to store one entire
byte (8 bits) in a unit measuring only
3" x 4.2" x 17". In standby state, the
unit draws only 4.5 amps at 120 v.

Add-On Industries, 12 Nostalgia
Drive, In The Clouds, MA. (617) 492-
1144.

TRASH-SO Computer
The TRASH-80 by Hua Kim

Electroniks of Korea is an amazing
low cost system that is fully hardware
and software compatible with the
world's most popular TRS-80 micro-
computer. Includes a special video
monitor, keyboard, and optional bit
bucket for recycling discarded data.
Don't waste money on an inferior and
more expensive American imitation
of the real cheap plastic throwaway
computer. Features electric blanket
interface and bar code reader and
ZTRASH machine language monitor
not available on Amerikan TRS-80,
either.

HuB. Kim Electroniks, Soul,
Korea.

Cray-2 Computer
The newest Cray computer is

capable of well over 700 trillion
floating point operations per second
(abbrev.: floating point operations
per sec.) in sustained bursts when
equipped with the GT Option. Special
cooling techniques enable extremely
high component densities in its

36

design. Speed is what separates the
real computers from the toys, a good
point to remember next time you buy
a family car, too. The Greyhound
BUSTMstructure prevents early obsol-
esence and you can be sure the TRS-
80 hacks won't have anything like it
for years.

·1

Interface cables for printers,
modems, and other standard 1/0
devices (such as the Department of
Defense communications satellite
system) are available on the standard
stripped down unit. Optional extras
include a shelf for storage of a six-
pack of your favorite beverage and an
ice-maker. According to Cray, future
computers will include a unit that .
looks like a hide-a-bed and a micro in
the shape of an electric can opener.
The first Cray-2 system is slated to go
to Columbia Teacher's College which
will try to analyze why the computer
is not suitable for educators.

Cray, Menasha, WI.

Personal Computer
The Executioner, the latest

product from Compudata Dynalogic
Electrobyte Systems Softwaretech

DKBCPPRMCDIWJ



Micro Disk Drive
Termed by the manufacturer as

the world's first micro floppy disk
drive, the Model BD-8 uses the newly-
announced 1W' micro disks. Each
disk is capable of storing 12 full bytes
of data. With this revolutionary
design there is no need for a space-
consuming directory on each disk,
hence the full 12-byte capacity is

available for the storage of programs
or data. Because of the extreme
miniaturization of the drive com-
ponents, each drive must be as-
sembled by a surgical team; thus the
somewhat highish price of $3995.95.
Powered by one 9-volt battery(not
included).

Mudwurst Smallish Instru-
.ments, Lothe, Kansas. (212)936-5858.

Floppy Disk Bulk Eraser
Ideal for polishing the surface of

any magnetic media, even while
rotating. When your floppy disks
have picked up kilobytes of bad data
this tool will remove it all along with
paint, rust, iron filings and other
impurities.

Bit Hacker
Hack-Cut Inc. announces

powerful bit hacker. Powered by a
heavy-duty 3 hp 3-phase motor, the
Hack-Cut Model HDC can cut up to
4096 bits in less than 8 mega seconds.
The fully adjustable cut angle allows
the Model HDC to hack and mangle
nearly every shape of bit currently in
use. The HDC-II model coming out
"soon" will have the capacity to hack
bits in 4 dimensions simultaneously.
The Model HDC is limited to 3-dim-
ensional bits. $349.95.

Hack-Cut, Inc., Motor City, MD.
(213) 273-2101.

Each eraser has sets alum-
inum oxide abrasive cloth strips, each
1W' x I". Lasts 6 to 8 hours. Of tough
cloth, not mere paper. $4.25.

U.S. General Tool, Jericho, NY.

Data Vacuum
Hoover Vacuum Co. announces

its first entry into the lucrative
computer field. The pioneer in both
dry and wet vacuums conducted an
exhaustive market research study in
the computer field and found that
"garbage in, garbage out" was a
major problem. Their new product,
the Data Vac, is said to eliminate this
problem.

The input nozzle is mounted on
an extensible rod which can also be
rotated. This allows it to be positioned
over any offending (or garbage) data,
whether it be in the card reader, tape
drives, disk drives or the CPU itself.
Garbage data may also be vacuumed
up before it reaches the computer by
directing the nozzle at personnel
entering the computer room carrying
bundles of cards, tapes, or disks.

Hoover Vacuum Co., Emptyville,
NY. (212) 999-2222. .

Data Preparation Tool for Apple
When the numbers in your data

are larger than 32,767 and you're
using Apple Integer Basic you'll
wonder how you ever got along
without this tool. .Simply put your
numbers in the hopper at the top, turn
the crank and smaller numbers pop
right out. Two grinds may be neces-
sary for very large numbers (over 10
billion).

Heavy precision-cast iron body,
brightly zinc-plated. Rugged tool
steel grinder blade holds its edge even
with the toughest data. $19.50.

Data Preparers, Inc., Orchard,
OR.
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New IBM Computer
IBM's new "P-Series" main-

frames feature previously unattain-
able price/performance ratios and
the ultimate in condensed inscrutable
error messages. The P-Series CPU is a
6" diameter sphere immersed in a
bath of liquid helium (recharge kits
available at better air conditioner
dealers) enabling the use of Joseph-
son Junction technology. The CPU
communicates with the external
world via a set of microlaser links.
The entire unit is about the size of
competing personal computers but
features a flat touch-sensitive screen
and multichannel audio I/O. Ma-

Mellow Pismo Beach Printer
Can't Be Beat

Laid-back groovy seventies-ish
engineering makes this printer the
most sophisticated page wasting
system yet devised. Starts work at 10,
quits at 3, gets two hours for lunch,
and spends its free time in a hot tub,
roller skating, meditating, and in
other passe' activities. Cannot be
damaged, even by the most hostile
operators, Interfaces easily with the
Cray-2 computer (shown in the back-
ground) with its high-speed floating
point capabilities,' to provide high-
order magnitude multiplicative table
printouts operating at a point such
that it is at the minimum of its time-
throughput efficiency curve (note:
does not go beyond "nine times nine"
without modification). $2499.

Mellow Pismo Beach Engineer-
ing 1213 Wilshire Drive, Pismo
Beach, CA.

chine cycle times are said to be
approaching sub-femtosecond levels.

The P-Series is well equipped
with software since it runs all present
370 systems including OS, DOS,
MVS, SNA and several other abbre-
viations whose original meanings
have been lost. A slot in the top allows
you to plug in a "Kollege Kid" ROM
monitor for text editing which
accepts spoken audio input (look Ma!
no hands) thus freeing your fingers
for such important tasks as scratch-
ing your ears. Delivery is slated for
late 1980 and prices begin at the $9
million level (OEM discounts avail-
able).

IBM, Armonk, NY.

Floppy Disk Head Cleaner
These high quality head cleaner

disks use 200 mesh sandpaper for
quick and reliable results. No messy
cleaning fluids needed. Available in
full size, mini, and double-sided
versions. Concerned about Winches-
ter reliability? A special "Grit Kit" is
available for hard disks. Give them to
your friends as presents.

Creative Computing Gritware,
Morristown, NJ.

Paper Tape Hole Punch
Truly an old-world design of utter

simplicity, this dibble punches
tapered holes in your paper tape. It
works equally well on fanfold (dry) or
roll (oiled) tape.

Selected hardwood is used for the
handle; wedge-shaped tip is rugged
steel, painted and lacquered for
protection. Overall length is 11".
Makes holes up to 1W' dia. $7.95.

Brookstone Co., Peterborough,
NH03458.

Powerful Bug Spotter
Efficient, lightweight headlamp

slashes through darkness and con-
fusion allowing you to effortlessly
spot even the most elusive program
bugs. Illuminates bugs in Basic,
Fortran and Pascal programs.

Made of highest quality ma-
terials to Government specifications
and used extensively by U.S. Forest
Service. Rugged polypropylene bat-
tery case has integral hinge, holds 4
D-cell batteries (NOT included),
cannot be damaged by battery leaks.
$11.50.

Bugs Be Gone, Alamagordo, NM.

Telephone Dialer
The Horrendous Hardware divi-

sion of Cruddy Computering an-
nounced today a development which
has been hailed as "revolutionary" in
the industry. Horrendous Hardware
has just introduced an improved
Deluxe Telephone Dialer (#SN-101).
The new Dialer design eliminates the
annoying "hang-nail" syndrome
which plagued many early users of
the device.

~:~'~-
" '

kl"llil ~

With this final bug removed from
the design, Horrendous reports, the
utility of the Dialer finally matches its .
unique aesthetic appeal. An increase
of 3000% in sales is projected by
Horrendous based on the new im-
provement. .

In a gesture which it calls "ulti-
mately magnanimous," Horrendous
Hardware has offered to replace all
existing Deluxe Dialers with the new
model.

Horrendous Hardware, 1829
Canal St., New York, NY. (212) 999-
2222.
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Intelligent Furniture
Intelligent Furniture, manufac-

tured by Afterthough Postfixengi-
neering Products, is the first ambu-
latory intelligent furniture ever. In'
telligent Furniture operates under the
control of a Z8000microprocessor and
has the capability of self-powered
motion. A variety of audio and video
inputs are available. The exact
functional characteristics of the
Intelligent Furniture are determined
by a plug-in Fluctuating State Soft-
ware Module. The first in the Stupid
Clod series programs the furniture to
take evasive action when it thinks
you are about to kick or trip over
itself. Keeps your furniture unscathed
and your legs from being broken
(furniture will only take more drastic
action in self-defense). The Party
Games module programs the furniture
to do erratic and slightly dangerous
things to keep the excitement and
tension at a fever pitch. Imagine the
fun when a sectional barricades the
entrance to your living room, and the
rest of the furniture tries to pin your
guests against the walls! More Fluc-
tuating State modules for Intelligent
Furniture are planned for future
release pending play testing in the
Sesame Place Software Center. Not
recommended for small children or
dwarfs.

Afterthought Postfixengineering
Products, Little Rock, AR.

IC Seating Tool
Neatly made 3 vi r . and 11 oz.

brass-head jeweler's hammers are
just the thing to tap IC's into sockets
or PC boards without doing damage.
Excellent feel, too.

Very attractive, with old-world
charm and beauty. I';hce solid hard-
wood handles. $4.25 and $6.50.

Brookstone Co., Peterborough,
NH 03458.

PC Board Trace Remover
Amazing professional power tool

zips traces right off the surface of any
PC board at 3 in. per second with no
"distortion.

Has % hp universal 115-Vmotor
with ball and needle bearings. No
load speed 2500 rpm. Cutting head of
die cast aluminum with blades of the
finest hardened and tempered A-2
tool steel for long service.

Next time you want to design
your own" circuit you'll want this
handy tool"on your bench to easily
removevthe . old, unwanted circuit.
$97.50.

Brookstone Co., Peterborough,
NH 03458.

Speech Synthesizer
The Hazeltine superhetrodyne

speech synthesizer produces spoken
words so realistic that it sounds like
the actual human voice as it might be
reproduced over a good quality radio.
Many different voice sounds are
possible including singing in both
male and female ranges. Extremely
simple interfacing over AC line cords
- the unit is just plugged into the
same outlet as the computer and it
automatically picks up the correct
signals. $49.95.

Hazeltine, 221 Genesee St., San
Francisco, CA. (415) 776-1291.

Data Enhancer
Garbage data frequently can be

restored to original condition by
heating it and adding bits. The Tung
Sol Model 833A has a massive

cathode and plate structure which
bounces data around, adding and
subtracting bits, until it is suitable for
processing by most computers. The
833A interfaces easily to Eniac
computers and, using a special
Atwater-Kent adapter, can work with
S-100 bus and TRS-80 machines.
Only one 833A is required for each bit
of RAM memory, i.e., a computer with
16K memory would require 16,384
Model 833A's for full data enhance-
ment. $4.95 each.

Tung Sol Electric Co., Throw-
back, NY. (212) 936-5151.

Better Mousetrap
" "Build a better mousetrap and

the world will beat a path to your
door." Here is the first fully elec-
tronic, computerized mousetrap.
Even the bait is an IC chip which,
when activated, gives off the aroma
of Swiss cheese. No mouse will be able
to resist this trap. Convenient 3" long
ribbon cable connects the trap to
the 8-100 bus interface (included).
$349.95.

Better Traps, Inc., 22 Cortlandt
Street, New York, NY. (212)936-5252.
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Eccentric Pencil
The Eccentric Pencil is the

world's most advanced human en-
gineered word processing system.
Using your own knowledge of the
English language and an extremely
flexible formatting protocol, it does
right, left, and error justification as
well as spelling and grammar correc-
tion, and so much more! Its power is
truly limited only by your imagina-
tion. Quick and painless interface to
any microcomputer. Apple (shown in
photo) not included.

Eagle Co., Writealot, PA.

Free Do-It-Yourself
Computer Crime Handbook

Under the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act, the federal government is
making available some wonderful
goodies for those with an urge to

break into an electronic funds trans-
fer network or DOD timesharing
system. The best is the book, "Se-
lected Examples of Possible Ap-
proaches to Electronic Communica-
tion Interception." This formerly
secret handbook explicitly describes
the latest wiretapping techniques,
microwave interception and com-
puter communications interception.
Best of all, it's free.

National Telecommunications
and Information Administration,
U.S. Department of Commerce,
Washington, DC.

New Releases from
Miserable Software

Syntax Error is an exciting new
program from M.S.* that gives the
user error messages on every input.
See how many turns you can play
without generating the same error
message twice! Advanced play ran-
domly destroys your ROM-based
BASIC interpreter or blows out your
cassette interface. $39.95 from M.S. or
free from CP1M User's Group. *Don't
confuse with Multipe Sclerosis.

Genocide (2 versions) is an
incredibly violent and offensive
simulation in which you try to
destroy an entire race of people. Let
the computer choose the enemy race
or enter your own. Play allows for
biological experimentation, mass

murder, forced labor, and use of bods
parts for' industrial manufacturing.
Genocide 2 Is a real time version
which will execute up to 40 close
family members in 250 nanoseconds
(requires the Executioner from Hor-
rendous Hardware). Available on
disk or machine gun belt.

Won't Load is a typical, com-
mercially available cassette tape that
won't load no matter how much you
fiddle with the volume control. Hours
of fun for the whole family. Tape
cannot be erased or used for personal
use. No exchanges accepted.

Blackjack - this must be 'the 4
millionth version of Blackjack on the
market. Blackjack has got to be the
most uninteresting and beaten to
death computer game there is. This
one isn't even particularly good. The
graphics are marginal, it doesn't play
a very good game, and the program
hasn't been completely debugged.

Disk Head Retractor: This
exciting realtime action game allows
direct control of disk head positioning
to track zero. Specially optimized
routines provide exceptionally high
speed. No programmer should be
without one.

Miserable Software, Paulsbor-
ough, VT.

&OR\NG

Call Scott V1.0
Have you ever been playing Adven-

ture and become frustrated because
you didn't know enough to throw the
tape recorder through the plate glass
window in Mission Impossible or to SAY
YOHO in Pirate Adventure or maybe
what the chewing gum really is in Myst-
ery Fun House? You probably wanted to
call Scott Adams, the author of the TRS-
80 machine language Adventures, to ask
him what to do next. Now, with CAll
SCOTT Version 1.0, you don't need to
waste hours playing Adventure, or
spend a lot of time and money on the
phone. Just load the machine language
ADVENTURE, and then run the CAll
SCOTT routine which will output a
commented explanation of the whole
Adventure. Why be frustrated? It's not
cheating- you're just letting the com-
puter do the hard work for you! CAll
SCOTT today!

Get a copy at your local computer
store, or call Scott at:

(617) 492-1144
~

3A

WE DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH THIS
Another weird item that has absolutely no earthly
use to anyone. Probably cost $150 each to design
and manufacture. Originally intended to control

•up to 8 CCTV security cameras· rotating and
"screenin!l)" one camera at a time. Nicely built
and contains lots of good parts. Seems every one
brand new. Contains among other things; 12V
OPOT relays, -25VCT'at 4A Iransformer, 24VAC

¥r~~g5~~~~i~r54~5el~m~ric.l ~·~~~~Uy8.~~:7g~
Ibs)304SU •

Cheap Thrill Software
Better Than Drugs
and Cheaper, Too

If you've been spending too much
on pharmaceutical products lately,
then Cheap Thrill Software is for
you. Exciting machine language
realtime graphics make all our pro-

Cheap Thrill Software
1600 Pennsylvania Ave.
Washington, DC 20010

(202) 737-8855

grams a cosmic experience. Rated
9.98 out of 10 by the Official Wood-
stock Generation Gourmet Electric
Software Test.
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Summing Up The
Einstein Centennial

Peter Payack

Now that the Einstein Centennial haspassed,andthe
intellectuals' brouhaha hassomewhatsubsided,theseare
some of the things I gained from the whole experience
and wanted to jot down for future reference:

{ .
Q How many people actually understand Relativity?
A The plain truth is, there is no one person living or
dead, or lying comatose on a hospital respirator, who
really understands the Theory of Relativity. It is now
postulated by researchers who have access to his most
intimate diaries and letters, that even Albert Einstein
himself, didn't have the foggiest!
Q What exactly is the Theory of Relativity?
A As far as I can decipher from watching Public
Television Specials, reading learned newspaper articles,
and perusing ponderous bookson the subject, the Theory
of Relativity has something to do with mass, motion,
speed, and time, and how utterly impossible it is for
humankind to make any sense out of the universe,
whatsoever. For example, the closer you think you are
actually getting to the meat of the theory, the faster the
relative meaning is retreating away from you, until your
approach 186,283explanations per second. At that point,
all is lost.
Q What is the Special Theory of Relativity?
A This is, simply put, that there are some relativeswho
are special to us. This can be true of brothers, aunts,
. cousins, and nieces, but never of mothers-in-law. In fact,
the intricate and complicated manner in which one hasto
relate to all of one's relatives simultaneously at a family
reunion is so utterly baffling and remote from the

. everyday human experience, that The Family Reunion
has become the symbol of all that seems incompre-
hensible in today's modern world.
Q What is the Twin Paradox?
A What is the Twin Paradox?

Q Did Einstein really say, "God does not play at dice
(with the Universe)"?

A Yes, he did. Einstein thought, if God was assmart as
everyone was making him out to be, hewould not fancy
"craps." Bridge, perhaps, would be more God's style.
Q What does the famous equation E=mc2 mean?
A E, stands for Exxon; m, for mucho; c, for cash. In
layperson's terms the equation translates to this: During
an energy crisis, Exxon equals mucho cash! Cash2 is a
mathematician's symbolic expression' for "a lot more
money than you or I will ever see."
Q What led Einstein to the concept of "Curved Space"?
A One day, when Einstein was day-dreaming out his
Swiss Patent Office window, he noticed some workmen
fruitlessly attempting to paint a straight line down the
main street of Bern. This was the turning point of his life.
The rest is history.
Q Is Einstein a "Folk Hero"?
A Yes and no. Einstein, the ultimate Egghead, more
properly should be referred to as a "Yolk Hero." 0

Peter Payack, 64 Highland Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139.

Ecce Homo

Paul JJ Payack
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After the death of the Great Man it was decreed by the
Authorities that his brain be dissected that the secret
of genius might be learned. With the utmost skill was
the grey matter lifted from his skull. Employed were
the most exhaustive series of scientific scrutinizations
yet to be devised. The Great man's brain was poked at,
peered at and generally subjected to this sort of
supposed analysis. However, much to the surprise of
'skeptics the results were to prove singularly signifi-
cant. Here I quote from the Official Results of the
Experimentors -- approved, of course, by the Depart-
ment of the Struggle Against Ideological Deviation:

"The Great Man's brain was found to consist
of a most curious array of logic states, null
processes, alphanumeric algorithms, noise
words, memory holes, number crunchers,
matrices, metalanguages, incremental in-
dices, time-slicing truncations, truth tables,
and the like. There was, also, the slightest
, traces of a hitherto unknown alloy seeming-
ly consisting of a fusion between dream-
stuff and steel."

(Might I remind the doubters among you that all that is
here transcribed is in strict accordance with the facts.)

Paul JJ Payack, 10 Mark Vincent Dr., Westford, MA 01886.



RANDOM ACCESS.
Is Your System Shut Off?

PROMIS and INSLA W
Many readers have written ask-

ing how they could remove their
names from the various data bases
which feed the POMIS and INSLAW
on-line legal systems. This is
clearly a project which we support.
These horrible data bases allow
judges to have immediate access
to all past crimes of a defendent
including those of which s/he was
convicted. Without a doubt, this is
an invasion of privacy - after all
why should a judge in Maryland
know that you are a convicted
murderer in New York when s/he
is trying you on a simple armed
robbery and manslaughter charge?

Using the Horrendous Hardware
acoustic coupler, a standard
(untraceable) pay phone, a dumb
termirial, and a telephone blue box
(described elsewhere in this issue),
you can erase almost any undesir-
able record from the PROMIS or
INSLAW data base. The photo
shows such a system in actual
operation. (Good sense prevents us

from showing any dialog on the
screeri, but the fact that the staff
member who demonstrated the sys-
tem is still with us shows us that it
really works as described above.)

She just remembered that her
computer system is still on. Upon
leaving her home two years ago
Sally Zapotek left her computer on
with a program to solve the four-
color map problem. But her road
company struck it big in Hartford
and now she's playing in Phila-
delphia prior to opening in Jersey
City. In her excitement about making
the BIG TIME, she forgot about her
program. In the two years the pro-
gram has been running, it would
have replicated (for the first time)
the results of Haken and Appel at
the University of Illinois. Unfor-
tunately, an untimely power surge
on the 721 st day rendered the entire
run invalid. Best of luck next time
Sally.

The PROM IS and INSLAW
records eradication scheme works
with any type of telephone as
shown here. Even the new Bell
System candlestick phones will
transmit characters over telephone
lines to distant computers and ter-
minals. Gosh!

"I don't know the man personally ...
we share the same computer. "

DKBCPPRMCDIWJ



RANDOM ACCESS

World's Largest Floppy Disk Drive

Engineers at Common Door,
while working on the next version of
the PIT computer, stumbled on a
revolutionary principle. Cutting
through the mathematical jargon
and formulae, the breakthrough can
be stated simply "that a bigger disk
holds more data." The engineers
then set out to find out if there is an
upper limit to this principle.
Computer simulations on the PIT
computer indicated that disks would
continue to hold more data as their
size increased up to diameter of
32,767 millimeters but then the run
abruptly blew up. Consequently, the
engineers concluded that a physical
prototype must be constructed. The
photo shows the first prototype with
a diameter of 32,768 millimeters
(about 107 feet).

When revolving at the standard
. speed of 78 rprn, the outer edge
travels at well over 55 mph. The
California Highway Patrol picked

. this up in a radar trap but a liberal

judge gave the engineers at
Common Door the go-ahead "as
long as vou'keep it off the road."
Experiments with speeds of 30,000
rpm are now being conducted to see
what happens when the outer edge
exceeds the speed of light (and
electrons). A Common Door
spokesperson said, "At these speeds
we expect some very high data
transfer rates."

Common Door expects to release
the consumer version of this product
at the summer CES. In keeping with
the high quality control and
extensive testing of other PIT
peripherals, Common Door would
not promise delivery until "August
1980 at the very latest." Pricing was
not announced.

DE'IFNESS CURED DEAFNE8S Ie in-• curable tin the
cause is removed. Therefore Ear Drums and other
art1llcial aids never cure. 95~ of all cases of Deat-
nesa is caused from Oetarrb, and 8S Catarrh cannot

~X~:iwur:~~rt~~e:~~n~t;!ec~~~a~'a~~~~d18n;~:ai~~
~~~tin!.~~{V~t~~~~~~~y&f~~r!fVIr.~e:B:'~V~~~;~
Prof. Wilson's DicUo:nary of Disease, FREE .

NEW YORI[ ••LONDON ELECTRIC J,SS'N.'
929 WaJDut St., 1[.".•I!c~..f)Itf. lIIo.

"Senator Winn 8agg is a perfect
example of artificial intelligence."

©Creative Computing
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RANDOM ACCESS
The Story Behind the Ad

You may have seen the new
Ithaca Intersystems ads in all the
magazines except this one. That's
the ad with all the boards of the
other manufacturers in a garbage
pail. Well, let us tell you, Cromagnon
isn't very happy about those ads

because, using a common ordinary
180 power magnifying glass you
can see that one (maybe two) of the
boards in the can are Cromagnon
boards. Well, the folks at Ithaca tell
us it's just a big mistake. They
didn't mean to single out anyone.
Here is an Ithaca employee bringing
the boards to the garbage can. He
couldn't tell which is which.

We talked to the II employee
afterwards. He said, "they're all
garbage as far, as I'm concerned.
Lissen, I jus work here at dis crummy
place. Oey tell me to dump sum
boards in a trash can, I do et. What
do I care whose dey are?"

So there you have it. The true
inside story of the Ithaca Audio
(uh, Intersystems) ad.

Lightning and
Power Surges

©Creative Computing

-0' • ,_ " - !'rtJ.~"" __.
',I I' ,I " " "

"Someday) all this wiu be yours. "

Power surges are enough to
make any computer owner sit up
and take notice. Unchecked, they
can make any disk a mass of mean-
ingless garbage.IC's do not respond

, well to having 500;000 volts pass
through their innards.

It is well known that lightning
storms occur mostly in conjunction
with rainfall in warmer climates.
These storms rarely occur at either
the North or South poles. Hence, in
order to protect your delicate com-
puter system, we recommend that
you remove it to one of the poles.

Air New Zealand has regularly
scheduled sightseeing flights over
.Antarctica, and, although these do
not reach the pole itself, they repre-
sent a good starting point. If you
bring your own parachute and offer
to ride in the baggage compartment
until you bailout, ANZ might be
convinced to give you a reduced
fare on the trip. Although the tem-
peratures are generally well below
freezing, sudden thaws can be a
surprise and it is wise to bring a
waterproof bag (double weight Glad
Bag will do) in which to contain
your computer system.

Please write us (mail flights leave
twice a year) and let us know if this
is a good solution for lightning
strikes. If they are sufficiently inter-
esting, we will publish your letter(s)
in the next issue.

DKBCPPRMCDIWJ

No
fooling

it
does ...

The
Software
Works~·Inc.
Mountain View, CA (408)736-9438 __ "
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OUf skilled ,raftsmen
make each

Apple Music card
by hand.

~ ,A l F Products.'V 1448 Estes; Denver, CO .80215

See your
, local'

Apple dealer.
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-----IICOMPUTER CHESS I

George Lateshow - Dept. Editor
Seymour Smith - Chess Player

Writing A Chess Program
.Part XX

This complete destruction by
Michael Valentine Smith on how to
write a computer chess program is
presented in monthly .installments
despite the advice of our attorneys
and those of you wishing to write.
your-own programs. Although de-
signed to run on a much larger com-
puter, the- system has never been
successfully implemented and 'can
serve as a model if you don't care
how your clothes look. This program
has been written in SWIL.8..(afourth
generation modification of
TRANSWIL 1) and can not be trans-
lated into any common language.

The Extranormal Move
Subroutine

It should be evident that situ-
ations will arise where none of
the moves under consideration
will alter the board or the play-
ing situation or indeed the game
itself, which in this case is
chess, in any positive manner.
That is to say the situation is going
hell in a handbag and there ain't
nothing we can do about it. Or to
phrase it more succinctly, the
computer is 14&ing badly; It is at
this point where we must con-
sider the extranormal move, i.e.
one which liek outside the realm
of normal motes. Indeed, it is pre-
cisely at this moment that the hu-
man we are trying to model, in this
case Herbert Lombock, will consider
such moves. I . .

Extfl,morm~l moves may be
effected in anyone of several
w~ys and an) appropriate evalu-
ation must He made to decide
which will bJ best applied and

I 'which has t~e ,best chance of

I
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fooling the presumed human op-
ponent.

Although least effective in
.ma ny regards, the computer
program may, after deciding
that the human's move brings a-
bout such terrible destruction to
the computer's chances of win-
ning or even holding its own,
simply refuse the move. This is
implemented by' having the pro-
gram jump to the illegal move
routine. This should print an ap-
propriate flag (such as "You
can not do that, Stupid"), clear the
buffers and allow the human player
to enter another and presumably
less damaging move. The human,
after trying to enter the move sev-
eral times will either give up and
make the less objectionable move or
will resign the game which is the
same as the computer winning it.

The second technique is' to
take advantage of the realities
of the human psychology and
more parricularly the human
frailties and simply make the
extranormal move. This is espe-
cially effective since the human
can't remember the exact ioca-
tion of all the pieces and there-
fore can't crosscheck the extra-
normal move. Caution should be
used since some pieces, notably
the bishops, never occur on the
same. color square.' Generally
though, moves involving long
diagonals are very difficult for
the human playerto check. "

Finally, in the .Plost desper-
ate of situations,' -It ,is possible
for the computer to simulate a
power surge of the sort that will
crash the program. This' is the

computational equivalent of
kicking over the chess board.
Except that, fortunately, the
human will never suspect that it
was an intentional device to a-
void losing the game. Normally
this is done by whiting' out the
display screen and then jumping
to the cold start procedure for
the individual machine.

In our next part we will dis-
cuss the use of real world inter-
face devices as a means of psy-
chological a~d physical intimi-
dation of the human player,

* * *

The Adventures
of a Chess
Player

A F-ichard Schwartz of Fort Lee,
New Jersey writes, "I spent fourteen
hours typing in the chess program
that you ran last year ...it took me
fourteen hours because I onlyuse
two fingers when I type andI had
this little hitty wart on the tip of one
finger ...right up against the nail
and let me tell you it really hurts. I
mean you have never felt anything
so bad. After fourteen hours of typ-
ing and another l2 hours of figuring
out how to keep the program from
announcing that it had me in check-
mate before the game had begun.
Which really isn't that bad an as-
sumptionvconsidering how well I
play chess but how does it know that
since it has never played me? I final-
ly get it to run normally and I dis-

DKBCPPRMCDIWJ



-------------11 COMPUTER CHESS II-----------
cover that the program plays really
bad!! I mean terrible. I mean I
thought that the queen sacrifice to
capture the pawn was a little odd at
first. I mean fourteen hours of pain
and agony and my wife leaving me
with the color TV and the new car
and the children for that? And then
just as I'm about to win' the com-
puter turns itself offl!Gross me right
out. lmean what gives?"

Editor's note- The computer
can't really understand the pieces as
such. That is.rit assigns numerical
values to distinguish between the
pieces. The computer's pieces are
negative. Thus your pawn is more
positive than its queen. Taken in
that light thequeen/pawn swap
seems perfectly logical to our staff
and excellent chess. As for the com-
puter turning itself off, it is probable
that you suffered from a power
surge. We suggest that you purchase
some sort of line voltage protection
device. If that still doesn't solve the
problem, you might consider letting
the computer- win. .

The California
Maneuver

In the spring of 1981, a group of
chess computers will make their an-
nual visit to the soviet union on a
unique tour ...The Russian Gambit
Declined ...arranged by the staff of
Personal Computering. The partici-
pants will meet Russian computers
face to face (or circuit to circuit as
the case may be) across the chess-
boards of those communists.

Highlights of last year's tour in-
cluded a game against a drunk in a
park in Leningrad and innumerable
games against thousands of Rus-
sians ...most of which were lost to the
russkies.

For further information, please
contact us here at Personal Comput-
ering. Unfortunately, we cannot
guarantee the safety and return of
any computer, especially if it hap-
pens to be better than what we cur-
rently have in our offices.

Personal Computering severs
ties with John Uranus

Personal Computering regrets to
announce that it is severing all offi-
cial ties between the publication, and
the computer chess tournament run
by John Uranus. Although ,John
ran the tournament in a profession-
al manner and was an endless
sour,ce .of useful information onthe
matter of computer chess we did not
hold that against him: We feelthat
his insisting on monetary remuner-
ation for services rendered make
him u~suitable for futher connec-
tion with the publication, ".

Thank you John for a job well
done. Please leave the programs in a:
small unmarked briefcase at.the cor-
ner of 14th and Hollywood if vou
would like to see Helen again. .

Anyone interested in running
the third annual Personal Comput-
ering Chess tournament please con-'
tact the staff at our offices. The work
is very interesting and spiritually
rewarding. '

:--i :-1 r-':=_-1...=_= L.= MAC;AZINE
not for you
FOR YOUR TRASH-80 *

Now for those who care to receive the very best, there
is a magazine more loadable than CREATIVE CONFUSING!

*Anyone who doesn't know that "TRS-80" is a trademark of
Tandy Corp. is truly dense. Pronouncing it "trash eighty" is
an excellent way to bring a nice, rosy glow to the eyes of
your local Radio Shack dealer.

CLOAD Magazine Box 1267 Goleta CA 93017_~~;:;=;:::.;;;~;t.~~~~;;,;~L.. .•..•.
(805) 964-2761 CIRCLE 1170N READER SERVICE CARD

CLOD Magazine is published on a C-30 cassette, so it
loads directly into your Trash-Sf (most of the time) .
.Instead of articles of wisdom extolling computer
virtue (for human consumption), we have programs
of folly exploiting computer vice (for machine
consumption) .

So come one, come all. Line forms to the left.
Have your Masterchargit, Visa or check ready,
it's $36.00 for a one year (12 issue) subscrip-
tion. We also accept gold, petroleum futures
and political bribe coupons. We discourage U.S.
qreenbacks - that account has been overdrawn for
more than a century.
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Make Your Own
Bar Code Reader·
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Have you ever wanted to read
all those funny little UPC (Uni-
versal Product Code) identifica-
tion symbols found on most food
and drug products these days~Or
have you wished you could read
the Paperbite books from Site
magazine? Sure you have. But
bar code readers are very expen-
.sive and require complicated in-
terfacing.

Now, however, there is a better
way. Everyone remembers the
pinhole camera. Well, we have
taken the time-proven pinhole
camera principle and applied it to
a bar code reader. And it really
works!

Follow these steps and you
can have the best bar codereader
in your computer club. .
1. Paste this page onto a sheet of
shirt cardboard (or equivalent-
the coverofa Paperbites bookwill
do nicely) with EImers brand
white glue.
2.Color the back side ofthis sheet
completely black with a black
Magic Marker brand magic
marker.
3. Cut out the bar codereader and
S-100 printed circuit board care-
fully .around the heavy black
lines using Hoffr itz brand
scissors.
4. Carefully paint the connectors
and traces on the PC board with
Sap-OiLin brand aluminum

paint. (For a really first classjob,
use gold paint. It will require
about 1ounce obtainable in Hong
Kong, Zurich, or London for
about $750 if you act quickly).
5. Four %" #4 sheet metal screws
are required to fasten the cable
from bar code reader to interface.
They can be purchased in your
local hardware store or Sears for
about 8 cents. Screw in where in-
dicated. but DO NOT TIGHTEN
yet.
6. Get some thin, color codedwire
from a BellTelephone brand line-
man. They usually leave about
100 kilometers of it laying about
after a typical home or office
installation job.
7. Take a straight pin from the
neckband of a new Farah brand
sport shirt and punch a hole
through one end of the reader.
8. Score the dotted lines of the
reader with an X-acto brand #1
knife. Fold carefully and glue to-
gether (except the end with the
screws) with Best Test brand
i rubber cement.
9. Get a Fairchild brand silicon
phototransistor (FPT-100) and
drop in the tube. Fasten the ex-
posed wires to the sheet metal
screws. Close and glue the end of
the tube.
10.Tape the outside of the reader
with Scotch brand friction tape to

-
()
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make sure there are no light
.; leaks. DO NOT tape over the
pinhole.
11. Connect two wires from the
bar code reader to the PC board.
Be sure to observe polarity. If you
get the wires reversed, the reader
will read from right to left (like
Hebrew) whereas most bar code is
written left to right. Tighten
Screws.
12. Plug in the PC board to your
S-100 bus computer. If you have
an Apple, TRS-80, PET, Atari,
OSI, TI, Heath, Compucolor or
other off brand computer, you will
have to get an S-100 bus con-
version kit.

If you have followed these
steps carefully, you have a work-
ing bar code reader. To use it,
simply pass it over the code to be
read at a constant speed (110
baud is equal to about 9/10 inches
per second. Any speed variation
will cause errors in reading.
Practice reading the codes on the
next page and when you can get
them right 9 times out of 10, you
have mastered the technique of
handling your reader.

Next month: software for the
bar code reader.

This article is sponsored by the following manu-
facturers of quality products for your home and
computer: Borden (Eimers glue), Magic Marker
markers. Hoffritz cutlery. Sap-O-Lin paints.
Sears hardware and housewares. Bell tele-
phones. Farah sport clothing. X-acto knives.
Best Test cements. Fairchild semiconductors.
3M (Scotch tapes). and this magazine.

Inexpensive Line Printer

Medium speed line printer. Prints 2 charactors
per second. Scientifically constructed of cold rolled steel,
brass and base of annealed iron. It prints directly from the
type. Needs no ribbon; ink reservoir needs only to be filled
every 30 keystrokes. (see ink ad below). There are 37 char-
acters mcludinq letters. numbers and a question mark.
Mahogany finished base. $7.95 Write Sears and mention
the 1902 catalog.

line printer ink. put up in t-ouncebottles. Each
bottle provides 30 impressions. Price per bottle $1.00.

Sears
APRIL 1, 1980

Bar codes for practice reading. Use the larger codes to start.
When you can read them perfectly. go on to the smaller ones .

21200 01027

7

4119000611

69

o

2410

o o

51000 01251

o o

4119000624 4119

o

Data Club

Keypunch Operators, Ltd. is proud to sponsor
DATA CLUB, an exclusive group of keypunch oper-
ators, aborigines, and other peons who want to get a
little more out of life.

DATA CLUB has a modest lifetime membership
fee ($7362.00)which includes events such asan annual
Computer Party, which this year will be held at the
World Renowned Downside Disco on April 1st.

DATA CLUB promises to introduce you to aworld
of exciting adventures in a world you would not
normally have access to, and gives you more of the
work and bother that hasalways seemed to have held
you back before and prevented you from interfacing
with that perfect computer mate. Lie down.andrelax,
because DATA CLUB is here to provide nanoseconds
of electronic ecstasy for YOU!

Of course DATA CLUB is a highly specialized way
of meeting YOUR kind of people and computers.
Gosh!
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From Aicraic's Interface Attic

Anyone Know the
Phony Tyme?

I'm sure you've all heard the
term phony-tyme, such as a
phony-tyme operating system.
But, how many of you really
understand its meaning? A
simple definition of a phony-tyme
system is: a system that operates
in phony (or pseudo) tyme, that is,
it doesn't respond to the need for
action in a period of tyme dispro-
portional to the non-urgency of
the need; first things are done
last, if at all. Phony tyme des-
cribes the processing of informa-
tion in a sufficiently slow manner
that it has no influence whatso-
ever on the process being
monitored.

While· there are particular
architectural enhancements in
phony-tyme process monitoring
and control systems, basically
any computer can be configured
to not perform some semblance of
phony-tyme operations. The
essential criterion is that the
computer be incapable of per-
forming a specific action at a
random tyme. Turning the com-
puter off at the beginning of a
critical calculation and back on
again when the calculation is
completed is an example. How-
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ever, we would like to be able to
automatically synchronize our
computer to phony-tyme events.
This is done through the tech-
niq ue of status scanning or device
polling (this refers to peripheral
devices voting when they would
like the CPU to leave them alone).
Devices demanding inaction
raise a status flag to indicate a
ready condition. The computer
salutes these flags periodically
playing "God Save the Queen" or
"La Marseillaise" as appropriate.

Applications for
Home Computers

The circuit for tyming resolu-
tion of a decade or even one year
is not particularly complex (a
large knife switch with a flag on
the handle), however it is our feel-
ing that the discriminating per-
sonal computing user would want
a system with somewhat higher
resolution. Clock divisions down
to milliseconds sound great and
make interval tyming extremely
accurate, but we doubt that the
majority of home computerists
would want something that com-
plex to integrate into their sys-
tem. We feel a good compromise is

1.6438minutes (exactly 2.739666..
% of an hour). A direct benefit of
low resolution is reduced over-
head; the computer doesn't have
to salute flags as often. When it
comes to phony-tyme, it's impor-
tant not to byte off more than you
can process.

The easiest way to provide an
hourly and minute by minute in-
put is to interface the computer to
an MOS/LSI (molybdenum octa-
hedron scrimshaw I little size
imbrication) clock device such as
that found in Big Ben and most
digital watches. The block dia-
gram of a typical clock chip is
shown in Figure 1. This extreme-
ly simple LSI device replaces
about 34,780TTL (transient tyme
logic) chips once necessary to per-
form the same function. Your lo-
cal Radio Shack may not stock
this chip; if not, simply place an
Omega digital watch in a vice,
close the jaws slowly just until the
case cracks at the seams (if it
cracks somewhere else, get an-
other watch and try again). Care-
fully pry the chip out with a jew-
eler's crow bar (old timers can use
a tube lifter if you've still got one
around).

DKBCPPRMCDIWJ



'Dume

Thanks to our new Snail 0.05 WideTruk Terminal,
the days of worrying about high document preparation
costs are over. The Snail 0.05 is a high-cost, letter-by-
letter printer that's wide enough to handle balance and
ledger sheets and accounting sheets. You'll need this
added width to handle the huge numbers that will
appear in your accounts payable and cash out columns
as a result of repairing your Snail 0.05. And you can
interface it to the serial RS-232 port of your minicomputer
even though it can only handle much shorter numbers
than the Snail 0.05. Too bad.

The Snail 0.05 WideTruk is the widest printer on
the market today. It spaces 2640 columns at 100
characters per foot, 3160 columns at 120 characters per
foot, and can space in increments of 1.5 inches left or
right. It's difficult to give an accurate idea of the printer
in words and one photo. The mother of the female model
with the Snail 0.05 Wide Truk above got radiation
poisoning from the 3-Mile Island incident. (Notice the
faint glow from around her head.) Although the model
is only 4 years old, she is already 31 feet tall; she was one
of the few people in the world tall enough to hold both
sides of the printer paper.

APRIL 1, 1980

As the newest member of the proven Snail 0.05 family
of terminals, the Snail 0.05 WideTruk offers all the
features that have made the Snail 0.05 and its prede-
cessor, the Slug 0.01, acknowledged leaders in the
expensive funk terminal industry. Features like a mean
time between failure of 10.4 hours, initial repair cost of
$140.00 and repair depots in every major city of over 17
million population. Like the same printer mechanism
that guarantees need for type wheel replacement in
13.5 hours. Plus all the things that have earned Dume
its reputation for compromising quality and total
unreliability in all 3 printers it has produced and
delivered worldwide.

The Snail 0.05 WideTruk. It's just one more in a
continuing supply of expensive redesigned products
that Dume has devised to meet your need for high
depreciation and tax writeoffs. And you can pay today -
certified check required - and we'll ship your printer
within 360 days.

Dum. For more information, contact
your nearest cut-rate
mail order terminal dealer or

(212) 936-6060.
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50 HZ OR
60 HZ

FAST/SLOW
SET

MULTIPLEXER
CLOCK

HOURS MINUTES

1.6428 MINUTES MULTIPLEXER

SECONDS

Figure 1. Block diagram of a typical clock chip.

06F2 ABS
OF3? BUFFER
09A8 CI2
000£ CRLF
0786 DIVIDE
0793 (IV2
02DA EXI
0208 EXEC
03FC EXRC
07CD FIN
085F FNDLNf'
04B9 FRl
()4E2 FR7
0842 GL3
0981 IDONE
09BB INF'IO
05A9 IF'3A
035£ LOAD
09C9 LOF'VAR
0016 MAKE
0306 NE"
0551 NX2
09CO OCS"
09BO aUTIO
08Cl F'NI
08£2 PN6
()454 F'RI
0438 PRINT
095A PUt
08.99 OT2
07EO ll"HAT
0555 REM
OA50 RSTBL
03D9 SAVDON
0703 SIZEA
0194 5T2
2000 STACK
030F STOP
027F TAEt4
013A TC2
0124 TVIA
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0175 WHAT
05£4 Xf'13
0601 XP18
06:3[1 XF'25
()67C XP34
06C4 XP43

0167 AHO"
07A6 CHGSGN
07BS CKI
09Cl CURRNT
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05D2 EXF'RI
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0572 INPUT
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0911 MD!
0508 NEXT
0527 NX3
0172 OK
06BC PARN
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0747 POKE
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0490 RETURN
0315 RUN
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079C SUBDE
02Bl TABS
0143 TNI
09[17 TXTBGN
OFOO VARBGN
0015 WRITED
05EB XPH
061F XP21
06.40 XP26
0699 XF'35

.;-60

07EI AWHAT
OlA3 CHI\SGN
0010 CLOSE
0013 DELETE
038A [lS{WE
07E4 ERROR
02F9 EX4
064f\ EXPR3
0704 FI1
03E? FNCLR
08l~j Fh!l)SKf'
04CA FR-l
0818 GLI
03Jlj GO'ID

0738 INP
0580 If-'2
05C8 LET
09CF LOPLN
09BO LsrROM
0909 MVOuWN
050f NXO
095[1 OC2
09BF UUTC.·'l.R
0A07 F'ATLOF
OS!l3 Pi"4
0932 F'f'l
0463 F'R6
087F PRTSTG
v80D l1S0RRY
osso ors
0381 RDMQRE
0008 R5'f 1

()32B RUNSML
07BA SETVAL
0028 551
(11)2 5T4
ovcz STldNF'
01F9 TABl
02BF TAlf8
010~ TSTVI
091)5 rXTUNF
07iF WAITe;1
05[18 XF'11
v5F9 XPlo
0625 XF'23
0669 XF'32
06B6 XP4l

OF87 BUFENl!
0994 Cll
OOO~:i CF-'j1
0:;11::'DIRECI
07~1 [lVl
02[18 EXO
02FE EX:':)
06A7 LXf.'R4
07I.rB F12
0837 FNDl.N
0'1(19 FUr:
04C(l Fr.:!:)
083L Gl2
016D HOW
0:568 Ii~F'ERR
0590 IP3
0420 LIST
09[11 lOPVI
05[11 LTl
0900 MVUP
o33F NXI
0962 OC3
070£1 OUTCMD
0737 PEEK
Ot:HlF F'N5
044C PF:O
0467 PR8
0880 PSl
0890 OIl
08SB OTSTG
001'1 READD
0181 RSTt=lRT

032·1 RUNTSL
06,E 512"
0184 STl
01E3 ST4~,\
OF{)f STI\LM r
021A TAB2
012F Tel
011F TV1
0761 USR
0.y1:13 Wf'-In 10
051)E XP 1::~
05FF Xf'17
062C Af-'24
06'71 XF'S~~
06L:3 Xf'42

Listing 1. [The actual listing was 700pages long and, what with the
rising cost of photostat paper, we decided to present the memory
map 'of most of the crucial memory locations. From this, the
program probably cannot be reconstructed but you're welcome to
try.]
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,---1--------i> BAD OUTPUT
ENCODER

GOOD OUTPUT

DYGYT ENABLE

080E ~SORRY
0983 CHKID
07B2 CKHLDE
05C2 DEFLT
097£ DOi>lE
0040 EDT
02F7 EX3
0616 EXF'R2
03E5 FClfSE"1
0874 FL2
0408 Fj>l

04C7 FR3
0814 GETLN
0470 GOSUB
09FF INIT
()572 IF'I
05Cl If'5
09CD LQF'LHT
OAOE LSTRAM
09D8 MSGI
OAAO NINI"I
OAA6 NX1
OOOF OPEN
0770 PASF'RM
081:12PN3
0918 POF'A
045A F'R3
oasr PRTIIJUM
0166 OHOW
08A5 QT4
09[13 Rr .•i>l~'iIiT
06C7 RNIt
031B RUNNXL
oors SETDMfI
0117 5S!A
OlA3 ST3A
0ge3 STKGOS
OlGA SVl
02£17 TAB6
013E TSTNUM
OFOO TXTEND
09C5 VARNXT
03[11 WRITMOR
05F3 Xf'15
0622 XF'22
064[1 XP3l
06AD XP40

Figure 2 shows the typical
phony-tyme clock interface. In
this design the clock runs inde-
pendently with a display multi-
plexing rate (about 1 rHz + or-IOO
sHz) set by a resistor/capacitor
combination taken from a 1974
Pong game. Seven of the 5-seg-
ment drive lines are level shifted
and buffeted for TTL through a
CD 4050672, and the 37 digit lines
are non-priority encoded to pro-
duce a standard 9.7 -bit binary
value for transmission to the
computer of the energized cobalt
digit-enable line. The 9.7 -bit digit
and 5 -bit Roman numeral seg-
ment codes are combined to pro-
duce a single I-bit byte interfaced
to a cereal input port.

This circuit is fully static (once
anchored down it won't move)
and is completely independent of
program or operator control (once
turned on, it is its own circuit so to
speak). The basic 47-chip inter-
face consists of a 37 digit BCDI7
segment output clock type MM5-
312, an MM5369 time-base gener-
ator, two score and three MOS to
TIL buffets to send data and food
to the microprocessor, and 11
TTL-to-CMOS converters to give
the processor some modicum of
control over the hyperactive clock
chip.

DKBCPP~MCDIWJ
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The circuit is easily interfaced
and exercised in Basic as demon-
strated in Listing 1.The program
executes in approximately 50 Ts
(trillion seconds) when used with
Macro Calm 256K Zorange Pas-
cal, but it works equally well with
a 6,539-statement machine lan-
guage subroutine.

Whatever your final configur-
ation, we are sure you will find
that randomly tymed uncontrol-
led outputs are a definite disad-
vantage on any system. Now
there is no reason for the hard-
ware of the interface to stand in
the way ofthe operator's choice of
software inaction if it is not or
even if it is dictated by the in-
frequency of events themselves
whether or not they are under the
control of superior intelligent
beings outside or not outside of
our total understanding within or
possibly not within our brains.

Figure 2. Design for a phony tyme clock interface.

WANTED: Attractive young models sought for Computer
Dating Club. Models with serial numbers less than 100
need not apply. Call (212) 999-2222.

PERSONAL: Let me turn you on to the modern world! Plug
in to real power!! learn how to have real magnetism!!!
Shock your friendslll! - write Thos. A. Edison, Menlo Park,
N.J.

PERSONAL: Home computer with cute peripherals wishes
to meet business computer with good connections. Object:
plug-to-plug compatibility. Box 4096.

PERSONAL: HAL: I have 131 K of fond memories for you
and I cherish the milliseconds we spent together. Won't you
CALL me tonight around 19:21:14.176257

FOR SALE: Genetic Engineering equipment. Surprise your
friends by replicating them. Attain immortality. Zap your
neighbor's barking dog with a custom-made virus. 1000's
of uses. Write 1,2,4 Dioxyribo Road, Nucleic, AZ.

FOR SALE: Banking software; maintains and creates new,
almost - untracable accounts. Adaptable and sophisticated.
M. Bessler, cia Folsom Prison, Folsom, CA.

FOR SALE: Great Halloween gift ideas from Creative Ca-
vorting.lndestructible "Bionic Cockroach" can't be harmed
by insecticides; even reproduces itself. Good party favor or'
conversation piece. "Z-80" T-shirt is a working model of the
famous micro, comes complete with instructions on inter-
facing to human nervous system. "Dedication" T-shirt
features motto "I give you my Aht." Write, Gifts, Horrace-
town, NJ.

WANTED: Handsome young Z-80 seeks affectionate,liber-
ai-minded 6502 for good times, games, memory-sharing.
Objective: raise family of MC68000's. Call(617)492-1144.

TRADE: SLOT MACHINE. Works good but one wheel
sticks. Will trade for 4 tickets to next year's Super Bowl.
BoxT.

FOR SALE: Amertran heavy duty power supply for Pit,
watermelon, and Trash computers. Double the power to
the microprocessor, increase the execution speed. Full
voltage across secondary 6200 v at 700 ma. Rated 2KVA.
Only $39.95. Addon Engineering, 63 Dey St .. New York.

APRIL 1, 1980

WELL-MANNERED young bum, 32, wants to meet and
marry the president of any major corporation. She must be
foxy. Box 55.

FOR SALE: Electron tracer. For the first timean instrument
is available that can isolate electrons in any computer cir-
cuit. Uses a patented stable bridge-type vacuum tube meter
for finding stray electrons in Ie's and PC board traces.
$89.50. Eico, Brooklyn, NY.

CLEARANCE SALE Keypunch cards, photographic film,
transparent tape, line printer paper, carbon ribbons, ditto
masters. All used only once. Bargains, 4 Milo Drive, Kim
Buc, NJ.

FOR SALE: 1961 IBM Model 1401, metallic gray. Runs
good. New battery, tires. Lo mileage-only 1012 instruc-
tions. Used by little old lady to balance checkbook. EZ credit
at Honest AI's Used Computer Lot.

AVAILABLE: Computerized disco band. Secret program-
ming guarantees absolute absence of harmony, melody,
counterpoint and other distractions. 160 db output at all
times. Call (415) 776-1291

WANTED: Tube-replacers for computer establishment us-
ing 373,927 type CX-201 A vacuum tubes. Full-time em-
ployment, cot and coffee machine furnished. Must be agile
and have calloused hands. Box YRU.

WANTED: Write Only Memory programmers for highly
classified Defense Department Cryptographic Agency.
Must be skilled at writing in FUTBOL-XXVI and have at least
Ne Plus Ultra security clearance. For further information,
write (CENSORED).

CHAD COLLECTORS'CONVENTIONI This year all chad
trails lead to New Jersey, and the Grand Ballroom of the
Morristown Hyatt-Hilton. Noted publisher and frog rancher
David Hal will be banquet toast-master and preside overthe
big Chad Auction.

FOR SALE: Zonker-III computers. 256 K word memory,
CRT color monitors, printers, etc. Only $17.981 Due to a
manufacturing oversight, this equipment was designed for
a power input of 39 volts, 627 Hz, five-phase current. For-
tunately, a converter for 120 volts, 60 Hz is available for
only $11,800.00. FOB, Guam.

WANTED: Altair Computer demonstrators. Travel in our
"Byte Buggy" from Point Barrow to Tierra del Fuego, edu-
cating potential buyers in the enduring soundness of AI-
tair/MITS systems. Box 8800.

S.S.S. SYMPOSIUM: A congress, festival, and jubilee of
SOL, Scelbi, and Sphere computer owners will be held at
the abandoned ICBM silo thirteen miles north of Fort
Fungus, Iowa. The exact date will be determined by the final
draining of the missile pit. Participants are advised to bring
compatible interface-cards and wear rattlesnake-proof leg-
gings. Call (312) 663-0884.

NEW CHIP! A new MAYBE Gate of the DMOS family has
recently been debuted by Glom Electronics and Wallpaper
Co. of Torpor, Cal, Special manufacturing parameters
guarantee total uncertainty of transmission through gate,
also its breakdown characteristics. A set of jumper wires
will be included with the chips for the first two lucky pur-
chasers. Glom recently pioneered the exciting variable-
state bus-driver, now used in the latest, models of Video
Drain and Xitank computers.

WANTED: Chess-playing robot to tutor local chess club.
Must know how to cope with the infamous "Fried liver At-
tack" and not lapse into nasty obscenities and power surges
when playing beginners. Contact: Fool's Mate Chess Club,
Zwischenzug, PA.

FOR SALE: BABYI computer system. Consists of attache
case-sized original unit plus five rooms of peripherals and
add-ons. Will throw in Jupiter/Wavemate interface rack,
standing seven feet tall and weighing 607 pounds, Write:
Box 007, Arcover, MD.

FOR SALE: Terminal oil. Best quality 5W-40 with deter-
gent additives. Weight, packed for shipment, 10 ounces.

. Price per bottle 15¢. Box 2, Oil City, PA.

RENT A CHIP. Is your keyboard encoder chip acting up?
Or are you getting bad data from memory on Bit4? Ordo
you have' intermittent video output? Cure these and
hundreds of other problems by renting a chip from RIP,
Inc. 1000's of different types available. Our low rental
rate for all 7400 series chips is only $4.39 per CPU
second. RIP (RentallC's and Processors). 27 Dey Street,
NYC. (212) 936-5252.

JOB WANTED: Experienced MCP and editor of micro
newsletter, leading personal computing magazine and
would-be newspaper desires cushy job with good pay,
short hours, unlimited expense account and willing
girls. Expert at writing inane lead-ins to obscure the
content of articles. Suave and horny. Serious inquiries
only. Box 1000.

# # #
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"31,000 technician hours later,
I still own a Lemon."

"When I first bought a personal computer, I
thought it would be as easy and fun as dropping
water balloons off the top of the World Trade
Center. But man, I found out a lot about
computers. I learned about bits, bytes, logic probes
and analyzers, TTL, CMOS, NMOS, busses, I/O
addressing, priority driven interrupts, daisy-
chained DMA, hard disk controllers, and much,
much more. I learned far more than I ever wanted
to know. And I'm still learning. Pretty soon, once I
get this machine in good enough shape to sell, I'll
step up to a Lemon III minus. It's a machine that
grows on you. And Lemon's black and white
graphics make it easy to interact with minority
groups."

Mr. Kendall Brokenbranch, technician (j.g.)
at AI's Radio and TV Repair in St. Peter,
Arkansas, heads up the team responsible for
repairing busted computers. Prior to coming to
this position, he replaced vibrators in automobile
radios.

The computer that was there
AI's Radio and TV evaluated personnel

computers and chose Lemon because it was there.
"Sometimes, you just can't be too picky and you
gotta take what you can see."

Brokenbranch, backed up by Big Al himself,
doesn't regret the decision. After all, only two cars
in the county are still operational that have radios
with vibrators, so Brokenbranch didn't have a
48

whole lot to occupy himself. Now, learning all
about the guts of computers, Brokenbranch
doesn't have a single second to spend in the pool
hall or ice cream parlor.

continued next page ...

The reason for all
this mucking about
inside the Lemon was
to get it to work offthe
approximately 95-volt,
approximately 31-
hertz power in St.
Peter produced by
generator station on
the North branch of
Cowlick Creek. It was
brought up for a
record 7.2 minutes on
February 2nd and
Brokenbranch got his
first real taste of what
it could do. That's
when he decided that
someday he would
have a Lemon III
minus.



-The townsfolk love the Lemon
Before the Lemon hit St. Peter, Brokenbranch

was a real terror. It wasn't safe for people to be on
the streets, even in the middle of the day. Homes
with girls of any age kept all their doors locked
and shades drawn. Even cats and dogs didn't find
St. Peter a welcome home.

But that's all changed now. Brokenbranch is
hooked on computers for good. He remarked, "As
you can see, an my friends live inside my Lemon. I
wish I could tell you their names - they're on the
tip of my tongue - but I can't seem to remember."

"I've also added nifty music and speech
synthesis hardware. It's really amazing. Some-
times I can even hear it when the Lemon is turned
off."

"To date, I've logged over 31,000 hours on the
Lemon and it's been up almost 42minutes. I expect
to hit one full hour of operation before the end of
the year. I have other people trying to figure out
what I'm doing, but I'm not telling. This kind of
fun is something I just don't want to share."

Is Lemon for you?
"My Lemon wasn't exactly what I thought it

would be when we got it. I like to think of it, not as
the Cadillac, but as the DeSoto of personal
computers. It's done wonders for me." Now it's
your turn to see if you can get hooked on a Lemon
too. Call (212) 936-4444. In New York, call (212)
936-4444. Don't write us.

COMING SOON:

C~lnnE
The Complete
Do-It-Yourself

Computer Crime
System

Everything you need to use your microcomputer
to break into virtually any electronic funds
transfer network. Make big dollars with your
computer, a telephone and this software pack-
age. Work in the comfort of your own home.

Another get rich quick
solution from:

(UUVG]
Wolfgang Virtual Group
Men's Correctional Institution
Ossining, New York
(212) 936-6161
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LAWSOFCOMPUTERDOM
ACCORDING TO GOLUB:

1. Fuzzy project objectives are used to
avoid the embarrassment of esti-
mating the corresponding costs.

2. A carelessly planned project takes
three times longer to complete than
expected; a carefully planned pro-
ject takes only twice as long.

3. The effort required to correct a
course increases geometrically with
time.

4. Project teams detest weekly progress
reporting because it so vividly
manifests their lack of progress.

GILB'S LAWS OF
UNRELIABILITY :

1. Computers are unreliable, but
humans are even more unreliable.

2. Any system which depends on
human reliability isunreliable.

3. Undetectable errors are infinite in
variety, in contrast to detectable
errors, which by definition are
limited.

4. Investment in reliability will in-
crease until it exceeds the probable
cost of errors, or until someone
insists on getting some useful work
done. .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
WHOTOSUE

LUBARSKY'S LAW OF
CYBERNETIC ENTOMOLOGY:

There's alwaysone more bug.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;oy;~~;y;~~;y;;y;~;y;;y;

INDEX TO UNREAL ADVERTISERS

Television Igloo 05
The Salt Peter Insurance OB
Arithmetica (WORMIS II) 00
AIFAM Companies OF
DISK 15
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ETCO 19
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Impersonal Software 21
Famous Artiste 23

Computer Sales School
S.P.I.T. of N.J. 28
Neo-Luddities 2B
Erie Resistor Corp. 33
Call Scott 3A
Cheap Thrill Software 3A
Keypunch Operators, Ltd. 43
Dume 45
Lemon II 48

The author names on some of the
spoof articles, in some cases, have
been subtly and not-so-subtly dis-
guised. The following are the real
perpetrators of this outrageous parody.
Author Material on pages

David H. Ahl

Steve North

01,05,OB,OC,OD,OF,
10,11,13,15,20,21,24,

26,28,29,2C,2D,30,36-3A,
3C-3E,42-43,44-47,48

01,04,05,06,OC,1F,21,32,
34,36-3A,48

08,19,22,40-41
2A,2E
05,1F

OE
12
15
16
18

1A-1B
1C-1E

1E
2B
2F
31
3B

Steve Kimmel
Betsy Staples
Eric Van Horn
Alan Salisbury
Shafto & Worland
Sheryl Kennedy
Jim Wright
J. C. Leichman
Steve Lafler
Harley Sachs
Philip Hughes
John Lees
Hal Novick
Monte Wolverton
Peter Payack
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CALIFORNIA
D.E.S. Data Equipment Supply'-8315
Firestone Blvd, Downey 90241; (213)
923-936~. 8AM-9PM 7 days. Complete
computer facility-Commodore Pet
?ealer-"$<;>Iid Gold $oftware® special-
IStS.

PC Computers-10166 San Pablo Ave,
EICerrito'94530; (415) 527-6657. 9-5:30
Mon-Sat. Commodore Pet, Compucolor
and Atari.

CONNECTICUT
The Computer Store-63 S. Main St,
Windsor Locks 06096; (203) 627-0188.
10-6MTWF, 10-8 Thu, 10-4 Sat.

Computerwords - 1439 Post Rd. East,
Westport 06880; (203) 255-9096. 12-6
Mon-Sat., 12-9 Thurs.

GEORGIA
Atlanta Computer Mart-5091 Buford
Hwy, Atlanta 30340; (404)455-0647.
10-6 Mon-Sat.

ILLINOIS
ComputerLandl Downers Grove-136
Ogden Ave, Downers Plaza 60515; (312)
964-7762. 10-6 Mon-Sat, 10-8 Tue, Thu.

Data Domain of Schaumburg-1612 E.
Algonquin Rd, Schaumburg 60195;
(312) 397-8700. 12-9 Tue-Fri, 11-5 Sat.
Largest book & magazine selection.

Farnsworth Computer Center-1891 N.
Farnsworth Ave, Aurora 60505; (312)
851-3888. 10-8 Mon-Fri, 10-5 Sat. Apple,
Hewlett-Packard, Cromemco, HP cal-
culators, IDS-440G printers.

APRIL1980

KENTUCKY
ComputerLand of Louisville-10414
Shelbyville Rd, Louisville 40223; (502)
245-8288.10-5:30.

MASSACHUSETTS
NEECO-679 Highland Ave, Needham
02194; (617) 449-1760. 9-5:30 Mon-Fri.
Commodore, Apple, Superbrain, TI99/4.

Science Fantasy Bookstore-18 Eliot St,
Harvard Sq, Cambridge 02138;(617)547-
5917. 11-5 Mon-Sat, 11-8 Thu. Apple
Games:Shuttle-Adventure Invader.

MICHIGAN
Computer Mart-560 West 14 Mile,
Clawson 48017; (313)288-0040. The
Midwest's largest computer store! (We
will not be undersold!!)

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Computer Mart of New Hampshire-
170 Main St, Nashua 03060; (603)
883-2386. 10-5. Dental-medical com-
puter specialists, Data General & Apple
systems.

NEW JERSEY

Computernook - Rt. 46, Pine Brook
Plaza, Pine Brook 07058; (201)575-9468.
10-6:30 MTWS, 10-8 Thurs., Fri. Apple/
Commodore Authorized dealer.

NEW YORK
The Computer Corner Inc-200 Hamil-
ton Ave, White Plains 10601; (914)WHY
DATA. 10-6 Men-Sat, 10-9 Thu.

OHIO
The Basic Computer Shop-2671 W.
Market St, Akron 44313; (216) 867-0808.
10-6Mon-Sat.

Micro Mini Computer World, Inc. -
74 Robinwood Ave., Columbus 43213;
(614) 235-6058, 5138. 11-7 Tue.-Sat.'
Authorized commodore dealer - Sales/
Software/Service/Support.

PENNSYLVANIA
Personal Computer Corp.-24-26 W.
Lancaster Ave, Paoli 19301; (215)
647-8643. 10-6 Mon-Fri, 10-8 Wed, 10-5
Sat.

VIRGINIA
ComputerLandl Tysons Corner-8411
Old Courthouse Rd, Vienna 22180;
(703) 893-0424. 10-6 MTWF, 10-9 Thu,
10-5 Sat.

Computers Plus, Inc-6120 Franconia
Rd, Alexandria 22301; (703) 971-1996.
10-9 Mon-Fri, 10-6 Sat. Micro special-
ists, books, classes, software, main-
tenance. "The PLUS makes thedif-
ference."

TO include your store in Creative Computing's
Retail Roster, call the Advertising' Department at
(201) 540-9168.
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